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The aim of the 2016 Conference was to explore the active 
connection between Theosophical teachings and social 
responsibility. Guided by the principles and metaphysical 
perspectives given in The Secret Doctrine and other writings of 
H.P. Blavatsky and those of her close co-workers, conference 
participants discussed how fundamental ethical questions 
reflected in contemporary social conditions might be answered. 
How might students of Theosophy understand and practice 
social responsibility? What thoughts and deeds might help us 
reduce suffering and improve the quality of life for all that lives? 
Do the teachings of Theosophy, in particular the messages of 
H.P. Blavatsky, indicate a duty to help others? 

The program and location of the Conference, at La Casa de 
Maria in Santa Barbara, provided an inspiring and regenerative 
opportunity for both formal and informal discussion in a 
community of Theosophical learning.
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“ Hast thou attuned thy heart and mind to the great 
mind and heart of all mankind?  For as the sacred 
River’s roaring voice whereby all Nature-sounds 
are echoed back, so must the heart of him ‘who in 
the stream would enter’, thrill in response to every 
sigh and thought of all that lives and breathes.”
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Vice President Jan Nicolaas Kind

We are very fortunate. We don’t have one. We don’t have two. 
We have three presidents. We have been organizing a number of 
events and we know how difficult it is to put these things together. 
When we arrived here yesterday and when we saw the wonderful 
work the Santa Barbara Lodge has done, we were so impressed. 
In Theosophy you don’t go for the reward, but I always say, it is 
a duty to give, but it is an art to receive. Please give them a warm 
applause because they worked around the clock for so many, many 
months. 

I don’t know how you experience it, but when theosophists 
meet, there are always cookies and candies. Even though you 
might not have met the person in the flesh for a year or two, but 
when you then come together it is as if you met them yesterday. 
That feeling I had today. I had not seen Jacques for a year and 
many others. But when we come here we converse in a style like 
the way we did it the day before. 

The first ITC conference I ever attended was in Julian. Some 
of you were there in 2011. Jim and Sally Colbert had set it up. For 
me that experience was a kind of opener for the further develop-
ments and I was very happy to join and to pay my contribution 
to this wonderful organization. At 2012 we went to Wheaton, the 
Olcott Headquarters of TS of A. In 2013 there was a wonderful 
event organized by Helena Kerekhazi in New York, which was 
really dynamic because there was a lot of meetings going on at the 
same place. That’s where I met Nancy for the first time. After that 
we went to the Netherlands. We went below sea level for a couple 
of years. We went first to the International Theosophical Centre 
in Naarden, which was really a new experience. We started with 
workshops. We wanted people to participate rather than sitting in 
a chair and listening to, of course, a wealth of lecturers. Last year 
we went to the government city of The Netherlands, The Hague 
and we had a similar meeting. I am sure that the meeting we are 
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going to experience during the next couple of days will contribute 
to what ITC stands for. 

I just want to say that we all need to understand that this is all 
a part of what we would describe as the Theosophical Movement. 
All the various vehicles have deserved their place under the sun. 
We are not going to create a new Theosophical Society. All of 
these various groups have their own impact. From all of them we 
can learn. The nice thing is, and I need to share this with you, 
we have been already working very hard on what we call cross-
pollination. An example of this is when a representative of the 
Point Loma organization went to Brazil and gave a course on The 
Seven Jewels at the Theosophical Institute near Brasilia, which is 
an Adyar based group. It went so well that people wanted to repeat 
that type of event. We have lecturers from other organizations 
that go to other groups. There is a real exchange going on. 

The basic thing is: we can talk about the differences we had 
in the past, but we all know that what happened in the past, we 
cannot undo. These are facts. The facts we cannot change. But 
what we can do is learn from what happened. We can learn to 
perform the art of listening without any prejudice, like when it 
was when we first started to read The Secret Doctrine. We had to 
take all those things we had previously learned aside and—not 
forget them—but just put them aside, in order to absorb what 
H.P.B. had given out to us. It is the same with ITC. 

We can learn from the past and we can look to the future. If 
we think in terms of decades, if we think in terms of centuries, we 
might as well think that what we are doing here is preparing the 
path for that Theosophical Movement that the world is so much 
in need for. I wish you a wonderful conference. We will be seeing 
much of each other. 
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Vice President Herman Vermeulen

In the first place I am very happy to see a lot of faces that I have 
seen before and also a lot of new faces. I am very pleased to have 
seen a lady who is refusing to go into Devachan, and will be staying 
with us for a while. We really need you. We need your input and 
we are very happy with that. Let us say a few words. In 2014 we 
started to put a bit more structure in our goal. This started with 
the Naarden Declaration that expressed our purpose. That is a big 
help to understand what we try to do. There is still something of a 
misunderstanding that we would like to be another Theosophical 
Society, but that is not true. We have the goal to be a platform 
to hear from all the traditions and especially to engage in what 
we call cross-pollination. In the beginning Jonathan was not too 
happy with the word, “cross-pollination” but I promised him I 
would explain it a little bit more. 

I have kept bees for a little more than three years so I have 
a little inside information. There is no bee that is flying out 
with the idea that, “Today I go for cross-pollination.” He is not 
thinking, “I will fly from the roses to the tulips and vice versa.” 
What is he doing then? This is something that we can learn 
from. By his nature he is doing a fine job. By his nature he is 
doing cross-pollination. If we consciouslly have in mind that we 
have to do cross-pollination, then I think we are doing the same 
thing as the Christian Church was doing for a long time and 
that will not work. 

So what we have to do is to be Theosophists in the full 
meaning of the word. We have to work together. We have to set 
the teachings in the right place in this world. We work together 
not as a goal, but just as a path that we have to travel on. I have 
learned over the years that it is by working together, that the best 
cross-pollination that you can think of is by just showing how 
you can do something, how you can understand the teachings. I 
can tell you that in the last few years I have given some lectures 
for different organizations. As you are standing there you have to 
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realize that you have to speak outside of your own tradition to be 
sure that you use words that will be received very well. That is a 
way of learning and cooperating with each other. There you see 
that Theosophy is not only study. Theosophy is what you bring 
into practice. 

The Santa Barbara group has done a great job by setting up 
this conference. We know from our own experience that there is 
a lot of work involved in it. There are a lot of changes during the 
process. Some people change their ideas like changing shoes so 
you have to keep up with them. But what is very important to 
realize is that by doing this type of job, and by working together, 
you learn a lot. You learn not only to study together, but you learn 
by working together. And that is what the world needs. We have 
to be what we try to preach. Social responsibility is the core of 
Theosophy. 
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President Eugene Jennings

Let me just bring out two or three points. Personally I can never 
think about Theosophy without thinking of what H.P. Blavatsky 
wrote in The Secret Doctrine about the great Initiator and the 
Silent Watcher being the root-base for every aspect of true esoteric 
initiation that could ever occur globally. To that being and those 
souls I believe we owe recognition and a great deal of thanks. 
Without them, this wouldn’t be. 

  A second idea is one that comes from H.P. Blavatsky’s article, 
“The Beacon Light of the Unknown.” It expresses the purpose 
of what ITC is really about. She says point blank that we need 
diversity. As Jan said, each tradition has its own business to do. 
She explains that by saying that there are seven colors. Each of 
those seven colors are represented on the spectrum of Theosophy. 
If, when we are putting together a group, a family, a motion, a 
movement, we have individuals from each of the rays—then we 
have access to the entire power of Theosophy. ITC in terms of 
simply reintroducing a very familiar idea, friendship, is providing 
a platform for friendship to occur. 

ITC is not a statement of Theosophy. There is nothing to 
sell. There is no power structure. There is no argument with, “I 
know more than you.” We don’t even talk theosophy. Do we in 
the board meetings? We talk about how do we provide a platform 
so that all of us can simply come together as friends to discuss 
Theosophical ideas and perhaps become so energized that when 
we go back home we feel that, “Wow, its okay to reach out beyond 
boundaries and barriers that do not exist anywhere other than in 
our heads.” ITC clearly says, “Welcome to you all.” If we really 
run this program correctly, by staying out of the way, what will 
happen is that there will be a wonderful exchange, a wonderful 
sharing. As a result there will be a wonderful blossoming of fruit 
that perhaps as a product we can take back to wherever we come 
from and share. Welcome. Thank you for coming.
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Presentation of the Theme 
and the Program

Carolyn Dorrance

First I would like to of course, welcome you. It is a relief to be 
looking at living, breathing and thinking human beings, rather 
than a computer screen hour after hour. That is not my favorite 
activity. I would like to echo the thanks—I could stand here 
for three hours doing that—to the Santa Barbara team. This 
whole project brought us together. Fundamentally, there was a 
wonderful spirit to the endeavor. We met on Saturday afternoons. 
There was unbounded creativity. There were debates. There was a 
lot of skillful technology. Everything you see about the conference 
please show your appreciation to them. We are wearing badges that 
have a blue stripe and says, “host.” If you want to ask a question, 
you can go up them, and we will either answer you or take you to 
somebody who can. 

I have been asked to briefly review the theme and the program. 
I think the most import thing is to live the program, experience 
it, rather than listen to me talk about it. As students of Theosophy 
we become familiar with various metaphysical ideas, moral and 
social ideals, ideas about great cycles. We learn about spiritual 
teachers, in particular H.P. Blavatsky and William Quan Judge 
and many, many others. Sometimes we meet somebody who starts 
asking questions about, “What do Theosophists do?” We have all 
heard that question. You may have your various ways of answering 
that, but it doesn’t appear that we do anything that is that useful 
to the society at large. Of course we know that one of the most 
important influences of Theosophy is to awaken in us our higher 
powers of  thinking, feeling, and spiritual illumination. We know 
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that this philosophy is an incredible resource to live a life with. We 
may not be masters of meditation. We may not be fully ethical and 
nonviolent, but we know that Theosophy gives us an experience 
and a strength that is invaluable. 

But we also know that we ought to be doing something more 
to create brotherhood and to serve others. That is a bigger question. 
In recent years we have all been highly moved, and maybe to the 
point of weeping, by the suffering, that we see from the media 
mostly, of humanity. The levels of violence are so astounding. This 
affects us very closely. We can begin to be really concerned about 
what needs to be done. So in coming up with this theme, we 
recognized that we had to take responsibility for thinking about 
social responsibility, not just in terms of ideas and principles, but 
in terms of what could guide us as well as inspire us to become 
more engaged in helping and teaching others. So that is the theme 
of the conference: to take a big word and to make a meaning of it 
that is Theosophical in scope. We know that that means not just 
setting up soup kitchens or handing out bottles of water. As we 
watched the Europeans respond to the migration crises we saw 
that there are people who made a great sacrifice to go and help 
those refugees. But that is not the whole story, as we know. What 
can we really do that at least might wake up another human being 
so that they can experience a broader vision, a stronger hope, a 
stronger feeling for each other. To use the values and the resources 
of our inner nature to teach others, that’s the kind of responsibil-
ity we will be exploring in this particular conference. Although 
we are certainly open to very practical suggestions. 

With that in mind we have created a program. We will have 
some lectures, and a keynote address this evening. We will have 
plenary sessions where there are speakers from the different 
“traditions” as they are being referred to. But we also heard the 
message from the last membership meeting in 2015 that people 
wanted to study together. So we have created, we think, ample 
opportunity for you to study together in the study circles. By now 
I think you are all familiar with them and have signed up for 
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them. If you haven’t, see Gerry Lewin. They will be focused on 
particular topics. Starting tomorrow morning we will all focus 
on The Three Fundamentals as a foundation of Theosophical 
thought. Tomorrow afternoon there will be a second round of 
study circles and on Saturday there will be two more rounds of 
study circles. At the end of each cycle we will re-convene in this 
room for plenary sessions of review and assimilation. There is a 
great variety of topics because social responsibility has so many 
interpretations. There are so many facets to human life, so we 
hope you will enjoy the study circles and learn from them and 
most importantly learn from each other. Thank you. 
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Excerpts from the 
Great Master’s Letter

The doctrine we promulgate being the only true one, must—
supported by such evidence as we are preparing to give—become 
ultimately triumphant, like every other truth. Yet it is absolutely 
necessary to inculcate it gradually; enforcing its theories (unim-
peachable facts for those who know) with direct inference, 
deduced from and corroborated by the evidence furnished by 
modern exact science. . . . For our doctrines to practically react on 
the so-called moral code, or the ideas of truthfulness, purity, self-
denial, charity, etc., we have to preach and popularize a knowledge 
of Theosophy. It is not the individual and determined purpose 
of attaining Nirvana—the culmination of all knowledge and 
absolute wisdom, which is after all only an exalted and glorious 
selfishness—but the self-sacrificing pursuit of the best means to 
lead on the right path our neighbour, to cause to benefit by it as 
many of our fellow-creatures as we possibly can, which constitutes 
the true Theosophist. . . . 

It is time that Theosophy should enter the arena. . . . The 
Theosophical Society was chosen as the cornerstone, the 
foundation of the future religions of humanity. To achieve the 
proposed object, a greater, wiser, and especially a more benevolent 
intermingling of the high and the low, the alpha and the omega 
of society, was determined upon. . . . how [else] is the combative 
natural instinct of man to be restrained from inflicting hitherto 
unheard-of cruelty and enormous tyranny, injustice, etc., if 
not through the soothing influence of brotherhood, and of the 
practical application of Buddha’s esoteric doctrines?

. . . Once unfettered and delivered from their deadweight of 
dogmatism, interpretations, personal names, anthropomorphic 
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conceptions, and salaried priests, the fundamental doctrines of all 
religions will be proved identical in their esoteric meaning. Osiris, 
Krishna, Buddha, Christ, will be shown as different means for 
one and the same royal highway to final bliss—Nirvana. . . .

All of us have to get rid of our own Ego, the illusory, apparent 
self, to recognize our true Self, in a transcendental divine life. But 
if we would not be selfish, we must strive to make other people see 
that truth, and recognize the reality of the transcendental Self, the 
Buddha, the Christ, or God of every preacher. This is why even 
exoteric Buddhism is the surest path to lead men towards the one 
esoteric truth. . . .

Among the few glimpses obtained by Europeans of Tibet 
and its mystical hierarchy of perfect Lamas, there was one which 
was correctly understood and described. The incarnations of the 
Bodhisattva Padmapani or Avolokiteshvara, of Tsong-ka-pa, and 
that of Amitabha, relinquished at their death the attainment 
of Buddhahood . . . that they might be born again and again 
for the benefit of mankind. In other words, that they might be 
again and again subjected to misery, imprisonment in flesh, and 
all the sorrows of life, provided that they by such a self-sacrifice, 
repeated throughout long and weary centuries, might become 
the means of securing salvation and bliss in the hereafter for a 
handful of men chosen among but one of the many planetary 
races of mankind. . . . The true religion and philosophy offer the 
solution of every problem. . . . but to these problems there must 
be somewhere a consistent solution, and if our doctrines will show 
their competence to offer it, then the world will be the first to 
confess that there must be the true philosophy, the true religion, 
the true light, which gives truth and nothing but the truth.
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Plenary Dialogue on 
The Great Master’s Letter

Facilitator: Gene Jennings

Gene Jennings: This letter is nothing less than amazing. Why? 

Tom Kehoe: It is very easy to read it, think about it, and to see 
the truth of it and accept. It was written very authorita-
tively. Typically we do not view the teachings of theosophy 
as being authoritative in the sense of ‘you have to believe 
this.’ He is not telling us what we have to believe. In a lot of 
ways he is telling us what the movement needs to do, what 
direction it needs to take. That is what makes it amazing to 
me. Not too many people can do that.

Gene Jennings: In this letter, as was just pointed out, is not only 
inspiration. There is information about every aspect of 
Theosophy and there is clarification of what a Theosophist 
is. Theosophy is, really, what we do. It is not a bunch of 
teachings. It is not being an occultist. It is not about alleged, 
pseudo, esoteric information. It is not about nirvana. How 
did we even become attracted to Theosophy? It wasn’t 
because we wanted to work. We were looking for something. 
Personality, ego and “I” wanted something. The very thing 
that we wanted is perhaps embraced under the banner of 
nirvana. Yet all of knowledge that the Teachers might have 
to offer, would not be enough to repay an individual who 
would work for the world. The letter is amazing because it 
speaks about all of Theosophy in four and a half pages. Has 
everyone read the entire letter? 
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Audience: Does this Master have a name? 

Gene Jennings: Does a name matter? Does a body matter when 
it comes to the Teachers? But, the answer to the question 
is yes. Going to The Secret Doctrine, around pages 200 to 
209, when she speaks about the true lineage of Theosophical 
teaching, there is mention of the true Initiator that sacrifices 
the very being which has been represented in that section 
on the true hierarchy. Those individuals have a glimpse 
of true Teachers. They are beings, souls, not bodies. They 
have given up their own nirvana, their own Buddhahood to 
what? To help others. 

Helena Kerekhazi: There must be something spectacular about 
doing service if it trumps nirvana. What might that be? 

Audience: There is a way to nirvana and if people don’t do true 
service it will peter out. The true service is to keep the path 
to nirvana alive.

Gene Jennings: Where is nirvana? 

Audience: It is not a place. It is a state of consciousness. 

Gene Jennings: Is it dead? Is it alive? 

Audience: It lies dormant in quite a few.

Gene Jennings: Is it dormant or have we obscured? The 
Letter states: “Mystical Christianity teaches self-redemp-
tion through one’s own seventh principle. The liberated 
Paramatma, called by the one, Christ, by others, Buddha. 
This is equivalent to regeneration or rebirth in spirit and it 
therefore expounds just the same truth as the nirvana of 
Buddhism.” Here’s the catch. “All of us have to get rid of our 
own ego, the illusory, apparent self, to recognize our true 
self in a transcendental divine life.” What does that mean? 
And what does it have to do with service? 
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Audience: Although it is not the goal of true service to want to 
experience an enlightened state, one has the possibility of it 
by having a really open heart. In providing that service you 
have direct experience and experience the interconnected-
ness of sentient beings. 

Audience: I just wanted to reflect back on service. For me, the 
purpose of service is to experience the oneness and unity of 
all life and to help with the evolution of humanity. We can 
go forward as a family. 

Gene Jennings: Okay let’s switch gears for a moment. What 
would happen if we experience the oneness of life? 

Richard Hiltner: Well I of coarse do not know anything about 
nirvana, but I do know through a little bit of imagination 
of the beauty and good that is in everybody if you look 
closely enough to see it. To see all this beauty come out in 
the world and working together, is a lot easier to picture 
than any nirvana. This is what the Theosophical Movement 
is about, to show the common origination of all humans. 
Life itself, in my opinion, would be nirvana if everybody 
worked together and loved one another and saw the beauty 
in everyone and in everything. 

Gene Jennings: What would happen if we realized the unity? If 
everyone in here could realize unity right now, what would 
happen? 

Leonie Van Gelder: We would lose our ego I believe. As a 
consequence service would emerge. We would put others 
before our self. 

Gene Jennings: If we lost this thing that doesn’t exist—based on 
this last comment, what would be the most fundamental, 
immediate awareness? 
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Audience: That I am the other man, the other woman, the other 
child, or the animal suffering.

Carolyn Dorrance: I think we would have a state of mind, of 
peace, but yet an active peace. Let’s say spirituality. All the 
clutter of our usual brain activity, ‘Oh there’s that person I 
don’t like, I have to get along with them’ –all that clutter of 
the lower mind can be dissipated. 

Gene Jennings: I agree with its identification as ‘clutter’ because 
we live in clutter. All we have to do is watch what goes 
through our mind to see the ‘clutter.’ I love asking clients, 
‘how many thoughts do you have a day?’ Clearly, we have 
billions of thoughts a day. And then I say, ‘how many 
thoughts do you think are reflective of your problems?’ And 
they will give me some number. Then I will ask them ‘how 
many of those billions of thoughts that you think are related 
to your problems (because, what do we worry about all day 
long?)—are real? And by ‘real’ the definition is that it reflects 
reality such that it truly is causing you a problem. Usually 
they say, ‘all of them.’ Then we start to look at the thoughts 
to see how much substance they have. After twenty minutes 
or so, we come to an agreement that less than 20% of what 
we think, might be true. Yet we have been thinking, living 
in our heads, all day long. What is driving that problem 
according to this letter?

Helena Kerekhazi: We disconnect from that which is real. “As 
above, so below.” The one thing that the one life does is to 
connect. I can’t imagine what that feeling would be like to 
be all at once connected to everything, but we emulate that 
feeling on some level when we do service, when we connect. 
There is some “As above, so below” feeling of connection 
that is the best part of our being, the joyful part of our 
being. 
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Gene Jennings: As we do more of what we are supposed to do, do 
we become more sensitive or more dense? 

Judy Saltzman: The ancient Lankavatara Sutra says that 
everything is really in the storehouse of consciousness. It is 
called the doctrine of Mind Only. What we have to realize 
is that everything we perceive is from our own perspective 
unless we can get rid of our illusions and become a Buddha 
and a bodhisattva. Then we begin to realize that others 
see things in a different way. An animal sees things much 
differently than we do. A cat can’t see as many colors as 
we do. In reading this ancient sutra, it made me realize 
that you have to understand that another sees something 
differently than you. You have to have total sympathy with 
the viewpoint of the other. That would create a universal 
unity and a realization that nirvana is found in samsara. 
Right here, when we are together, this is nirvana. 

Gene Jennings: In a sense that is cutting the Gordian Knot and 
going straight to the quick of it. If we become sensitive, if we 
become aware, if we begin to open up, yet open up before 
we experience the bliss, we have got to experience the crud. 
At the heart of your being is the Seventh Principle that is 
being referred to in whatever experiential encounter it will 
give you. Yet, before you get there, what do you have to go 
through? As you are losing your ego, which is illusionary in 
and of itself anyway; what dies? Everything in the teaching 
is in these four and a half pages: the after death states, the 
personality, the seven principles, the kingdoms, the path, 
the end result, what we have got to go through, what we 
have got to do, what we have got to hold on to, what we have 
got to let go of. 

Why do you think our theme of Social Responsibility is a 
reality? The artificial outline of your individuality begins to 
melt away. The boundary of your being begins to expand. 
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It is no longer trapped within one body. You can experience 
this in some degree with your family and the ones you love. 
You walk in the house and it hits you. You wonder what’s 
going on. You are simply becoming aware of something 
that belongs to someone else. The Teacher in the letter talks 
about the intellectual portion of humanity—half of which 
is making their way towards partial annihilation, the other 
half making their way towards total annihilation. Based on 
how the lower aspect of the intelligent mind works, we end 
up experiencing how we are contributing to degradation and 
moral ruin—in the world, in our families, in our neighbor-
hoods, in our communities—either by acting, or not acting. 
“Inaction in a deed of mercy is a deadly sin.” What do we 
feel? I don’t think the following words are literal, although 
they are literal, “The white race must be the first to stretch 
out the hand of fellowship to the dark nations to call the 
despised nigger, brother. This prospect may not smile for all 
but he is no Theosophist who objects to this principle.” We 
can we take away “white” and “black” and just put in the 
“world of opposites.” He continues, “Having explained our 
views and aspirations, I have but a few more words to add. 
The true religion and philosophy offer the solution of every 
problem.” Not one, not two, not three. Our theme, being 
Social Responsibility, we have a real challenge for us this 
weekend. Every study circle that is there is based on this 
letter, whether it is known or unknown. This letter addresses 
every topic in all of those study circles. “That the world is in 
such a bad condition morally, is a conclusive evidence that 
none of its religions and philosophies, those of the civilized 
races less than any other, has ever possessed the truth.” 

 What do the intent, purposes and doctrines of the Masters 
have to do with?

Audience: Brotherhood.
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Gene Jennings: That’s it. Brotherhood. We have only one 
mandate: Universal Brotherhood. We can talk about race 
if we want. We can talk about riches and poverty if we 
want, but everything is included in the idea of the great 
dual principles: right and wrong, good and evil, liberty and 
despotism, pain and pleasure, egotism and altruism. As 
the letter says, “The right and logical explanations on the 
subject of the great dual principles are as impossible to them 
now as they were 1880 years ago.” He continues, “To these 
problems there must be a consistent solution.” That is our 
challenge. Do we have to figure out what the solution is? 

Minor Lile: Yes we do have to figure out what the solution is 
in the sense that we have to experience the solution within 
ourselves in order to live it.

Gene Jennings: Okay. We need the experiential encounter to 
know. 

Danson Kiplagat: The great Masters are pointing out that when 
we really study and assimilate the teachings of Theosophy we 
will find that they will answer the fundamental questions of 
what is good, what is evil, what is right, what is despotism, 
what is liberty, and what are all those based upon. Theosophy 
provides us with a framework, a set of principles, which we 
can then solve, experiment with and prove for ourselves. Of 
coarse the Masters have proved it, but we ourselves have to 
make it our own. 

Gene Jennings: We have got some work to do. 

Jacques Mahnich: I don’t think we need to figure out a solution. 
Most of the traditions have figured out the solutions. We 
just need to implement them in practice. 

Gene Jennings: Let’s just look at that from the subjective and the 
objective side. Subjectively in regards to eternal truth, the 
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answer is there. Objectively to the degree that we identify 
with our bodies, we have to work it out. As was said, we 
are being provided with a teaching. This phrase in the first 
sentence in the letter strikes this student as amazing and 
bold, “The doctrine that we promulgate being the only true 
one.” That’s bold. Who can say that? No limitations, no 
doubts, no concerns. The only true doctrine, “supported by 
such evidence as we are preparing to give.” Has the evidence 
been given?

Herman Vermeulen: Absolutely. If you look it from the 
Theosophical point of view, in what happens around us 
there is evidence of what is predicted in The Secret Doctrine. 
There is no problem at all. 

Audience: Where is the evidence? If I talk to my friends on the 
street who I try to talk to about Theosophy, and they ask 
me the question, “Show me the evidence?” I would be hard 
pressed to show them anything. The only evidence is their 
own karma on their own back. When they get hit in the 
head by their own karma that is the evidence. 

Keith Pritsker: I would say that the evidence is this letter, both 
this letter and all of the Theosophical literature that we have 
been the beneficiaries of. But it takes a person of a certain 
degree of awareness to recognize that fact. 

Gene Jennings: The true doctrines, “supported by such evidence 
as we are preparing to give become ultimately triumphant.” 
Does ‘ultimate’ leave anything else outside of it? No. That 
is really bold. Yet it—evidence, teaching, doctrine--“must 
be inculcated gradually.” Why is it absolutely necessary to 
inculcate it gradually? Number one, what is it? Number 
two, why does it need to be a gradual introduction?

Audience: I believe that is a critical point because the Masters are 
not looking for revolution. They are looking for evolution. 
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Revolutions do not last. There is a sudden change up and 
down and that’s it. However, slow evolution, one person at 
a time, does last. 

Gene Jennings: On that note, let us go to H.P.B.’s article, “The 
Beacon Light of the Unknown.” She says, “The great reform 
must take place without any social shocks, without a drop 
of blood being spilled, which can happen in no other way 
than by the recognition and the axiomatic truth of oriental 
philosophy, which teaches us that the great diversity of 
fortune, of social rank and of intellect is but left to the 
personal karma of each human being.” Let me end on this 
wonderful note. In terms of what we are challenged with this 
weekend, all we have to do is look at what is going on in the 
news in the world and what is going on with our neighbors, 
as the Master says, “They are as far from the solution as they 
were 1880 years ago. But to these problems there must be 
somewhere a consistent solution. And if our doctrines will 
show their competence to offer it, then the world will be the 
first to confess there must be the true philosophy, the true 
religion, the true light, which gives truth and nothing but 
the truth.” So that’s our challenge for the weekend. They 
say the answers are there and now we have time to go to the 
study circles to see what we can come up with in light of the 
information that has been provided. Thank you very much. 
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The Stanzas of Dzyan as 
Presented In The Secret Doctrine

Keynote Address

Martin Leiderman

One of the questions in The Key to Theosophy is: why is it so 
difficult to establish universal brotherhood? H.P. Blavatsky’s 
shocking answer is: first and foremost, the natural selfishness of 
human nature. And we can see this today: nationalism, corporate 
greed, fear based on insecurity. But, behind all of these, there 
are people: people—you and me. She continues in The Key to 
point out that the antidote, “provided by Theosophy, is simply in 
demonstrating on logical, philosophical, metaphysical and even 
scientific grounds that all men have spiritually and physically the 
same origin.” In a later place she writes that the solution to much 
of the world’s suffering can be alleviated, “by teaching that the 
root of all nature, objective and subjective and everything else 
in the universe, visible and invisible, is, was and ever will be of 
one absolute essence.” If you can demonstrate that the root of all 
nature is of one essence, is the same, all problems are solved. The 
greatest gift of Theosophy to the world is in that phrase, “the root 
of all nature.” How do we show the root of all nature is one? Is this 
something we can do together?

In order to do that, I’m going to show you several techniques 
to study the Stanzas of Dzyan, namely: Linking; Illustration; 
and Analogy and Correspondence. Joy Mills wrote in reference 
to Letter 18 of The Mahatma Letters, that this Letter marked the 
beginning of real teaching in that volume. In Letter 18, it says, 
“The mission of the Planetary Spirit is to strike the keynote of 
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truth.” The Mahatma continues, “This vibration of the primitive 
truth is what your philosophers name ‘ideas.’” The general term in 
Theosophy for the Planetary Spirits are Dhyan Chohans. They are 
the hierarchies of divine beings in nature, always contemplating 
the ideas that are ever-present within and behind nature. There is 
a continuous line of connection all the way through from the first 
Stanzas on Cosmogenesis to the last Stanzas in Anthropogenesis. 
We are invited to link these ideas together in three great keynotes:

1.  There is neither first, nor last. If there is neither first 
nor last, the universe is always “on.”

2.  All is one. How do we understand this? We have to  
go to the root. 

3.  Number issued from no number. One came from  
the zero. 

One of the techniques to study The Secret Doctrine is linking. 
The Secret Doctrine is not a textbook. The way to study it is by 
linking ideas. We have to use our intuition and the laws of analogy 
and correspondence. These ideas need to be integrated. 

According to Plato, in order for the Demiurge to create the 
universe, he had to contemplate the preexisting ideas in his mind. 
This is Divine Thought. By doing that, he established the laws 
of nature and the universe itself. Plato said that just as we have a 
physical eye that can see by the light of the sun, just so we have 
a spiritual eye, an eye of contemplation, an eye that can see by 
the light of the Good. The Good illuminates ideas. If we could 
connect with these ideas, we could be illuminated. When you 
read and you think and you illustrate, things bloom. Stanzas One 
and Two deal with the universe at rest. We can only know the 
nature of the universe at rest in pralaya—mystically, by analogy. 
Stanza Three describes the reawakening of the universe. Darkness 
radiates light. By being in touch with Divine Ideas, we get illu-
mination. What was dark is now light. Darkness disappears in its 
own essence. The Stanzas come to life as you illustrate them.
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For example from page 16 of The Secret Doctrine we learn 
that, “Fohat is the bridge by which the ideas existing in the divine 
thought are impressed on Cosmic Substance as the laws of nature, 
transmitted and made manifest through the Dhyan Chohans, the 
architects of the visible world.” All of these ideas can be found in 
Plato, in the Timeas, Parmenides, in The Republic. 

Darkness is the most difficult idea in The Secret Doctrine 
because it is Space. What are the laws of nature? They are: The Law 
of Harmony; the Law of Analogy; the Law of Hierarchy. What do 
we call intuition? Plato called it the eye of contemplation. I like to 
call it buddhi. What is it called in The Secret Doctrine? The eye of 
Dangma. This is different than the third eye of psychic powers. It 
is the eye that can contemplate ideas.

The other way to study The Secret Doctrine is through illustra-
tion. Otherwise it is too concrete. This is the method of Robert 
Fludd. This method provokes within not just a reaction, but 
an integration, an expansion of the mind, to see beyond, to see 
colors, vibration, harmony, composition. Through illustration, by 
literally drawing out on paper our understanding of these great 
ideas as we encounter them, we can go from the concrete to the 
abstract. We need to push the mind. The abstract is something 
more than mental. It is buddhi. It is a mystical experience. We 
need to start by making it something the mind can understand. 
This can be done through illustration. But it is also tapping into 
the artistic side of our nature. Then we can go beyond the strictly 
rational mind. We start with a point within the circle. But it 
is really a point that is everywhere with no circumference. We 
cannot draw this. But we can start with the idea of darkness. Then 
we can draw a white disc within the darkness. Then we draw the 
point. The point can also be called the Germ, the Root of All, or 
The First Logos.

Another way to study The Secret Doctrine is by using the law 
of analogy and correspondence. Plato was the master of analogy. 
Analogy does not mean equality. Once we establish analogy 
between two things, we then say they correspond to each other. 
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An example is the idea that “Fohat is the steed and thought is the 
rider.” The Dhyan Chohans are in relation to the thoughts produced 
by ideas, as a rider is to a steed, or a horse. We don’t know what 
Fohat is. But we are given a powerful analogy. The rider knows 
where he is going and handles his horse with a mission. You will 
see correspondences between the Dhyan Chohans and Fohat, 
because you will see how the rider deals with the steed. This is an 
analogy that can be felt, can it not? 

The universe has no beginning and no end. Therefore it persists 
as cyclical: activity and rest. The first stanza describes the state of 
One All during pralaya, during rest. The Eternal Parent, wrapped 
in her ever-invisible robes had slumbered once again for seven 
Eternities. The One Only is really two things: one, the Eternal 
Parent; and, two, the Invisible Robes. The seven sons were not yet 
born from the web of light. Darkness alone was Father Mother 
Svâbhâvat. By analogy and correspondence we understand more 
about who is this Eternal Parent, what are those invisible robes. 
By linking we can work our way back to the root. Father Mother 
Svâbhâvat is the germ. 

When you read and you link and you illustrate, things bloom. 
There is a symmetry, a harmony at work, the unfoldment of a 
beautiful mandala. The Stanzas come to life as you illustrate 
them. Stanza Three describes the reawakening of the universe. It 
depicts the state of the monads from the state of absorption within 
the one. Who are the monads? The monads are you and me and 
everything else. The monad emerges from its state of spiritual 
and intellectual unconsciousness. The monad, pure atma-buddhi, 
skips the first two planes, too near the absolute to permit any 
correlation. In those two stages, the only thing we have is light. 
As the monad goes to the lower planes, then it acquires vestments.

Darkness radiates Light. One of the most brilliant ideas of 
the universe is the World Egg. By becoming in touch with divine 
ideas, as Plato says, you achieve illumination. In the plane of 
divine thought is pure light. The idea of the ‘point’ can be used in 
reference to the germ in pralaya. The term ‘root,’ can be used in 
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reference to the germ in manvantara. Darkness vanished and was 
no more. It disappeared in its own essence. Father Mother spins 
a web whose upper end is fastened to spirit, the lower end to its 
shadowy end, matter. This web is the universe spun out of these 
two substances, Svâbhâvat. Father Mother is the radiation of the 
universe that is going to cause matter to be active, to be the cloth 
of life. These divine ideas inform nature, gives its function. This is 
why we study, why we meditate, to discover through illumination 
these primordial, innate ideas in the Divine Mind. 

The eye of Dangma does mysterious things. Stanza Four 
further develops the idea of the Dhyan Chohans kabalistically 
through two sacred numbers: 1065, the number of Jehovah, and 
31415, the number of the hierarchy of the divine Elohim. In Stanza 
Five you will have a description of the second Dhyan Chohans, 
the Lipika.  The Lipika, with Fohat are going to have a dance, 
the dance of Shiva. In that dance, our universe is formed. Isn’t 
that majestic? All of these Stanzas, from Stanza Three, on, can 
be thought of as a series of, “Beholds.” Then in Stanzas Six and 
Seven, our physical worlds come into being and the beginning of 
sentient life and humanity.

In the Second Volume, in 12 Stanzas, we have the evolution of 
the human being from sentient formless life to the present. These 
Stanzas do not cover the mystery of pralaya. We have to think of 
that by analogy. Through analogy, linking and by letting the mind 
unfold these realities through the art of illustration, these ideas 
come to life. You don’t have to be a great artist to illustrate them: 
you just need to try these methods and as you do, more and more 
illumination will follow. You know when you come into direct 
contact with these ideas. You can feel it. By coming into contact 
with the root of nature, we are coming into contact with the root 
of human nature, and this is the heart of Social Responsibility.
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H.	P.	Blavatsky’s	Ideas	on 
Social Responsibility

Herman C. Vermeulen

We have an exciting subject to speak about, ‘H.P. Blavatsky’s ideas 
on Social Responsibility’. Before we start, we have to make clear: 
do we speak about H.P. Blavatsky as the person we all know, or do 
we speak about H.P.B. as a representative of the Lodge of Wisdom 
and Compassion? And what is the difference between these two? 

From our TS Point Loma tradition we view H.P.B. as a 
Messenger. She represents the Lodge of Wisdom and Compassion. 
The Lodge itself is an organization that exists and is active for 
millions of years, bringing out knowledge to humanity and 
helping everybody to develop and deploy himself spiritually, 
mentally and socially. H.P.B. presented this knowledge in the best 
possible universal way. And H.P. Blavatsky’s personal life can be 
seen as a practical implementation of these universal ideas in daily 
life, as a living example to us.

Theosophy and social responsibility
We should realize that together with this universal knowledge 

she presented a tremendous field of moral and ethical values as 
well. In the 20 to 30 volumes of ideas she left us, there is a constant 
emphasis on how to live this knowledge. 

Asking about the relation between Theosophy and social 
responsibility is like asking the Ocean “What is water?” It is 
impossible to make a separation between theosophical teachings 
and social responsibility. They are two sides of exactly the same 
thing: expressing our highest possibilities on two levels: the level 
of inner understanding and the level of outer action. Really under-
standing the teachings leads automatically to a more responsible 
attitude.
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This makes clear why you study theosophical teachings. One 
of the challenges you face when you first discover Theosophy and 
it is still new to you, is that you are overwhelmed by a lot of 
theosophical technical terms and ideas. Don’t get discouraged, 
keep studying, for all technical information helps you to build 
a solid foundation for your social and moral understanding. It 
helps you to help others not instinctively—like so many do—but 
consciously, with wisdom. The whole purpose of this study is to 
develop more insight into the ALL and the interrelation of all 
living beings. This insight is the basis for your social responsibility.

H.P.B. re-introduced a vision of what Society really is
One of the most important ideas H.P.B. re-introduced to 

develop social responsibility was the vision of human beings 
linked to higher evolved beings and to lower evolved beings. 
Yesterday evening we studied together with Martin Leiderman 
in The Secret Doctrine. He spoke about the hierarchy of higher 
beings and about the fact that their ideas projected on our lower 
level is what we called Nature. To say it in my words: their habits 
are our laws. 

This idea opens a tremendous world of complex technical 
questions. But from this idea you can simply deduct that their 
habits—what we call in our literature the Dharma—is for us 
the ground pattern to follow in our life and actions. This is an 
important concept, for in our turn, our habits, are a type of laws 
for all the lower beings we co-operate with—all lower beings 
that form a part of our constitution. They follow our habits, our 
behaviour, as if they were unchanging laws of nature. One second 
for us is for them an eternity. One angry second of our behavior 
is an eternity in turmoil for those lower beings. Seeing this, social 
responsibility becomes a reality.

The Three Fundamental Propositions
These social ideas have their root in the three Fundamental 

Propositions. The first Fundamental Proposition is the most 
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important. The other two, and every other idea that arises 
from these, is a logical conclusion or deduction from the first 
Proposition.

We often summarize the Three Fundamentals Propositions as: 
(1) Unity—(2) Cyclic motion—(3) ‘As above so below’ and vice 
versa. And from these three quite abstract ideas you can deduct 
seven Laws in Nature, seven Jewels of Wisdom (Reincarnation, 
Karma, Hierarchies, Self-becoming, Progressive Evolution, the 
two Paths, and Knowledge of the Self).

Every time you have questions or conclusions about your 
social responsibility, you should first check them with the three 
Propositions (and seven Jewels) and see if they are still in line 
with these Propositions. This will help you in the first place to 
understand your conclusions, and in the second place to develop, 
broaden your views.

From the first Fundamental Proposition, the idea of Unity, it 
is very simple to realize we all take part in it by the role we play in 
that Unity. And the simple conclusion is, to take up our responsi-
bility by exercising our free will.

The Mahâ-Chohan on Social Responsibility
Yesterday we studied the Mahâ-Chohan’s Letter. There was a 

part in the letter that was a strong trigger for me.

All of us have to get rid of our own Ego, the illusory, apparent 
self, to recognize our true Self, in a transcendental divine life. 
But if we would not be selfish, we must strive to make other 
people see that truth, and recognize the reality of the transcen-
dental Self, the Buddha, the Christ, or God of every preacher.

This passage shows us two things. First, that we must see 
through the illusion of our personality and identify with what 
we really are, our inner Buddha. But to me the second sentence 
is more important. The Mahâ-Chohan is very clear: if we do not 
actively help other people to see through their personality and to 
recognize their inner Buddha, we are simply selfish. No matter 
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how hard and long we study Theosophy we are vulnerable to this 
selfishness. The Mahâ-Chohan shows us here our social respon-
sibility in the horizontal plane, in our relation with other human 
beings. Because of our interconnection with all beings we are co-
responsible for everything around us.

But we also have social responsibility in a vertical line: to all 
beings lower than ourselves, not as far developed than ourselves, 
as I just explained. And it is often forgotten that we have as much 
social responsibility for the higher beings of which we are a part. 
Every time we are inspired, have an intuition, an enlightening 
idea, there is a connection between us and those higher elements 
within us. This wisdom flowing into us is universal; it does not 
belong to us as a possession. If we do not use this wisdom for the 
general benefit and instead keep it for ourselves, we are wasting 
their wisdom. Thus, on a very small scale, we hamper their 
evolution.

H.P.B.’s Shortest Description of Social Responsibility
I would like to end my contribution today with H.P.B.’s most 

condensed explanation of Social Responsibility. You find it in one 
of the readings, placed on our website for this Conference:

He who does not practice altruism; he who is not prepared to 
share his last morsel with a weaker or poorer than himself; he 
who neglects to help his brother man, of whatever race, nation, 
or creed, whenever and wherever he meets suffering, and who 
turns a deaf ear to the cry of human misery; he who hears an 
innocent person slandered, whether a brother theosophist or 
not, and does not undertake his defense as he would undertake 
his own—is no theosophist.

“Let Every Man Prove His Own Work”  
Lucifer, November, 1887  H.P. Blavatsky

This short text doesn’t need much addition. It shows us 
immediately how to live up to our social responsibility. The 
first thing she speaks about is practicing altruism. Altruism 
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is not something you do, it is a mental attitude, based on the 
Fundamental Propositions: seeing that you and ‘the other’ are one. 

H.P.B. then asks us to help others by sharing our food. The 
question is, what food she meant. I think we should realize that 
she meant much more than physical food alone. Feeding people 
with physical food is needed and can be a first importance. But 
there is more to feed. Feeding them spiritual food is of vital 
importance. Ethical and moral teachings are even more important 
than physical food. 99% of the physical food problem is coming 
from a general mentality of “me first”. Helping to change this “me 
first” thinking is highest priority. So our ‘last morsel’ also means: 
sharing spiritual food, even with our last energy.

The cause of suffering and misery in the world is much more 
this “me first” mentality than physical hunger and poverty. It is 
this mentality, this spiritual poverty, that causes most diseases. 
The mental disease ‘depression’ is already called the new European 
disease number 1. The cure for such disease is, according to our 
theosophical understanding, helping people to change their way 
of thinking, to become masters of their thoughts, and to change 
their view on life, to understand their place in the world, in their 
community.

Third, H.P.B. ends with our duty to protect. Gossip, slander 
is a mental attack, meant to exclude someone from the unity of 
which he is a part. This is against all universal laws, and we have 
to defend him against it. To give an example, I only need to say 
the word ‘politics’, and everybody here starts to smile. We all 
know that the present American elections are entirely based on 
slander, and you hardly find anyone who is defending the original 
democratic values. The same with Human Rights. Europe was 
always very active in promoting Human Rights laws, urging all 
countries to accept them. Now we have a refugee problem in 
Europe, and what do we do? We ignore these laws, because “they 
are not practical,” “they are too expensive.”

So H.P.B. asks in this text to do three things: to build within 
ourselves a vision of unity, to feed and to protect. It is for this 
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reason only that we study theosophical teachings. The theosophi-
cal teachings help us to avoid making the mistakes that so many 
‘helpers’ in society make. We need insight in these teachings to 
know, for instance, how cycles in society work and how karmic 
causes have resulted in suffering and how people can change their 
mentality. 

How to change mentality? The TS Point Loma conclusion 
is: encourage people to become independent searchers for truth. 
You cannot dictate to people what is truth. Everybody has to 
experience that by himself and work that out by himself. If we 
encourage them in the most honest and open way, they will easily 
find and understand the Dharma, the fundamental Laws in the 
Universe—the ones Theosophy speaks about.

In this short text H.P.B. gives us the essence of Social 
Responsibility, a perfect basis for this Conference.
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H.P.B.	and	Social	Responsibility

Wesley Amerman

In Plato’s dialogue, The Banquet, he says, “Love is that place 
between the human and the gods. It is reachable for us through 
philosophy.” Theosophia, the knowledge of the gods, is approached 
through philosophia, a love of that wisdom. Compassion is that 
link between human beings and true knowledge. H.P.B. indicates 
quite clearly in her article, “What is Truth,” that all we have to 
work with in our lives and the world is relative truths. Everything 
we say here, everything we read in the philosophy, everything we 
discuss may be true, but it is still only relatively true. An issue like 
social responsibility is one of those kinds of topics. 

Everyone has probably read by now her wonderful article, 
“Let Every Man Prove His Own Work.” It is one of those seminal 
sets of ideas, wonderfully stated, showing how just “doing good” 
isn’t enough. There is lots of “doing good” in the world, and she 
says Theosophists have an especially difficult task because we 
should recognize that doing good requires that we know what 
in the heck we are doing. So often, so much is being done in the 
name of doing good that just plain hurts. If we learn anything 
from Theosophy, if we learn anything from Blavatsky, it is to take 
the ethical counterpart of the Hippocratic Oath, “Do No Harm” 
and “Do No Harm to Others.” 

How do we get from where we are, clearly, relatively 
ignorant—to wisdom? Philosophy is really that link. It gets us 
part way. It is not sufficient. It is not complete in and of itself, but 
it is absolutely necessary. Herman said it quite well: without the 
ideal of compassion, all the technical stuff about Theosophy is 
worse than useless. This is because it confuses us. It can blind us. 
It can isolate us from the real need. 

There are three places in Blavatsky’s writings that are seminal 
on this idea on compassion and directly or indirectly on the issue 
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of social responsibility. The first, we have mentioned and have 
all read, is the article, “Let Every Man Prove His Own Work.” 
The second is The Voice of the Silence. Whatever else we read in 
Theosophy, The Voice tells us that the path of wisdom is through 
the path of service. There is no other way. The third key element 
is her Messages to the American Theosophists. 

Between 1888 and 1891 she wrote her letters of, well congrat-
ulations, but of real fact and real substance at their conventions 
here in The United States. She didn’t come herself. Others read 
her letters. In one of those letters she said that what is needed is 
the ideal of compassion and of service, that ethics are the most 
important thing in Theosophy. Far more important than any 
particular doctrine, any of the psychic laws and facts, are the 
ethics. All of that is useful, but it is useless without that ideal of 
compassion put into practice. 

Before coming here it occurred to us that there is kind of a 
dilemma. She talks about it in her article, “Let Every Man Prove 
His Own Work.” The dilemma is the dilemma of service. How 
to help and when not to really is the problem for all of us, all 
human beings. She indicates in this article the limits of social 
philanthropy, the limits of religious philanthropy, the limits of 
asking ourselves the question, what is it we ought to be doing. 
There is a little bit of that in our topic. The fact that we posit 
the question of moral responsibility and moral service and moral 
philanthropy, means that we are in that place Plato indicates in 
The Banquet, part way between being human and being wise. 
We are only part way there. What ought we to be doing? Should 
there be a broader program of Theosophical service? Should we 
implement some sweeping social program? Should we start soup 
kitchens? Should we create homeless shelters? What do we do? 
Are we missing something? The fact that we are getting together 
and asking these kinds of questions would seem to indicate that 
we haven’t missed anything. We just haven’t completed the task. 
What is it we need to do?
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We need to begin with this ideal of universal brotherhood, 
of ethical service and then figure out what it means. What was 
H.P.B.’s vision in The Voice, in her articles, in her letters to the 
American Theosophists? What is it she is saying about the value 
of better ideas? That is essentially where she is coming from, we 
think. This is one way to look at how H.P.B. views social respon-
sibility. Plato said it: ideas rule the world. The ideas and ideals 
that human beings really hold as opposed to those that they say 
they hold are far more important than the details, the doctrines 
that they expound. That does not mean that doctrines are not 
important. 

What she wrote in another of her articles, “Civilization, the 
Death of Art and Beauty,” should tell us enough about what she 
thought of Western civilization, of Western philanthropy, of our 
materialism and our materialistic religion’s view of the world. 
Those kinds of ideas, she said, were becoming more popular in 
the world, yet were simply based on selfishness and precluded 
the appreciation of people around the world, of other cultures, of 
other viewpoints. Coming together in a place like this, with the 
kind of history that it has tells us there has been some progress 
made. We should commend all groups that do things like this 
that now welcome others.

Remember, in the article, “Let Every Man Prove His Own 
Work,” Theosophists would never turn away others that were 
not Theosophists from a Theosophical hospital, as other religious 
groups have done. That doesn’t happen anymore, at least not openly 
and probably not in this country or in Europe. It is a human nature 
issue. Blavatsky’s whole point is that what is needed is a whole 
different kind of vision of what human beings are. What is it that 
we are, really? It is a journey of discovery that can take us through 
the Theosophical philosophy. It can take us through a path of self-
learning. It can take us to a place where we can share that vision 
with others—without overwhelming them with the metaphysics 
of The Secret Doctrine, although all of that is important. It takes a 
balance, don’t you think? It takes a balance between compassion, 
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the right ideas, and a willingness, only a little, a sincere attempt to 
share those ideas with a people and a world that are in desperate 
need of them. The world really does need what Theosophy has to 
offer. It doesn’t need it to be in the form that we think it does, but 
those ideas and ideals are absolutely essential. 

What are they? Karma, reincarnation, human solidarity, 
spiritual evolution—it can be a relatively short list. Behind it all 
is an assumption that we find in the Fundamental Propositions. 
The Third Fundamental talks about the journey of the soul. The 
journey of the soul is something that is followed actively or not, 
with knowledge or not, by every single human being. That is the 
path of life. If we look at it as, and can share it as, the path of 
the soul, then that idea has the potential to transform individuals 
and how the world looks at itself. With those kinds of ideas, she 
mentions in, “Civilization, the Death of Art and Beauty,” she gives 
examples of cultures, where reincarnation and karma, practically 
understood, simply known, have profound implications. 

Some twenty years after her death, Fielding Hall wrote a work 
about Burma, The Soul of a People. The book was about how rein-
carnation and karma played out practically in people’s lives. There 
was almost no crime in Burma before the British got there. A 
couple of generations later, crime was rampant. Why? The ideas 
of the West were forced upon them and now you had the idea 
that it was okay to do something selfish and you could expunge 
it automatically. The idea of a personal god, the idea of vicarious 
atonement—those things came in and changed Burma. Burma is 
still changed today. By contrast, as she said, Buddha made all Asia 
mild. Why? His was a different vision about human beings as to 
who and what we are. That is really what it comes down to: what 
are human beings? And what ideas do we put into practice? 

If we are going to implement some kind of ethical transforma-
tion, because that’s really what we are talking about, an ethical 
transformation of the very fabric of our civilization, if we are 
going to do this, we are going to have to start with some simple 
ideas, clearly explained and gently inculcated. 
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H.P.	Blavatsky	and	Her	Vision 
of Social Resoponsibility

Leonie Van Gelder

Helena Petrovna Blavatsky fully dedicated the last sixteen years 
of her life to teaching and writing about theosophy. She passed 
away in 1891, sixteen years after the founding of the Theosophical 
Society. 

I want to start my exploration of Blavatsky’s vision of social 
responsibility by giving a couple of examples of her personal 
generosity of spirit. Annie Besant wrote that “very tender was 
H.P.B.’s heart to human suffering.” She was on her way to New 
York from England in 1873 and is said to have traded in her first-
class steamer ticket, so that she could pay passage for a poor woman 
and child she met who had been swindled out of their tickets. The 
consequence was that Blavatsky went steerage, that is, in the cargo 
storage with a lot of people and not many conveniences. She was 
generous with her money, even at the end of her life when she had 
very little. Besant wrote that H.P.B. gave her 30 shillings when she 
had no extra, to feed some poor, young children. Blavatsky told 
Besant not to say a word to anybody about it. She didn’t need, 
nor want recognition for her good works. I believe these qualities 
of sensitivity to human suffering, compassion and lack of ego are 
some of the ingredients of her vision of social responsibility.

Shortly before her death, Blavatsky wrote about the progress 
that the Theosophical Society had made in regard to its declared 
objects. Even though there was very little money, and the energy 
had so far been almost entirely spent on organizing, extending, 
and solidifying the organization, she felt progress in the fulfillment 
of its objects had also been made. 

When Blavatsky and Olcott arrived on the Indian subcon-
tinent in 1878, three years after the founding of the TS, they 
found significant division between the sects, castes, and races 
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living together. After their arrival, this began to slowly change. In 
a letter to her aunt dated, February 1880, Blavatsky recounted a 
ceremony attended by a diverse group of members. She described 
how a white woman, Miss Hume, who had lived in India for ten 
years and never, up to that point in time, touched the hand of 
any Indian, had changed. After the ceremony, she wrote that 
Miss Hume, a “proud lady” was the first to shake hands with 
a poor Hindu merchant, touching his cup and calling him 
brother. Blavatsky regarded this as a significant step forward in 
brotherhood and tolerance.

Theosophical Society membership began to grow in India and 
it became necessary to hold annual conventions to bring delegates 
from the different branches together. By 1882, four years after 
the TS’s launch in India, representatives of about thirty branches 
attended an annual meeting called by Colonel Olcott. These 
representatives included fellows of the Parsi, Buddhist, Muslim, 
Jewish and Christian faith. Apparently, all vied with each other 
in their declarations of mutual tolerance, and goodwill. In 
describing this turn of events, Blavatsky claimed that Theosophy 
had seeded brotherhood throughout India, both influencing even 
the Indian Congress (the political party of those pursuing Indian 
independence) and cast the of seeds of brotherhood to Ceylon 
(Sri Lanka), Burma (Myanmar), Siam (Thailand), and Japan. 
Thereby  fellowship and goodwill and the opening-up intercourse 
on religion and education was created. 

Turning to activities in Europe, in 1890, H.P. Blavatsky 
described a club she seemed very proud of, for working women.  
Annie Besant in her autobiography told how Blavatsky had given 
her 1000 pounds of her own money to help set up a project that 
served women in some way. After much discussion, Blavatsky 
decided that the project should be the establishment of a club 
in East London for working girls. She was present at the official 
opening and dedicated it to “brightening the lot of hardworking 
and underpaid girls.” (Blavatsky, in her description of the 
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project did not reveal her monetary donation, nor her intimate 
involvement). 

Blavatsky proudly proclaimed that the club was based on 
brotherhood alone, imposing no religious creed, unlike other 
sectarian clubs with similar goals.  It was also in “the very center 
of the most luxurious materialism” and was bright and pleasant.  
A band of “better educated sisters” helped and guided the girls in 
the evening activities. 

H.P.B. was critical of other sectarian clubs which were often 
drab, in slums and reflected horrible class prejudice. “We (the 
cultured classes) make outcasts of these less fortunate members 
of our human family, set them in a special part of the town, 
amid squalid surroundings and coarsening influences; and we 
then complain that their roughness shocks our refinement, their 
brutality jars our delicacy!” About her theosophical working club, 
she wrote, that only those who know the awful lives of the poor 
East-End girls would understand “the brotherly nature of the 
service offered them.” 

Blavatsky saw religion and caste as the evils in India and class 
as the evil in the west. The description of the Indian experiences 
describes how the study of Theosophy impacted individual 
members and how members seemed to drop their religious 
and caste prejudices. They changed and then came together in 
goodwill, in tolerance, in sisterhood. The Women’s Working 
Club was a project participated in by individual members of the 
Theosophical Society to help those in need. The band of women 
who were helping had dropped their class prejudice and treated 
the working girls as sisters. This was a hands-on, local charity 
project framed on the Theosophical principles of brotherhood and 
sisterhood. 

Blavatsky wrote: “The great orphan humanity has accom-
plished much materially, but has left the spirit to starve.” The 
philosophy and metaphysics of Theosophy was H.P.B.’s remedy to 
nourish the spirit. She wrote in The Key to Theosophy that members 
of the society, “men and women of all races, creeds and forms of 
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thought” must work together for the improvement of humanity.  
She saw Theosophy as a vast perspective on spirituality not based 
on faith that could serve as a “guiding light” to the educated 
classes. When one is committed to its study, self-transforma-
tion can occur and a “spiritual vortex” created. This energy can 
change public opinion. If the spiritual truths expressed could be 
assimilated by society—and she believed this would be a gradual 
process—it would revolutionize the face of civilization, and be 
more effective in eradicating evil than “tinkering with superficial 
misery.”

Blavatsky disagreed with a critique of TS members that 
considered them as talkers, and not doers of charity. She asserted 
that the work of the TS is more important than “work in the 
every-day plane which bears more evident and immediate fruit.” 

It wasn’t just the study of Theosophy that Blavatsky stressed. 
She also urged a commitment to internalizing the Theosophical 
teachings in order to live into one’s own spiritual being. She wrote 
that a member “must be a center of spiritual action and from his 
own daily individual life must radiate those higher spiritual forces 
which alone can regenerate his fellow-men.”

The study of Theosophy changes people. I have just talked 
about how exposure to the teachings gave the impetus to live a more 
tolerant and brotherly life in India. Those who study Theosophy 
can become more sensitive to the plights of humanity, more 
compassionate, and desirous of doing good. Madame Blavatsky 
declared that “a direct effect of an appreciation of theosophy, is to 
make those charitable who were not so before.” 

On the other hand, Blavatsky cautioned that exposure to 
these same teachings must caution people from plumging into 
doing good works. Study of theosophy reveals “what a friend and 
teacher pain can be….The Theosophist stands appalled before 
the mysterious problem of human life and though he may long 
to do good works, equally dreads to do them wrongly until he 
has himself acquired greater power and knowledge. The ignorant 
doing of good works may be vitally injurious.” 
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Here we have the conundrum. How can we do good without 
doing harm? Blavatsky did observe that members do “secretly” 
adventure on the path of good works, harkening back to the idea 
of working without a desire for recognition, as Blavatsky did 
herself. 

There does seem to be an imperative for members to do good 
works. She wrote that it is an absolute fact “that without good 
works the spirit of brotherhood would die in the world, and this 
can never be. Therefore is the double activity of learning and 
doing most necessary; we have to do good, and we have to do it 
rightly with knowledge.”

Obviously, she did not believe that the mass charity projects 
of her day were doing good, nor that they were they based on right 
knowledge. As I mentioned earlier, Blavatsky harshly critiqued 
them, felt that they intensified the problems and bred resentment 
in the recipients who they were meant to help. She feared that 
they had produced negative karma which would bite back with a 
vengeance. 

Earlier I indicated that Blavatsky described the women’s 
working club that members established in East London as a project 
that reflected an accomplishment of theosophy. The women’s 
working club was a charity project for poor women based on the 
core principle of the Theosophical Society, brotherhood and the 
sisters that ran it gave their personal attention to the poor women. 
Blavatsky wrote the “Theosophical ideas of charity mean personal 
exertion for others; personal mercy and kindness; personal interest 
in the welfare of those who suffer; personal sympathy, foresight 
and assistance in their troubles or needs. We Theosophists do not 
believe in giving money (N.B. if we had it) through other people’s 
hands or organizations. We believe in giving to the money a thou-
sand-fold greater power and effectiveness by our personal contact 
and sympathy with those who need it. We believe in relieving 
the starvation of the soul, if not more, than the emptiness of the 
stomach, for gratitude does more good to the man who feels it 
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that to him for whom it is felt.” Gratitude is transforming and 
responds to personal efforts of another. 

I started off talking a little about Blavatsky’s life. In many 
ways, I think that her life—particularly the sixteen years from 
the founding of the TS to her death modelled her vision of social 
responsibility. Study, and work to “be the change you want to 
see in the world” (Mahatma Gandhi) and do good as wisely as 
you can. She dedicated those years to teaching and writing about 
Theosophy and demonstrated a personal generosity of spirit.  She 
exemplified the observation that: “Conviction breeds enthusiasm, 
and enthusiasm is the genius of sincerity and truth accomplishes 
no victories without it.”
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H.P.B.	and	Social	Responsibility

Minor Lile

My approach to our shared topic was to spend the available time 
with the recommended reading, an editorial that was written for 
the November 1887 edition of Lucifer. This was a very early issue 
of the journal, which had only begun publication two months 
earlier, in September 1887.

After numerous readings, I’m almost certain that I’ve now 
spent more time with this editorial (though not necessarily the 
ideas it contains) than H.P.B. herself ever did! Repeated reading 
brought to light a perception that the founder and editor of Lucifer 
had written a devilishly clever and intricate scheme of interwoven 
themes and subtle allusions that repeatedly tie the editorial back 
to the original letter, “Let Every Man Prove His Own Work”, 
which provoked it.

The title refers to the Book of Galatians 6:4-8, which states, 

But let every man prove his own work, and then shall he have 
rejoicing in himself alone, and not in another. For every man 
shall bear his own burden. Let him that is taught in the word 
communicate unto him that teacheth in all good things. Be 
not deceived; God is not mocked: for whatsoever a man sows, 
that shall he also reap. For he that sows to his flesh shall of the 
flesh reap corruption; but he that sows to the Spirit shall of the 
Spirit reap life everlasting.

Let’s look a bit more closely at this biblical excerpt and see 
what might be gleaned from it. It notably contains a clear meta-
phorical/analogical reference to karma. This theme of sowing and 
reaping is, in fact, the quintessential Biblical expression of the 
karmic reality that actions have consequences. In this case, this 
premise is expressed in terms of what it is that motivates action. Is 
it ‘of the flesh’ or ‘of the spirit’? The orientation that one chooses, 
consciously or unconsciously, produces its own rewards.
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There is also an obvious similarity between this chosen passage 
and a reference to biblical scripture that is found in Blavatsky’s The 
Key to Theosophy. In the Key, Blavatsky refers to Matthew, Chapter 
6, verse 6, in which each is encouraged to ‘retire to their own 
room’ to pray to your Father in secret.’ 1  In both this excerpt and 
in the Lucifer editorial, public displays of piety are discouraged. 
It is sufficient and appropriate, to keep this aspect of one’s life to 
oneself. By repeated use of such references, Blavatsky is underscor-
ing the point, and perhaps pointing to the paramita of humility as 
a worthwhile quality to cultivate.

Another element that is of interest is the statement that each 
shall bear their own burden. This brings to mind the aphorism 
often attributed to Philo of Alexandria or Plato, to ‘be kind to 
others, for everyone you meet is carrying a heavy burden.’ From a 
theosophical perspective, this burden is primarily that of karma; 
in other words, we carry the burden that we ourselves have chosen 
to carry through the consequences of our actions.

The gist of the editorial is that with a few exceptions neither 
theosophists (that is members of the TS) nor Christians are doing 
particularly well meeting their social responsibilities by addressing 
the needs of humanity. The flaw, Blavatsky argues, is not with the 
teachings but the inability to live into (or up to) them because 
they are so antithetical to culture and conditioning.

For the TS, she states, there are some ameliorating reasons 
that are not so easy for Christians to lay claim to. At the time 
the editorial was written, the TS was a 12 year old organization, 
“chiefly occupied in organizing, extending, and solidifying the 
Society itself.”

She also states that practical charity is not one of the declared 
objects of the TS. Those declared objects are: 1) to form a nucleus 
of universal brotherhood, without distinction of race, creed, sex, 
caste or color; 2) to encourage the comparative study of science, 

1  The Key to Theosophy, Joy Mills, ed  p 39; The Theosophy Company 
edition, p 67 
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religion and philosophy, and; 3) to explore the unexplained laws 
of nature and the powers latent in the human being. 

Therefore being socially responsible is not so much the respon-
sibility of the TS as organization but is more the responsibility 
of each member as their individual conscience dictates. In spite 
of this caveat about the objects of the TS, Blavatsky also states 
that if one absorbs the teachings of the wisdom tradition, one will 
inevitably be drawn to being of service and living an altruistic life 
rooted in proper understanding and right relationship. 

What are these teachings? And why are altruism and service 
inevitable if one absorbs their meaning?

In the editorial, two of these essential teachings are discussed. 
In summary,

1.  There is a divine inward light—it is the true Christos as it 
is the true Buddha—which proceeds from feeling the light 
of the eternal manifesting unknown all in one’s own soul. 
This light can only be known by its works.

2.  “Theosophy teaches the spirit of ‘non-separateness’ and 
hence inculcates universal love and charity for all.” 
Awareness of oneness is the motivational bedrock from 
which the true theosophist proceeds. Motive must be 
rooted in right understanding to have efficacy. 

Both teachings point to a higher aspect of our being which 
is the place where we are one with all that is. Each of us carries 
within us this Buddha nature, or capacity to be Christ-like in 
our interactions with the world. The Buddha, remember, is an 
inspiration precisely because he was a human being, just like you 
and me, who attained self-realization and awoke to the essential 
nature of who he truly was. And that essential nature is not 
isolated and separate, it is interwoven and connected, inseparable 
from anything and everything else.

The nature of being Christ-like is perhaps somewhat more 
complex. Christ was also a man, but one born of a virgin mother 
and characterized as the Son of God. In that sense, Christ is 
distinct and unique. Yet each of us, as Thomas a Kempis, Jung 
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and others have written, can be an imitation of Christ. And to 
imitate Christ means not to be Christ, but to be wholly ourselves, 
living fully into our own unique qualities and destiny. 

Blavatsky then goes on to characterize the distinctions 
between religious, secular and practical philanthropy, ultimately 
stating that “every member of the Society must be practically 
philanthropic to be a Theosophist at all . . . The direct effect of an 
appreciation of Theosophy is to make those charitable who were 
not so before.” Motive, as well, is directly relevant and must also 
be rooted in right understanding.

There are questions that arise as one reads this old editorial, 
regarding the use of the term philanthropy. Was the understand-
ing of philanthropy different in the 1890s than it is today? And 
what, exactly, did Blavatsky intend with her use of the term? Did 
Blavatsky see philanthropy as a quality or virtue motivating acts 
of benevolence or as the act of benevolence itself? 2

Sir Francis Bacon is said to be the first person to use the term 
in a way that is relevant to our contemporary understanding. For 
Bacon, philanthropia was the essence of goodness and a ‘caring 
for the well-being of others. According to the Oxford English 
Dictionary, this characterization of the word goes back to 1612, 
one year after the publication of the first King James Bible in 1611. 
In this incredibly significant biblical translation, philanthropy 
was used to refer to the love that God has for humanity. This is 
in obvious contrast to Bacon’s usage of the term to indicate the 
fellow feeling and sense of responsibility that one human being 
has for another.

Philanthropy, in and of itself, simply means love of humanity. 
For Bacon and those who followed his lead, philanthropy was 
considered to be a moral virtue, in line with Aristotelian ethics. 
This generally agreed upon definition continued to hold sway 
until the rise of social welfare organizations in the 19th century. 

2  This discussion of philanthropy owes a debt to and summarize insights 
found in “On the Modern Meaning of Philanthropy”, Marty Sulek, 
Nonprofit	and	Voluntary	Sector	Quarterly,	March	2009.
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Many of these social welfare organizations were funded by the 
great wealth generated by the Industrial Revolution. It was during 
this period that men such as Andrew Carnegie and others came 
to be referred to as philanthropists. This is an example of the 
definition of a word being changed significantly by the common 
usage of that word in day to day discourse. 

At the time that Blavatsky wrote this essay, therefore, the 
more common usage of philanthropy would have been rooted 
in direct actions of goodwill towards others. Today, largely 
because of the activities of the great philanthropic foundations, 
we generally consider philanthropy to be the generous giving of 
funds to support or encourage social welfare. This is a distinct 
difference in the use of the term. While there may still be direct 
involvement in the caring for of others, the premise of philan-
thropy as we understand the term today is the giving of money to 
support charitable or social welfare work.

Blavatsky refers to three types of active philanthropy in her 
editorial, each of which is more or less rooted in direct individual 
action. These three are:

 religious philanthropy: one does not do good merely for 
the sake of doing good, but also as a means towards one’s 
own salvation

 secular philanthropy: is really at heart socialism, the 
practitioner hopes to make others happy and good by 
bettering their physical position. 

 practical philanthropy: recognizes that ‘misery is not 
only endurable, but agreeable to many who endure it.’

Continuing with the editorial, after mapping out the different 
types of philanthropy that were understood at that time, Blavatsky 
writes that Theosophists cannot pose as a body of philanthro-
pists, . . . but as it is an inexorable law that the ground must be 
tilled if the harvest is to be reaped, so Theosophists are obliged to 
work in the world unceasingly.
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In doing so, one must recognize the daunting nature of the 
task. Without right understanding it is far easier to do harm than 
good because of subtle karmic underlying causes and conditions. 
For example, there are those who wallow happily in their misery. 
“Misery is not only endurable, but agreeable to many who endure 
it”. Thus it takes great wisdom to do good works without danger 
of doing incalculable harm.

Despite these and other hazards, Theosophists are expected 
to exert themselves in gaining the wisdom and knowledge that 
are essential to good works. As they do so, they may ‘secretly’ (a 
reference back to the earlier discussion of humility) ‘adventure on 
the path of good works’, but at the same time members of the TS 
‘cannot pose as a body of philanthropists, but only profess to be a 
body of learners.’

As the essay nears its conclusion, H.P.B. again returns to 
the theme of reaping and sowing that is hidden in the evocative 
biblical reference chosen as the title of her essay, stating “as it is 
an inexorable law that the ground must be tilled if the harvest is 
to be reaped, so Theosophists are obliged to work in the world 
unceasingly . . . therefore is the double activity of learning and 
doing most necessary; we must do good and we have to do it 
rightly, with knowledge.” 

The editorial concludes with an epigraph ascribed to “those 
who laid down” the first rule of the TS, that being to carry out 
the object of forming the nucleus of a universal brotherhood. My 
time today does not allow me to explore it in any detail, but there 
is much in this concluding piece that merits careful consideration 
and I commend it to your attention.

Thank you very much for your time this morning . . . 
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Various Approaches to Study of  
The Secret Doctrine

Martin Leiderman

I have been studying The Secret Doctrine for a long, long time, 
and I wanted to share a couple of the influences on my studies 
from the Theosophical Society in America. One of them is Joy 
Mills. Since we live in Los Angeles, I attended endless lectures and 
seminars by Joy Mills. From her I learned something extremely 
important—to study it! By that I mean, to really study it, to really 
know it. You have got to read it. Not think you are reading it. 
You read it, she said, slowly, picturing in your mind what you are 
reading. When you get closer to an idea, capture that idea. Get 
that idea, that principle, and go back and reread it. Study it. Look 
up words in the dictionary. Joy Mills really impressed upon me 
that to know The Secret Doctrine, you have got to read it. 

There are two volumes to The Secret Doctrine. Each of them 
has three Fundamental Propositions. There are six Fundamental 
Propositions. Each set of Fundamental Propositions are so 
important because they are the keynote of the Divine Wisdom. 
Those are the tools we are given. The way that I learned to study 
The Secret Doctrine is: hard work from the beginning to the end; 
to read, reread, to understand. 

Then came along Shirley Nicholson. Her daughter Carol will 
be speaking here tomorrow. Shirley passed away recently. She was 
the Head of Krotona. She was a great Theosophical teacher of 
mine. She impressed on me the idea of illustration, to illustrate the 
ideas, to illustrate the Stanzas. She came one time from Australia 
with all these slides (before we had digital) of illustrations. She 
would say, “Martin, look at this slide of Stanza One!” I would 
hold it up and say, “Oh wow, now I see it!” It was fabulous. Thus 
I learned to illustrate the ideas in The Secret Doctrine. 
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I asked Joy Mills what is the best way to study The Secret 
Doctrine. She said, “That’s why we encourage study groups. 
Sharing is very important. That is where we get the alchemical 
process. Have you experienced that? Everybody contributes. There 
is a synergy in the group. The thoughts of everyone build on each 
other. What comes out is something different than from where 
you started, something closer to the Divine Wisdom. Many minds 
are working together in the same cause. This idea goes all the way 
back to the beginning, where, at the Blavatsky Lodge, they would 
gather every Thursday, and read and study The Secret Doctrine.” 

A little bit later, I found the “Bowen Notes.” In the Bowen 
Notes there is presented a way to study The Secret Doctrine. It is 
not page-by-page from the beginning to the end. For those who 
don’t know of the Bowen Notes, I highly recommend to go and 
find out. It is on the Internet now, easy to find. It starts with the 
section in Volume One of The Secret Doctrine called, “Summing 
Up.” Then he says to go to the Fundamental Propositions and 
so on. I really like that approach. I have done it and it is very 
rewarding. 

How many times are you going to read The Secret Doctrine? 
Many lives, don’t even ask. It is endless, correct? Ten years ago, I 
ran into a professor of Platonic Studies. He pointed out that there 
is a lot of Plato in Isis Unveiled and The Secret Doctrine. I realized 
that if there is a lot in The Secret Doctrine from the Platonic world, 
I have got to study Plato. And so we did. We embarked on the 
study of the Platonic tradition and that was very rewarding. 

What I am suggesting to you, is that as you study The Secret 
Doctrine, H.P. Blavatsky introduces you to traditions from the 
East and the West, from everywhere, and it can become, really, 
overwhelming. To explain something she uses the pre-Columbian 
Americas, the Sumerians, the islands in the Pacific, India, China, 
Tibet and Egypt and Greece. And you ask, what am I going to 
do with all of this? I don’t know anything about half of that stuff, 
you say. And that is the point. Where I’m going is: you dwell on 
it. Look for the pearls in The Secret Doctrine, in the testimonials, 
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in the traditions that you love. Whatever you don’t love, you have 
a color for that. Which one? Make blue, for example. Anything 
in blue: you don’t care. Everything you like: yellow, for example. 
The Secret Doctrine is there for you to mark up and make notes—
unless it is First Edition, then don’t do that! 

Of all the testimonials and examples that H.P.B. refers to 
in The Secret Doctrine, I like certain ones of them the most: of 
coarse, the Platonic tradition; another, ancient Egypt; and then, 
Kabala and ancient Alchemy; a little bit of Gnostic; a little bit of 
Greek. For me, I don’t like China. I don’t like India. I don’t like 
Tibet. I can’t even pronounce Avalokitesvara. You know? I can’t 
pronounce Amitabha. These are strange and difficult for me. But 
whatever really vibrates in your soul, this is what each study group 
has to offer. Isn’t that true? Why? The people and the leaders of 
that study group shape it. 

From Plato I understood that the ideas that shape the world 
preexist in the universe. Those are the ideas that are in The Secret 
Doctrine. This is what we do in our study group. We printed the 
Stanzas of Dzyan on one sheet of paper. When we find one idea, 
we color that idea everywhere we find it; we link them and we 
study that idea and we formulate an image; we do amplifica-
tion with other traditions; and in the end, we try to connect and 
meditate with that idea. From the mind we try to go to a little 
mystical experience with that idea. These ideas are brilliant and 
important and will illuminate your soul. 

Plato is the master of analogy and correspondence. The Secret 
Doctrine is full of them. When you find an analogy or a corre-
spondence in The Secret Doctrine, work with it. There is a lot to 
learn. Remember, are we reading for the sake of reading? We are 
reading to do what? Self-transformation. We are trying to do 
what? We are trying to come into contact, tap into something 
that is Divine Wisdom. This is extremely difficult. It doesn’t 
happen overnight. It requires a lot of work. Imagine you learn a 
new language. You can’t do it overnight. You can’t just read the 
ABC of that language and have a dream in that language. This 
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is impossible. The Secret Doctrine is a new language, a new way of 
life. It is transforming you. 

The key thing here is to examine fundamental principles 
as we find them in The Secret Doctrine. One of the things that 
we do in the T.S.A., and I enjoy it a lot, is to be able to get a 
second opinion of an idea that we find in The Secret Doctrine. 
There are so many Theosophical writers besides even what we 
have in Blavatsky’s commentaries that she provides in The Secret 
Doctrine on the Stanzas—and in that wonderful book published 
in The Netherlands, with H.P.B.’s commentaries at the Blavatsky 
Lodge. Just like in a study group where everybody participates 
and offers their way of thinking, in the same way, other authors 
in Theosophy are giving us their thoughts and ideas. For instance, 
we have Annie Besant. We have Ledbetter. We have Shri Ram and 
we have Jinarajadasa and we have Joy Mills in the T.S.A. We also 
have de Purucker and Judge and ten, twenty more. These are all 
second opinions for me. Therefore, I don’t discard any of them. In 
the T.S.A., we treasure all of them. Isn’t that something to have 
someone like Annie Besant who referred in her writings to an idea 
of Blavatsky? It is second hand but it is very important neverthe-
less. These interpretations are invaluable as second opinions from 
people who were closer and closer to H.P.B. 

To end this presentation I want to promote the idea that we 
can all study together bringing everyone else as a second opinion. 
The first opinion is Blavatsky and the Masters. Please open your 
heart to second opinions wherever you find them and The Secret 
Doctrine will become very rewarding. Thank you so much. 
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The Theosophical Society 
Point Loma 

Approach to the Study of 
The Secret Doctrine

Johanna Vermeulen-Piket

We Study in Groups, Compassion Central
We totally agree with what Martin Leiderman just said: that the 
best way to study The Secret Doctrine, and even Theosophy in 
general, is studying in groups. Something special happens within 
a study-group that makes you grow faster in insight and in under-
standing, and also in the ethical way you see the world and your 
behaviour according to that view. This is an experience we have 
in Holland for so many years: that study in groups is much more 
important than individual study alone.

I want to go back to the very starting point of our studies. 
What is the reason why members of our Theosophical Society—
in fact of every Theosophical Society—study Theosophy? From 
the foundation of the Theosophical Society, that reason has been 
Compassion. And it still is the reason. We must never forget this. 
So our study of Theosophy must be based on Compassion. You 
find this in Article 5 of the Pledge: the 5th thing you promise 
yourself is to study in order to be able to help and teach others.

This is the reason why we decided years go, that we don’t 
study. We have meetings; we don’t have studies. We have meetings 
where we try to find solutions for life problems. And we train and 
help each other to apply these solutions to alleviate suffering.

That is why we don’t study one book, chapter after chapter. 
For when you train yourself to become an independent student, 
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you are too old, to mature already as a student, to be taken by the 
hand by whatever writer and go from paragraph to paragraph to 
paragraph, once a week, for many years. We train our students 
to search in all theosophical literature for information about 
a subject. And of course The Secret Doctrine is central in their 
search. This will make them compassionate, independent and self-
investigating thinkers.

Study Steps
How to keep Compassion central in this search? How to 

avoid approaching a subject, a problem, in a purely intellectual 
way? We work in five steps, developing an idea in the same way as 
H.P. Blavatsky explains how a cosmos is born. Starting from the 
highest level, following the descending arc, and then, along the 
ascending arc, rising to the highest level again. But now enriched 
by all discoveries we made during our search.

Five steps to study and solve a life problem, and let us as an 
example take the problem of life and death:
1. Using our atmic way of thinking.

Seeing the oneness of everything and trying to see this 
particular life problem in that oneness. In this first study 
step we train ourselves in impersonality and compassion, by 
identifying us with suffering fellow men. We try to collect as 
many of their serious questions on the subject as we can. 

In our example: We place the problem of life and death 
within universal cyclicity.

And we collect questions as: “Will I reincarnate as an 
animal, as the Dalai Lama teaches”, “Will I burn in Hell, as 
my Church teaches”, “Must I help to euthanize my father just 
because he thinks his life has no sense anymore”, etc etc.

2. Using our buddhic way of thinking. 
Discovering the different aspects of the problem, and seeing 
their interrelation. Discovering the WHY of the problem. 
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In our example: we place reincarnating man central in all 
his changing states of consciousness during the Cycle of Life: 
during birth, life, dying, death.

3. Using our manasic way of thinking.
Discovering the HOW, the process of that problem. And here 
our members are exchanging all information and details of the 
problem they found in theosophical literature, especially in 
The Secret Doctrine. 

In our example: we concentrate on kâma-loka, devachan, 
the 3 panoramic overviews, the process of birth, the process of 
attracting the skandha’s, etc. etc.

4.  During our member-meetings we never approach a subject or 
problem in a personal way, so after step 3 we rise again to 
our buddhic way of thinking. We ask ourselves: how can we, 
with our new-found wisdom on the subject, with our free will, 
our spiritual will, find and create concrete solutions for the 
problem. 

In our example: how can we contribute thoughts and 
actions that help people overcome their angst to live and their 
fear to die. 

5.  We always end a study-cycle using our âtmic way of thinking, 
to find the highest ethical conclusions from our new-found 
wisdom; to ‘upgrade’ our own attitude and behaviour in life, in 
line with these conclusions; to give understandable, inspiring 
answers to that list of questions on that life problem that we 
collected in study step 1.

You see, a new attitude and new ideas: our new tools to 
help our fellow-men. This seems to be a very serious part of the 
study, but in fact it is the fun part: to exchange great ideas, each 
member drawing from his own life experience, his profession, 
etc. It often takes several evenings before the group decides 
they have learned enough from each other.  
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Study Steps Applied to The Secret Doctrine
What happened in our lodges is that we decided to concentrate 

on the three most important ideas in Theosophy, the three 
Fundamental Propositions in The Secret Doctrine. For how can 
you inspire others when you yourself have no clear understanding 
of these basic ideas?

As I said, we did not start to study these three Propositions; 
we started to build three Visions on life. For that is what these 
Propositions are: three ways to see the universe, the All, with three 
different faculties of our thinking: the âtmic, the buddhic and the 
manasic. 

If you only study them intellectually, the knowledge you will 
find will never lead to inner growth, to a growth of character. You 
will only really change when you develop these inner visions.

There is not enough time to examine all five of the study steps 
of all three Propositions. Most important for this Conference are 
step 1 and 5, the steps where Compassion is central: the âtmic 
vision at the beginning of our effort to understand the Propositions 
and, after steps 2, 3 and 4, returning again to the—enriched—
âtmic vision.

Here follows a selection of ideas and conclusions from our 
members during our lodge meetings on this subject. It is only 
a selection, which everyone here can expand with his own 
conclusions.

Proposition 1
An Omnipresent, Eternal, Boundless, and Immutable 

PRINCIPLE on which all speculation is impossible, since it 
transcends the power of human conception and could only be 
dwarfed by any human expression or similitude. It is beyond 
the range and reach of thought—in the words of Mandukya, 
“unthinkable and unspeakable.”
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Step 1
A vision without concrete forms. A vision of the Great Emptiness. 
Oneness or, better said, zero-ness.
Step 5
A deeper vision of the Great Emptiness, the Oneness of Life.
Practical consequences: 
* It helps to break through mind-barriers.
* Behind everything we can perceive, there is always more.
* This saves everyone from fanatism: beyond your god, beyond 
anyone’s god, there is always more.
Mystical consequences: 
* Seeing the illusion of the personality; identifying with the 
one PRINCIPLE. Aham ashmi Parabrahman,” as Gottfried de 
Purucker explains in his famous article.
* I am Omnipresent (transcending Space): 
Every image of yourself as being somewhere in space is illusion. We 
are not in Santa Barbara, our body is. We as pupils of the Masters 
try to be a (beginning) stone in the Guardian Wall. Where is this 
Guardian Wall? This is more a state of mind than a specific place.
* I am Eternal (transcending Time): 
Every image of yourself as being young or old is illusion. Your 
present task in life—being a Theosophist—you have already done 
for many, many incarnations. Fulfilling your task, your Dharma, 
makes you timeless.
*  I am Boundless (transcending Form): 
Every attention to your form, your body and all material things 
you have collected around you, is illusion. You use it, but don’t 
cling to it.
* I am Immutable (transcending Motion): 
Whatever turbulence in your life, there is always something 
unmoving within yourself, a stable basis, to overcome every 
unbalance.
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With this mystical final step of the group-effort to comprehend 
the first Fundamental Proposition you can guide your members in 
a very special proces. They will expand their vision of what they 
are. They will break through their limited ideas of themselves in 
space and time, in form and motion.

Proposition 2
The Eternity of the Universe in toto as a boundless plane; 

periodically “the playground of numberless Universes incessantly 
manifesting and disappearing,” called “the manifesting stars,” 
and the “sparks of Eternity.”
Step 1
A vision of the Great Fullness.
Unity: the interconnectedness of all living beings.
Eternal inward and outward motion of consciousness.
Step 5
A deeper vision of the Great Fullness, the Unity of all Lives.
Practical conclusions:
UNITY
*  In every difficult situation in the world, Theosophists always 

work to change an atmosphere  of discord into a sense of unity.
ETERNAL MOTION
*  No fear any more for changes in life: neither for what will come 

to you, nor for what will leave you. What comes and goes are 
the forms only; the inner part of everything will always stay 
connected. This fear for change, this clinging to forms, is the 
main cause of suffering in the world. Proposition 2 gives a 
tremendous opportunity to alleviate suffering.

RECOGNITION OF INNER AND OUTER LIFE
*  Seek solutions for all life problems in changing inner conditions 

instead of outer circumstances, man’s character instead of his 
body or bank account.
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Proposition 3
The fundamental identity of all Souls with the Universal 

Over-Soul, the latter being itself an aspect of the Unknown Root; 
and the obligatory pilgrimage for every Soul—a spark of the 
former—through the Cycle of Incarnation (or “Necessity “) in 
accordance with Cyclic and Karmic law, during the whole term.
Step 1
A vision of the inner identity of all beings.
A vision of the Ladder of Life, an immense process of universal 
co-operation in growth.
Step 5
A deeper vision of this inner identity, this Ladder of Life and 
universal co-operation.
Practical and mystical conclusions:

INNER IDENTITY
*  Each living being has an inner life, a heart of its heart, just 

like I have. And this is the same in everyone. I am them—
they are me.1

*  What happens to any other living being, happens to me.
LADDER OF LIFE 
(additional study: Secret Doctrine Vol. I, Part III, Gods, Monads 
and Atoms): 
*  On this Ladder of Life there is no higher or lower, better or 

worse, there is only earlier or later in the awakening of cosmic 
faculties innate in every being.

*  There are no friends, there are no enemies, there are only 
fellow-travellers.

*  There is no one-man-decision in life, all my decisions are 
universal decisions.

CO-OPERATION
*  If I impede any living being to rise on the Ladder of Life, I 

slow down the evolution of every other being on that Ladder, 
including my own.
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*  If I decide not to rise on this Ladder (laziness, drugs etc.), 
this will retard the evolution of every other being, including 
the earth.

During our discovery journey through The Secret Doctrine we 
worked in the following order:

We started with the simple text of the three Fundamental 
Propositions (Proem p. 14 –17). 

After this we concentrated on the symbols, explained by 
H.P.B. op pages 1–5 of the Proem, trying to link them to the 3 
Visions we just built.

Then we concentrated on the whole Proem in detail, and ended 
with the Seven Stanza’s (p. 21–24, and p. 27–34): the ‘acorn’ of 
the ‘oak tree’ Secret Doctrine.

This order proved to be crucial, because any other order created 
confusion among our members, especially our newer members. 
Another advantage was, that this approach challenged our more 
experienced members to search themselves in The Secret Doctrine 
for relevant passages. The result was, that they discovered that 
they were very well capable of studying and understanding The 
Secret Doctrine, which they initially saw as a “horribly difficult” 
book.

This is in a nutshell the way we use The Secret Doctrine to 
prepare for practising Compassion. Hopefully we have given you 
some ideas you can use in your own lodges.

1  To me, the best exercise to learn to see all living beings (sympathetic 
and	unsympathetic)	as	yourself,	you	will	find	in	the	fourth	letter	of	
William	Quan	Judge	in	Letters That Have Helped Me:

Dear	Sir	and	Brother:	
In cogitating lately I thought of you in respect to some of my own 
thoughts  I was reading a book and looking around within myself to see 
how I could enlarge my idea of brotherhood  Practice in benevolence 
will	not	give	it	its	full	growth.	I	had	to	find	some	means	of	reaching	
further, and struck on this, which is as old as old age  
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I am not separate from anything  “I am that which is ” That is, I am 
Brahma,	and	Brahma	is	everything.	But	being	in	an	illusionary	world,	I	
am surrounded by certain appearances that seem to make me separate  
So I will proceed to mentally state and accept that I am all these 
illusions  
I am my friends,—and then I went to them in general and in particular  I 
am my enemies; then I felt them all  I am the poor and the wicked; I am 
the ignorant  Those moments of intellectual gloom are the moments 
when	I	am	influenced	by	those	ignorant	ones	who	are	myself.	All	this	in	
my	nation.	But	there	are	many	nations,	and	to	those	I	go	in	mind;	I	feel	
and I am them all, with what they hold of superstition or of wisdom or 
evil  All, all is myself  Unwisely, I was then about to stop, but the whole 
is	Brahma,	so	I	went	to	the	Devas	and	Asuras:	the	elemental	world,	that	
too is myself  After pursuing this course awhile I found it easier to return 
to a contemplation of all men as myself  
It is a good method and ought to be pursued, for it is a step toward 
getting into contemplation of the All  I tried last night to reach up to 
Brahma,	but	darkness	is	about	his	pavilion.	
Now what does all this insanity sound like? I’ll tell you what: if it were 
not	for	this	insanity	I	would	go	insane.	But	shall	I	not	take	heart,	even	
when a dear friend deserts me and stabs me deep, when I know that he 
is myself? 

NAMASTAE! — Z 
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Approaching The Secret Doctrine

Pierre Wouters

People sometimes wonder when they start studying The Secret 
Doctrine,—a fifteen hundred page book—if it will be too difficult. 
I would then ask, “Have you studied it?” They answer, “No.” Or 
they say, “Well, there are so many difficult words in The Secret 
Doctrine. I can’t cope with it. I’d rather spend my time studying—
for instance—Italian.” 

I then reply, “You do realize that they have a different word for 
everything? It’s easier to study The Secret Doctrine.” 

But is The Secret Doctrine really that difficult to study? No. The 
Secret Doctrine is not “difficult” to study. There is no such thing as 
difficulty: Difficulty is a concept in our mind. Is the study of The 
Secret Doctrine easy? Neither. “Easy” is also a concept in our mind. 
Would the Mahatmas, the Masters, would they have difficulties 
with The Secret Doctrine? After all, they produced it. To them it is 
relatively easy. The only thing said of the Masters, in which they 
can still make progress (they more or less have reached the apex 
of knowledge), is in their approach to the mind of humanity in 
any given age. If they would give us the same material in another 
thousand years, do you think The Secret Doctrine would look 
the same? If so, they would not have to give anything new. As 
humanity itself progresses, the Mahatmas have to learn to adapt 
themselves to the development of that new human mind. In that 
sense the study of The Secret Doctrine is neither easy nor difficult. 
It is all in our mind. 

If you are looking at The Secret Doctrine, and this may rub 
some students the wrong way, there is actually no wisdom in The 
Secret Doctrine. Just open it up and what do you see? Ink and 
paper. Its just data. It is a general perspective of mine, at least, that 
information is something that comes from without. Understanding 
is something that comes from within. Nevertheless, the ink and 
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paper on the pages of The Secret Doctrine is constructed in such a 
way that it becomes intelligible to us. We call that language and 
writing.

There is also something about Theosophical literature in 
general, especially written by H.P.B., but it counts in principle for 
every writer, and that is, that the magnetism of the writer remains 
attached to his or her productions. So when we do study The Secret 
Doctrine, we get an immediate contact with the magnetism of 
H.P.B.’s thought. That is what makes a link between us, and the 
teacher. 

While The Secret Doctrine is neither difficult nor easy, some 
people nevertheless see it as complex. The Secret Doctrine is indeed 
complex, but it is not complicated. These are two different things. 
The complications exist within our own perceptions. When we 
start studying The Secret Doctrine, we bring ourselves to it. We bring 
to the study of The Secret Doctrine our own limitations, the veils 
that we have thrown up and the education that we have already 
received. These are the major obstacles in studying the subjects 
discussed in The Secret Doctrine. It is not The Secret Doctrine itself 
that is complex. It is what we have already absorbed in school, in 
our upbringing, in the skandas we bring from previous lives.

How are we going to go about the study of The Secret Doctrine? 
Is there a best methodology? There is no best methodology to 
study The Secret Doctrine per se. The best methodology is the one 
that you develop for yourself individually. That does not mean that 
there are no, you could say, secondary methodologies that make it 
a little bit easier to approach the study of The Secret Doctrine. So, 
we can discuss some of them. 

For instance, I have noticed for myself something I haven’t 
seen applied or even discussed in the Theosophical world in a 
consistent way, or at least not in its fullness. It is something that 
H.P.B. gives as a methodology in the Proem in Volume i of the S.D. 
on page 20 and 21. She is dealing here with a synopsis of the Seven 
Stanzas. She writes, “The history of Cosmic Evolution as stressed 
in the Stanzas is, so to say, the abstract algebraical formula of that 
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evolution.” H.P.B. does not repeat herself throughout The Secret 
Doctrine too often. She may represent the same thing in different 
ways, but she does not often repeat the same words. Yet at the 
bottom of the same paragraph, she says, “The Stanzas, therefore, 
give an abstract formula…” She repeats herself a few lines down, 
“. . . which can be applied mutatis mutandi to all evolution, to 
that of our tiny Earth, to that of the chain of planets of which 
that Earth forms one, to the Solar universe to which that chain 
belongs and so on in an ascending scale till the mind reels and is 
exhausted in the effort.” In that same paragraph she says again 
that the seven Stanzas given in this volume represent the seven 
terms of this abstract formula. This should ring a bell. When 
H.P.B. repeats the definition of something three times within a 
paragraph, you ought to pay attention. Here we are only on page 
20 and 21. This is the beginning of The Secret Doctrine. 

She gives an example of the application of that formula. Some 
people here will think, “There he is again with his formula.” I 
have sometimes the tendency to call this the “Blavatsky Code,” 
instead of the Da Vinci Code. The Da Vinci Code, although it 
may have some realities to it, it is largely a fantasy. The “Blavatsky 
Code” is not a fantasy. It is a reality. It is something you can 
apply. I had already read many, many times through these pages, 
and it didn’t ring a bell. But one time, probably about, I would 
say maybe ten years ago, a friend of mine, a fellow student in the 
Lodge in Phoenix, came up to me and said, “Have you heard 
about a formula that exists in the Bible and the Kabala? There is 
some secret key or approach.” 

I said, “Yeah, I’ve heard about it but I don’t know. I’ve never 
looked into that.” 

He said, “Do you think there would be something in 
Theosophical books like that?” 

I said, “I don’t know. I’ve read The Secret Doctrine through a 
few times but, it didn’t occur to me.” 

But when you speak about those things, something always 
gets stuck in your mind. It was only perhaps six months later 
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that I moved again through The Secret Doctrine and as I come 
across these pages and I go like, “Whoa, H.P.B. actually tells us 
a formula, an abstract formula”. She also says, “algebraical.” We 
are not going to go into that, but it is a very interesting algebraical 
formula as well. It is not only algebraical of course but it is 
certainly abstract. If you want to get into the algebra of it, go to 
Five Years of Theosophy and read the article by Mr. Subba Row 
on “The Sevenfold Division in Brahmanism.” On page 160, he 
explains in detail that algebraical formula. I can mention it but 
I’m not going to explain it now because we would not have enough 
time. It is 2n–1 (2 to the power of n, minus 1). The idea basically 
is that whenever you have three primaries—consciousness, energy 
and substance—that constitute a oneness, a noumenal triad, and 
that triad manifests as three distinct primaries, you can make 
multiple combinations with them, whereby you eventually end up 
with a sevenfold constitution. This is not something that has been 
invented by Theosophy. When you learn algebra you learn this 
formula. H.P.B. refers to Subba Row and the algebraical formula 
a few times in The Secret Doctrine. It is something worthwhile 
looking into. 

Why is that formula, especially the abstract element, so 
important? You will see, when you walk through The Secret 
Doctrine, that H.P.B. constantly refers to the unity of everything. 
She says that whatever you study in detail or in particular, never 
ever lose the unity, the wholeness of everything out of site. But 
of course we are living in a world of differentiation. How do we 
come then to that differentiation? Well, the algebraical element of 
the equation will explain it to you. You start from the One. That 
One becomes Three. The Three becomes Seven. You will find that 
principle represented throughout the whole of The Secret Doctrine. 

A part of the formula is the principle of correspondence as 
we see it expressed in “Psychic and Noetic Action,” an article 
written by H.P.B. of which some of you may be acquainted. So, 
ever keep in mind that whenever you study a seven-fold constitu-
tion, it always consists of a triad, and a quaternary, three higher 
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principles (noetic), which are eternal in a certain sense, and four 
lower principles (psychic), which are superfluous. There is always 
the noetic, the three higher principles, and the psychic part to 
whatever you study that is sevenfold. H.P.B. says everything is 
in fact, sevenfold. Sevenfoldness is just a further extension of 
threefoldness. 

You may have noticed that in the past, in antiquity, there was 
not that much talk of the sevenfold constitution. The primary 
approach, even by initiates, was the threefold constitution. Man 
consisted of spirit, soul and body. You can expand it to seven 
principles. You can also apply spirit, soul and body to the three 
higher principles themselves. After all, the mind is the vehicle 
or the body of spirit. H.P.B. says the mind does not come from 
buddhi. It has not its origin in buddhi. It comes through buddhi. 
It is actually a manifestation of atman. The Father manifests 
through the Mother as the Son. So the mind itself is actually an 
objective representation of atman itself. 

Another principle to keep in mind is not to stumble over words 
in The Secret Doctrine. They are just names. Try and look for the 
process, the conceptualization behind the words. We approach The 
Secret Doctrine initially from the perspective of our lower mind, 
actually, not even from our lower mind, but from our kamic 
mind. The lower mind is—by the way—very much underrated. 
Most of the time we operate from a kama-manasic perspective. 
You could only wish you were already active on the level of the 
lower mind. Some of you may recall that H.P.B. says that the path 
of antaskarana is sevenfold. Before you put your foot on the first 
rung of the ladder, she says in The Voice of the Silence, you need to 
have pretty much purified yourself of all your desires and adds in 
a footnote in the same work that the antaskaranic path is lower 
manas. 

So where are we? We are below the ladder. Kama-manas, 
that’s where we start. That is also why it is important to develop 
the proper concepts. Sometimes people say when I talk about 
Theosophy and they haven’t heard of Theosophy and I try to 
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explain something, and they say, “well, you know, that’s all just 
concepts. I don’t believe in concepts.” I say, you do realize that that 
is a concept in itself, right?” The lower mind conceptualizes. There 
is nothing wrong with that. There are good and bad concepts. We 
must try and develop good concepts. The concepts themselves are 
like a mountain that you climb. Eventually you will be able to go 
beyond concepts. That is when lightening strikes, or what we call 
intuition, also an aspect of Fohat. We shouldn’t get hung up on 
words. Look behind words. H.P.B. uses the same words over and 
over again in different contexts.   

Theosophy is a contextual philosophy. You have to look at the 
context. That is why the study of Theosophy, let alone The Secret 
Doctrine, appears difficult, because we get stuck in names rather 
than in processes. When H.P.B. in the Secret Doctrine uses the 
same word or term, she may use it differently five pages further, 
or in Volume ii., when she gives it a whole different swing. It is 
understandable that especially academic scientists will say, “well 
this woman is way off course. She said before that the name of 
something meant this. Now she means that.” So let us not stumble 
over words: look at the context in which they are used. 

We should also be aware of the relativity of things. In itself 
nothing in this world is relative, which may perhaps sound odd. 
In and by itself, nothing is relative. This microphone is not a cup 
of soup. It is not a car. It is a microphone. So in what sense is it 
then relative? Well, things are always relative to something else. 
That is another important element we have to keep in mind. In 
and by itself, nothing is relative. Things are what they are. But 
they become relative to something else. If you ask yourself, is this 
“something” important, or is it not? We always have to ask the 
question: important to what? Relative to what? Things can only 
be important and therefore relative in relation to something else. 

We should also try to understand the distinction that H.P.B. 
makes in The Secret Doctrine between things that are permanent 
and things that are superfluous. Usually those elements in us 
and in the Cosmos that are permanent are referred to as arupa, 
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formless. But you have to understand that this is a relative term 
as well. H.P.B. says in the Transactions of the Blavatsky Lodge, (p.  
107), “In using the term ‘planes of non-being’ it is necessary to 
remember that these planes are only to us spheres of non-being, 
but those of being and matter to higher intelligences than 
ourselves.” Look in The Secret Doctrine how often H.P.B. says, “to 
us,” “from our perspective.” Ninety-nine percent of the time in 
The Secret Doctrine everything is explained from our perspective. 
What other perspective can we take? The absolute perspective? We 
are not there yet. It will be a long time coming before we can take 
that position. 

Analogy and correspondence has already been mentioned by 
previous speakers. It runs throughout The Secret Doctrine. There 
are probably about fifteen or twenty instances where H.P.B. 
refers to analogy and correspondence in The Secret Doctrine. In 
daily life we use those two words for the same thing. But H.P.B. 
doesn’t say, “analogy or correspondence.” She says, “analogy and 
correspondence.” You have to make a distinction between those 
two. To give a simple example, if you take the middle “C” on the 
piano, you play it, and it gives you a certain tone or vibration. 
Then you play that same note one octave higher or lower. Those 
sounds correspond. What is the difference with analogy? It is quite 
simple. The ratios in correspondence remain the same whereas 
with analogy, the ratios do not remain the same. But there is a 
likeness, a similarity. In other words we have arms. Birds have 
wings. Fish have fins. They are all analogous but they do not 
have the same dimensions or ratios. That is the main distinction 
between analogy and correspondence. However H.P.B. does not 
always use it in that sense. For example, and it’s almost like a pun, 
there is a distinction between “distinction” and “separateness.”  
This is a very important point in our study as well. There is no 
such thing as separateness. Separateness is a disease of the mind. 
But there are distinctions. Obviously your arm is distinct from 
your shoulder. I just hope it is not separated! 
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Another important thing in our study is the understanding of 
the idea of boundlessness. It is the underlying element that proves 
to us the unity of things. Boundlessness does not only mean from 
here to infinity and beyond. Boundlessness means from here to 
wherever we may point or go. There are no boundaries in between. 
Just walk to the coast here. Show me exactly where the border of 
the United States is. Are you going to tell me where it is when 
it is high tide or low tide? For instance, tell me exactly, where 
my arm turns into my hand. They are not separated but they are 
distinct. At some point I am reaching my hand. At some point I 
am reaching my arm. In essence it is boundless and you can apply 
that to five thousand other things. If things are boundless, they 
are united. They are one, but nevertheless show distinctions. 

We also speak of homogeneous substance in The Secret 
Doctrine. A lot of people, especially new students, think there is 
just one homogeneous substance. It is somewhere up there and 
eventually you may reach it. But if you pay attention in The Secret 
Doctrine, H.P.B. says there are in every system seven prakritis. 
There is a homogeneous substance, a prakriti, a nature, for every 
plane. Every plane has its own prakriti. If you go to a higher plane, 
she says, it has its own prakriti, to which the prakriti on the lower 
plane is already relatively differentiated. There is no such thing 
as homogeneous substance per se that is like a soup that is the 
same everywhere. She also says that on any one plane prakriti is 
particular. It consists of particles. Science is slowly getting there. 
But, what kind of particles? The particles of which homogeneous 
substance consists of, are in a certain sense the same as the 
definition we give to mathematical points. The definition of a 
mathematical point is a body that has no dimension. Isn’t that a 
brilliant koan? So space is essentially particular. It consists of an 
infinite amount of points that have no extension. An interesting 
subject for meditation!

Perhaps the most important point, and where we make our 
biggest mistake, is the misunderstanding between the concepts of 
the terms ‘individual’ and ‘universal’. There is no such thing as an 
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individual per se. There is no such thing as something universal per 
se. These are again relative concepts to our understanding. H.P.B. 
points it out in The Secret Doctrine on page 38 of Volume i. She says 
every entity consists of lesser-developed entities and is itself, along 
with other entities, part of a higher-developed entity. Now, where 
is the individual per se and where is the universal per se? From 
the perspective of our individual self, that self becomes universal 
relative to lesser-developed entities within our own being. We are 
like a God to them, if they could perceive us and had self-con-
sciousness. So there is no such thing as an individual per se. We 
all consist of lesser-developed entities, which are universes on their 
own plane relative to the perception of lesser-developed entities 
on their own plane. Think of cells, organs, bacteria, viruses, solar 
systems, galaxies and beyond, each an individual on its own plane 
but a universe relative to lesser-developed systems. Keeping this in 
mind we don’t get stuck and think that ‘universal’ is that big thing 
out there that we need to reach, because that ‘universal’ is also an 
individual from its own perspective. 

All of the foregoing is also connected to social responsibil-
ity. Our theosophical call is to give service to the people because 
through the principle of unity in diversity we are all connected 
and thus ONE. Thus, H.P.B. points out that service comes first. 
At the same time she says you have to study to know what that 
service represents. She expresses that by saying ethics is applied 
metaphysics. Some people are afraid of studying The Secret Doctrine 
because it is so metaphysical. There exists in reality nothing but 
metaphysics. The only physics we know of is the perception of 
what we perceive with your eyes. All the rest is metaphysics. Your 
thinking, your feeling, is metaphysical. The digestion of your 
food is metaphysical. It is beyond physics in a certain sense. Even 
science is slowly coming to this realization. In order to truly know 
how to apply ethics and be socially responsible, we have to study 
metaphysics.
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Plenary Harvest:  
What Have We Learned Today?

Facilitator: Gerry Kiffe

Gerry Kiffe: Today we had study circles in the morning on The 
Three Fundamentals. This afternoon we had more study 
circles. For each one of those meetings we are going to have 
individuals offer seeds. The number I get is around 18. They 
get no more than 90 seconds, a minute and a half—not 
for a summary. We don’t have time to do summaries. All 
of us theosophists love to talk. We go on and on and we 
don’t know when to stop. So you get 90 seconds and that’s 
it.  In that 90 seconds, this is what you need to do. You 
need to draw out one idea—one—one seed idea from your 
group meeting. It could be less than 90 seconds. Look out 
the window. Those trees are Quercus agrifolia, probably 
decades old. We call them “Hercules Arms.” They have these 
incredibly strong, stout arms. Those trees started from an 
acorn just a little larger than my fingernail. We are talking 
about the harvesting of what happened today. Unless you 
have a photographic memory you won’t remember all the 
things that all these wonderful people have had to say. We 
also heard three presentations on approaching The Secret 
Doctrine. Wasn’t it wonderful to hear actual philosophers 
speak to us? That doesn’t happen everyday. You have to 
travel a long way to hear real philosophers. That was a real 
privilege. These seeds are ideas. We might take home with 
us one or two or three ideas from this whole four-days-expe-
rience. We can hold on to those ideas and think about them. 
If we are wise we will start to use them and they become the 
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fabric of our own character. What we are looking for are 
some seeds, so that we, through thought, effort and energy 
can turn them into trees that can provide shade and support 
for other human beings. I have actually gone around ahead 
of time to ask the 18 of you to offer these seeds. Kate was 
part of one of this morning’s meetings and she is going to 
share one of the seed ideas from her group. 

Kate Blalack: My takeaway from the group was that Western 
thought is taught using a linear view of history, but history 
is really more cyclical in how it occurs. A lot of the ways we 
can start working in our culture is to help people realize 
that this attachment that they have to their story, the story 
of wherever they are from, they don’t have to be attached to 
this pre-defined story. This can be done by gentle suggestion, 
not by force. 

Gerry Kiffe: You set a high bar. That was wonderful. Thank you. 
Lalibel, from this morning, one idea? 

Lalibel Mohaupt: I’ve been part of the Theosophist’s movement 
for about a half-year now so I hope my two cents will 
provide some insights. This morning we discussed the Three 
Fundamentals in the light of social responsibility. Part of 
it is losing selfishness. Actually people tend to hold on to 
selfish thoughts and make decisions that comfort them. But 
that personality actually blocks growth. Certain ideas can 
crystalize and can also block growth. You are then not open 
and can’t accept higher ideas. We need to drop selfishness 
and keep our thoughts open and fluid, so we can open 
ourselves up for boundlessness and subsequently develop 
unity. When you drop your selfishness and develop bound-
lessness, you develop unity. 

Gerry Kiffe: Beautifully done. Thank you so much.
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Bouke van den Noort: For me the important thing, seen from 
social responsibility, is that people, who are familiar with 
Theosophy, have life questions. We have to make those 
asking these questions familiar with the Theosophical 
principles. For example, what is God? Who am I? Where do 
I come from? Where do I go? Then you have this connection 
with them, their thinking and also with our goal, which is 
to spread Theosophy. You get to their level by listening to 
their life questions. 

Gerry Kiffe: Beautifully put. Thank you very much. Chris, from 
this morning.

Christopher Alvarez: One idea that stood out was that the First 
Fundamental tells us that there is a common source for 
life, meaning, unity—that everything is united. When we 
talk about what is our social responsibility, everybody in 
this room already knows that there is this overlying unity 
from the highest aspect to the lowest aspect. When does 
social responsibility come into play? Well, you just live your 
regular life and when something comes up and your inner 
conscience is questioned, that is when your responsibility 
comes into play. You have to ask, is it my time to make a 
decision right now, and is it in my power to do so? Then you 
do it because it is your responsibility. 

Gerry Kiffe: Thank you very much. These are all really wonderful 
ideas that you are sharing. These are the one idea that each 
found the most interesting, the most awakening and that 
most motivated them. When we listen to each other in 
these gatherings, we have the chance to leave the personal 
mind and join into something larger. Now we are going to 
move to our elective study circles, the ones other than the 
Three Fundamentals. We are going to go through them 
one by one. We are going to start with Sound, Speech and 
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Creativity. Eli and Jacques are going to provide us with two 
minute-and-a-half ideas. 

Elly Teeuwen: Our group was a very interesting cross-pollination. 
When I originally prepared for the study group on sound, 
Speech and Creativity, I had immediately prepared for the 
scheme of soul, spirit and body. For it was the expression 
of the inward and the outward. We discussed a lot of the 
power of sound. Jacques had a very inspiring story about 
jazz music and how this can connect us. 

Jacques Mahnich: Sound is the most powerful medium. It is a 
non-mental communication. All nature is resonating with 
a whole range of frequency. By tuning ourselves with the 
high value of the frequencies we have been discussing, we 
are able then to form at least the beginning of a network 
of brotherhood. That gives us a great ability to transmit it 
to the rest of the world. We had a quick discussion about 
creativity. Creativity is the capability of the higher mind 
to go through the layer of the lower mind and its mental 
activity.

Gerry Kiffe: Thank you very much. Pablo Minniti, the Allegory 
of the Fall. 

Pablo Minniti: It was a very interesting experience to hear 
what everybody said. We read something from The Secret 
Doctrine, which says we are the shadow of a higher light. 
If we are the shadow, we are not complete. But we have to 
work with the divine spark within us to do the best that we 
can for suffering humanity. 

Gerry Kiffe: Well said. Very well said. Where is Jon? Allegory of 
the Fall.

Jon Knebel: We did have some interesting conversations about 
the Allegory of the Fall. In Theosophy, the Fall is seen as 
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a descent into matter, endowing it with consciousness and 
intelligence. It is represented as a sacrifice of the infinite 
into the finite, rather than as a failure or a punishment, as 
perhaps the Christians might imagine the Fall. From this 
we develop the idea of responsibility to engage the world, 
sacrificing our comfort for the betterment of all. 

Gerry Kiffe: Beautifully put. Thank you. Okay, The Ascending 
Cycle. Bob?

Robert Moore: Humanity at this point is now ascending out 
of the grossest materiality and grossest use of the intellect 
into its manasic and intuitive level. It also includes an 
evolution of Psychism. What was really interesting was to 
see that there is nothing mechanical about this. There is 
the analogy of tides in the ocean that comes to mind or a 
stream where you see how many sub currents and eddies 
and a lot of turbulence can take place. Even though you 
may be ascending it is going to take a lot of effort. You are 
going to have to use your discrimination and conscience to 
work your way through the psychic turbulence.  It is also a 
factor in this ascending cycle. 

Gerry Kiffe: Thank you, Bob. Do we have a volunteer for another 
seed thought from The Ascending Cycle? 

Johanna Vermeulen-Pikets: We had a joyful thing. In the same 
building while the other group was doing The Allegory of 
the Fall, in other words, the descent, our group was doing 
The Ascending Cycle. We promised the other team we 
would take them with us! 

Gerry Kiffe: The next group was Cycles, Karma, Reincarnation 
and Responsibility. How did they get so many ideas? That 
was very generous of them. Elena?
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Elena Dovalsantos: Everything is rooted in unity and the concept 
of One Life. The essence of this unity is harmony, which 
equates to karma, the law of all laws. The law of karma, 
the essence of harmony, requires paying attention to each 
other, being attuned to each other. This is where the idea 
of compassion comes up, because it means listening with a 
heart and with a feeling for each other. That is what compels 
to action and social responsibility.

Gerry Kiffe: Thank you so much. Chris Nolt?

Christine Nolt: Our study circle as was said focused on these 
very high themes: Karma, Reincarnation, Cycles—all tied 
together with the ideal of Responsibility. One suggestion 
was in the great understanding of cycles—great and small, 
daily cycles, moment cycles—all of these contribute to an 
opportunity for choice. We have the ability at every cycle to 
either serve or not. Another student mentioned that these 
cycles are like the waves of an ocean. They come repeatedly 
and bring the tides. Sometimes they are swift and fast. 
Sometimes they are gentle and nourishing. Each of these 
cycles that we experience brings opportunities to learn. 

Gerry Kiffe: Beautiful thoughts. Now we move on to the 
Cornerstone of Future Religions and the Great Master’s 
Letter, which we were introduced to at the beginning of our 
conference. Danson? 

Danson Kiplagat: We had so many sparkling ideas, so many 
wonderful sparks of thought! What this student benefited 
from was the discussion of the idea of self-redemption by our 
own Seventh Principle. This can be called Christ, Buddha 
and so on. To do this we have to get rid of our illusionary 
apparent self, which is very combative and gets us involved 
in the struggle for survival. The cure for this is applying the 
religion of responsibility, karma, responsibility in relation to 
our thoughts, in our speech and also action. 
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Gerry Kiffe: Well done. Well done! It’s good training actually. 
Don’t you think? To take an entire meeting and to pull 
out one key idea that you could hang onto and then use 
it. Brother Joe?

Joseph Miller: The Great Master’s Letter has already been spoken 
of as having a number of bold claims. Certainly one of those 
bold claims was the title of our session, The Cornerstone of 
Future Religions. In the Letter itself it says “the cornerstone 
of religion”—no ‘s’ on the end. We were wondering what is 
the difference between religions and religion itself. That is a 
distinction that H.P.B. makes in her writings where she says 
Theosophy is ‘religion’ itself. Cornerstone is not something 
you worry about when you are doing a remodel. Cornerstone 
is what you have for a new building. 

Gerry Kiffe: Thank you very much. The next study circle is The 
Four Golden Links and Theosophical Duty. Tom is going 
to help us with that. 

Tom Kehoe: The one idea with regard to our circle which was 
the Four Golden Links: Universal Unity and Causation; 
Human Solidarity; Karma; and Reincarnation—we really 
directed all the discussion to the idea of duty. Whether 
you understand, agree or disagree with it or not, Universal 
Unity is a given. We are a unity in spirit. Human solidarity 
is a little bit different. That is a choice on the mental plane 
that has got to be made to move in a direction together. 
There is an ethic that is involved. If you look at the here and 
now, the what-are-we-doing side of this, if you look at the 
Theosophical community, isn’t there a certain karma that 
has come to us that perhaps presents a duty to us? How it 
came to us, who is to say? But it is our karma to receive 
Theosophy from our ‘parents’ so to speak, our Theosophical 
parents, regardless of their mistakes. When we receive it, if 
we make the effort towards solidarity, in some cases it might 
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mean, keep a check on your spiritual pride. In other cases it 
might mean, no, not everything which calls itself Theosophy 
is necessarily Theosophy. We will need to find what we are 
all going to be able to gather around in a solidified way. It 
is our duty to pass it on to others as it has been passed on 
to us. Charity begins in the home. That might be a wise 
application for us. 

Gerry Kiffe: We have two more: Transforming Alienation into 
Brotherhood. Brother Cliff is going to start with this one. 

Cliff Tillotson: It is a very relevant topic in our world, Alienation 
and Brotherhood. The idea that we struggled with in our 
group is how can we really help others? One student suggested, 
empathetic listening. Just that phrase, “empathetic listening” 
struck a note with me, that the deeper, more heartfelt our 
listening can be, maybe the notion or concept of ‘otherness’ 
can be dissolved altogether.

Gerry Kiffe: Elegantly put Cliff. Donna?

Donna Moore: I’m going to tell you a really quick little story 
because that is what I was asked by my study circle to do. 
It came out of the idea that alienation and brotherhood 
is actually the method of cyclic evolution. We move from 
alienation towards brotherhood. We ‘fall’ into matter. A 
veil comes upon us. We struggle to move on, and upward. 
Sometimes that veil can be very thin. We don’t give people 
enough credit for what is right below the surface. This story 
was about a man named John Robbins. He was in the 60’s, 
heir to Baskin Robbins Ice Cream. He told his father he 
didn’t want to become a corporate person. He bought a 
van and he travelled around The United States trying to 
understand how people grow and provide food, how people 
can eat. He was a very gentle soul. He arrived at a place of 
factory farming where animals are kept in cages, very poorly 
treated. This place had pigs. He was talking to someone and a 
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pig farmer walked by, turned to him in anger and said, “Why 
don’t you just go home? Just get out of here. We don’t want 
you here.” John Robbins was really affected by the anger he 
was receiving. He doesn’t say how it happened but he went 
after the farmer and it ended up that the farmer invited him 
to dinner. They stayed up until midnight talking. At the 
end of the evening the pig farmer broke down in tears, in a 
man of whom tears don’t come easily. He said, “You know, 
I’ve been a farmer for my whole life. I don’t even have a high 
school education. My father was a pig farmer and so was 
his father. I have a family to support. What do I do?” John 
Robbins was a bit overwhelmed and he had no idea what 
to tell the farmer. His heart was overwhelmed and he said, 
“You could always become an organic broccoli farmer.” So 
John Robbins gets into his van and heads on to his next 
place on his trip. He thinks to himself, “I don’t even know if 
this man knows what broccoli is.” He feels that he is a fool. 
Here was someone who was suffering and he couldn’t help. 
Fifteen years later, John Robbins is lecturing in the South 
somewhere at a university and a man comes up to him after 
the meeting and he says, “Do you remember me? I’m now 
an organic broccoli farmer.”
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Why Are We Our 
Brother’s	Keeper?

Carolyn Dorrance

The question “Are We Our Brother’s Keeper?” is a familiar one 
that, if asked, most people would feel some compulsion to say 
yes. Lost is the negative connotation of the question when uttered 
by Cain expressing indifference and lack of responsibility for the 
murder of his brother Abel. Perhaps only a few would enthusias-
tically say yes, I must help!  Many more might answer Yes, but 
state conditions to prove if the brother to be helped is worthy 
of being helped. Alcoholics, the drug addicted, the criminal, the 
lazy do not deserve to be helped since the help would be wasted, 
it is argued. Some might flat out say no to the query. That life is 
a struggle for survival and each must rely upon himself to survive 
is a familiar defense against helping others, particularly in any 
systematic way. 

Semantic critiques of the question express contemporary 
concerns. Why only brothers? What about sisters or all forms of 
life? Shouldn’t they be helped too? The term keeper is challenged 
too. What is it to ‘keep’ another human being? Isn’t there elitism, 
a tone of presumed superiority built into the thought of being 
someone’s keeper? Semantics aside, the essential idea persists—
Do we each have a responsibility to each and all to help reduce 
their suffering and support their basic needs for a productive life?

The answer to be reasonable and effective must rest on a deeper 
question. Why are we our brother’s keeper? What explanation 
might we give for our response? A popular and persuasive answer 
is self-protection. If neglected, those needing help might create a 
larger even dangerous problem for society. We might fear that the 
homeless might expand into residential areas where they hassle, 
rob and create unsanitary conditions that impact my neighbor-
hood. Those expressing their alienation in gangs may move in 
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and engage in greater violence. Diseases might spread, and the 
costs of police and social services for the poor and neglected 
might increase the costs to taxpayers. Something must be done 
you say to contain the problems caused, we assume, by the needy. 
However, this calculation of self-interest magnified by similar 
views of many others is limited and self-defeating. It is limited 
in the scope of those helped. It is limited in time to particular 
situations. The deeper causes of social problems are not explored. 
Most importantly, there is no moral motivation or universal 
commitment to principles. Without remedies based on principles 
our responses to the needy lack the vitality to succeed. 

Furthermore, the approach of self-protection may lead to 
the destruction of one’s own integrity. Suppose you try to help 
from this limited perspective. Suppose you help at a food bank 
or try to counsel those in custody. Suppose you give money to 
house the homeless. Suppose, using your own life as an assumed 
upright standard, this contact with the needy gives you negative 
impressions of those you are trying to help. Suppose they are, you 
conclude, lazy, addicted, repeat offenders of their weaknesses. 
Suppose you become caught up in negative critiques weaving 
rationalizations of why they don’t deserve help. You develop 
prejudices that lead to anger and a greater sense of separation 
between them and you. Thereby, you become part of the problem 
—a judgmental citizen who adds to negative public opinion and 
advocates tough punishment of those causing social problems. In 
this state of anger, your potential for sympathy, compassion and 
moral action is obscured. Thus, self-protection is self-defeating 
and ruinous to your spiritual evolution. It is the wrong starting 
point for helping. 

Suppose you make a more humanitarian response to helping 
your brother or sister. Suppose the idea buried in your psyche 
emerges that the needy and alienated are human beings, and that 
all human beings deserve some minimum respect and healthy 
living conditions. Perhaps you see everyone as sharing a higher 
potential, or you take a religious view that we are all children 
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of God. All the differences of race, caste, gender or economic 
condition don’t matter and don’t destroy the root fact of one’s 
humanness you conclude. Obviously this perspective could 
be extended to all forms of life as is done in strict practices in 
Jainism. Of course, the Theosophical view of each human being 
as an immortal soul incarnating many times to learn one’s true 
spiritual identity, supports a humanitarian perspective. 

Humanitarian responses have accomplished an enormous 
amount of good. Thousands of non-governmental organizations 
(NGOs) have relied on the moral impulses of millions to provide 
help to the needy. The scope, variety and skill of both staff and 
volunteers are breath-taking. They respond to both short term 
emergencies such as natural disasters and long term problems 
such as systemic exploitation and poverty. Given that there are 
approximately 7.3 billion people alive today and that nearly 
half, 3 billion, live in poverty, the need for helping is enormous. 
However, much of the help given by humanitarian organizations 
is material. Such help is important, but not sufficient. What about 
the inner tendencies in a human being?  Must not our assistance 
awaken inner and higher potentials if we are to realize deep, self-
sustaining change in both individuals and social conditions? 

There are other limitations in the practice of humanitar-
ian aid. Will material aid become a tool of corruption by a few 
depriving the many of assistance? Also, material aid is expensive 
and in constant need of replenishment from outside sources. 
How will fund-raising affect the definition and pursuit of the 
goals of a NGO? 

Another limitation to the humanitarian response in practice 
is that a psychological division or separation may develop between 
the helpers and the helped. Although many helpers may develop a 
deep empathy for those they try to serve, elitism is still a threat to 
the effort to empower those being helped. The leaders and workers 
active in the service of an organization may assume and reflect 
an attitude of superiority. Will those given leadership positions 
by NGOs become institutional tyrants reinforcing social class 
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and economic inequality? This psychological separation may be 
magnified by differences of race, religion, ethnic associations and 
gender. Will men persist in their dominance of women even if 
it deprives the family and society of women’s productivity? Will 
religious differences become a source of violence rather than 
moral and emotional cooperation? To overcome these sources of 
separation and conflict, those being helped need to become part 
of the dialogue of what needs to be done and instrumental in 
getting projects done. 

What is missing from these two responses to the question of 
“Why Am I My Brother’s Keeper” is a response that is transfor-
mative and offers deeper and more permanent change. Theosophy 
offers a multi-layered view of the human being that suggests how 
human beings are capable of fundamental change. It teaches the 
possibility—indeed the necessity—of awakening the capacities 
for creative and reasoned thinking in the human soul. It indicates 
access to the field of Buddhi imbued with wisdom, compassion 
and ethical intuitions that can transform our thinking and 
feelings about others. Instead of thinking of ourselves as separate 
from others, filled with judgments about others, we can recognize 
what we share and develop mutuality in our relationships.  
Brotherhood becomes a reality, an experience over brooded 
by the spiritual light of our Higher Self, Atma, the luminous, 
spiritual light of the Divine Mind. Thus, we can become a center 
of spiritual light and help create in relation with others a field 
of mutual, supportive luminosity. The higher principles in those 
being helped are unleashed so that they can participate in a rela-
tionship of mutual transformation where a distinction between 
the helper and the helped is dissolved. All parties in the relation-
ship may demonstrate their capacity for thinking freely and for 
creative insights into problem-solving with self-sustaining and 
ethical solutions. Fresh leadership can emerge from the newly 
transformed.

William Q. Judge speaks of this possibility of transformation 
as a singular contribution to spiritual evolution in the vast field of 
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darkness of the age of Kali Yuga. Gradually, others are attracted 
into this new nucleus of universal brotherhood. Not only the poor, 
disabled and suffering are helped to discover their inner and higher 
potential by a transformative motivation, but many others can 
be drawn into a community nourished by spiritual light, wisdom 
and compassion. Although such results may only be apparent in 
a small community, the potency in this nucleus can have global 
effects. Rightly motivated and rightly focused on transforma-
tion, a daunting and long-distant task, our decision to become 
our brother’s “keeper” is a necessary step in the path to the sacred 
and universal mission of Theosophy. Unity, interdependence and 
human solidarity can become lived realities. Brotherhood can be 
enjoyed and is inspiring. Thus, we can demonstrate our gratitude 
to the many Teachers who have brought the attention of mankind 
to the possibility of real and effective transformation for the sake 
of the welfare of all that lives.
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Why Are We Our 
Brother’s	Keeper?

Sieglinde Plocki

Just a short remark at the beginning: I will not talk about this 
question just from a theoretical point of view, but I will try to 
talk about it as if you were just my neighbors, my colleagues, my 
fellowmen. The practical application of Theosophy in daily life is 
the key to real and deeper understanding of its teachings—and 
this is what I will try now.

Freedom, justice, responsibility—these are terms which are 
central in the affairs of daily life. If we look around us, we find 
nearly everywhere that these universal terms, which are linked 
with the highest ethics, are very often misunderstood or spurnt.

Freedom—is often misunderstood as personal freedom, that 
is the freedom to act according to one’s own personality without 
rules and regulations or social conventions. 

But in fact, it is the freedom of choice for right action, within 
all those possibilities which we have created ourselves, according 
to our position in the hierarchy of life and with all the conse-
quences for the unfoldment of our inner being in the cyclical 
course of evolution. 

This decision or choice can only then be the right one if it 
is fair to our fellowmen—to all living beings—in the sense that 
they too find the same possibility or freedom for development or 
unfoldment which we claim for ourselves. 

Justice—is often misunderstood as the right to enforce one’s 
personal interests. Take for example conflicts between neighbors. 
Are they really a case for the court? For most people it is quite 
natural that they deserve the “good” and the “bad” is unjust for 
them.

But if we take the universal perspective, justice is the harmonic 
balancing of action and reaction. It is action consistent with 
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nature—in harmony with life itself. Everybody then shares what 
he has—or what he is—and takes not more than what he really 
needs. And what he needs is much less than normally expected. 

Responsibility—This is nowadays a very uncomfortable 
term, which is so misunderstood because of ignorance about 
karma. People do not want to take responsibility or they do not 
acknowledge their natural responsibility from which we cannot 
escape or hide. Of course, everybody agrees that others should 
act responsibly. “You must do your duty”, people say. They watch 
their own interests and rights but often not those of others. To act 
responsibly in their view must be beneficial for them first. 

But if we look at responsibility from the perspective of unity, 
understanding more and more that life is one and we are all 
interconnected, then it becomes our deep wish to work for the 
wellbeing of everything else, because it is our responsibility to do 
so, it is our welcomed and innermost duty.

The false comprehension of these three universal terms is 
mirrored in today’s world in all the problems, which we have 
to face. There is no necessity to name or explain them—you all 
know them.

Observing the mind and the behavioral patterns of human 
beings in general we note, that many people act focused on their 
own personality. People often ask themselves: Is this useful for 
me? Where is my personal profit? But egocentric thinking and 
acting is not a means to resolve problems. It confines our view 
to our own person as if we were separate from everything else 
and without connection to it. Therefore, if the focus is only on 
ourselves, it is quite logical that we do not notice others.

But unity, the interconnectedness of all life, can be easily 
experienced even on a physical level: are we not all part of a 
family? We have parents, probably children, relatives. We live in 
a little community, a city, a country, on a continent of this earth 
which is part of the solar system etc. Do you realize how smaller 
circles are embedded in larger and even larger ones? Everywhere 
in nature life is organized in alliances—be it in the animal, the 
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plant or the human kingdom—we therefore speak of ecosystems. 
Everything lives for everything else. Nothing can exist without 
the others. Just to give a little example: if there were no insects we 
would scarcely find flowers, have bad harvests, suffer famine, etc.

So, why do we not act properly? Where in this world is justice, 
equality, brotherhood? If we believe in what we see and hear in the 
news, humanity consists primarily of selfish egocentrics. Altruistic 
helpers seem to be the very small minority.

And yet we find in most human hearts qualities like love, 
affection, the inclination for understanding, be it sometimes only 
for one’s own family. And we also find an urge for development 
and growth. Man is manifested consciousness, densified con-
sciousness. And this consciousness, which is in its essence one 
with the source of all being, can gain experiences only in manifes-
tation and express itself and evolve.

Evolution is based on fundamental laws or habits of the 
universe, i.e., on habits, or laws which are true for the whole 
universe, for life itself. This is expressed in the three fundamental 
propositions or main theses of the Wisdom of the Ages:

Boundlessness. Life is eternal and boundless.
Cyclicity: the cyclical nature of the universe. Life manifests 

itself periodically and withdraws periodically.
Each and every soul undergoes an obligatory pilgrimage. Each 

being without exception gradually develops during the manifesta-
tions of life from ‘Atom to a Divine Being’. 

This third proposition states, that every being on each stage of 
development has the same inner value and the same divine destiny.

Based on these three main theses there are more basic ideas, 
the so called Sâpta Ratnâni, the Seven Jewels of Wisdom. 

With the three fundamental propositions as a starting point, 
it is logical that cyclical recurrence, re-embodiment (reincarna-
tion), happens in accordance with the law of cause and effect 
(karma).  Every being in this process needs counterparts, brothers, 
say mirrors, to be able to express faculties and potentials innate 
in him. Manifestation in diversity is a necessity. Every one of us 
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is teacher and pupil at the same time (hierarchies). To help each 
other to grow means to inspire the unfoldment our highest inner 
faculties. 

Whatever our conduct, we are always a role model for other 
beings—human beings on one hand, but even animals who 
instinctively imitate us. What we are doing and how we are 
acting—or not—always leaves marks, sets causes which have their 
effects—in a negative or positive way. 

Free will and conscience are the means to follow that first 
impulse which has been put into motion by the first manifesta-
tion of life. Free will is always active, always there—on a larger as 
well as on a smaller scale. Free will is an integral part, or maybe 
you can even call it an aspect, of the unfolding consciousness. 
Consciousness needs free will to be active. But this will is a neutral 
force, emerging from that first impulse of manifestation. Being a 
thinker, man has the freedom of choice, therefore we can choose 
how we use free will, and we do this—or do it not—according to 
the conscience we have built up during many incarnations.

We always choose between various possibilities of action and 
these choices shape our way (two paths). Our motive, the basis 
of our acts, decides on the path we take. Why do we want to 
grow spiritually? Is it for ourselves only, or for the sake of others? 
Which attitude towards life do we cherish? What defines our way 
of conduct? 

Do we act from the perspective of separateness or of unity—e.g. 
do we only see the crest waves or the whole ocean beneath it, as 
the German physicist Hans-Peter Dürr has expressed it? 

The knowledge of our inner self, the divine self, is the key for 
experiencing unity. And we can already now experience it in those 
moments in which we completely forget ourselves, being quasi 
dissolved in working for others. This changes our perspective on 
life from personal, to above personal.
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What can we do to help our fellowmen?
Fortunately, there are those many positive examples which 

show us that in the hierarchy of life one living being takes care of 
the other. Each and everything performs his task at that very place 
he assigned for himself. There are so many examples for activities 
of above personal character, taking into account a greater “well”—
the welfare of humanity, of the whole globe earth. Everyone of 
us can name organizations here. People are voluntarily active in 
those non-profit organizations, give their money, their time and 
often risk their lives to help others.

What does this show? 
It shows that men feel affiliated to each other and they feel 

responsibility in the sense explained before—that universal 
responsibility which is part of our inner nature.

We find this expressed in many everyday activities: selflessly 
raising and educating children, colleagues helping each other, 
teams in sports in communities, in the voluntary fire brigade 
and so on . . . people like to help and protect each other. We also 
find this in other realms of nature. There are numerous examples 
where animals closely connect and live in community with other 
species—think, e.g., of those little fishes that clean coral algae. 

The fact alone, that the urge to help each other can also be 
observed in the lower realms of nature as an instinctive attitude 
shows us its natural origin. It is a faculty of the higher nature of 
every living being. 

It is this essential insight which we can share with our 
fellowmen to help them leave the narrow circle of their personality 
and open their view on life for much broader perspectives. 

We can offer our brothers a philosophy of life based on the 
three fundamental propositions and the Seven Jewels of Wisdom. 
We can help them to recognize this wisdom in their own life, 
help them to discover their own thinking capacities to become 
independent thinkers. This is what we, as students of the eternal 
wisdom, can do. This kind of help is the best, because it does 
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not create any dependencies but leads to independent, responsible 
action.

Why is this our duty?
As we have seen from all this, to be our brothers’ keeper is 

the most natural attitude in the world. We are ONE. He is me 
and I am him. This is duty in the real sense of the word, because 
it is naturally following the endless path of evolution. Duty is 
not what is imposed on us by others, but only what we ourselves 
acknowledge as that which is necessary to live a harmonic, just 
and above personal life. This we cannot do alone, because separ-
ateness is—as we have also seen—just an illusion.

Our perspective has widened. We will work with the spiritual 
nature and we will as H.P.B. said in The Voice of the Silence:  “Help 
Nature and work on with her, and Nature will regard (thee) [us] 
as one of her creators and make obeisance.” On this path we are 
our brothers’ keeper—our brother is first and we walk behind to 
protect him. This is, what we are striving for—in freedom, with 
justice and responsibility.
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Why Are We Our 
Brother’s	Keeper?

Domen Kocevar

Who is my brother or sister? Spiritually, we must start with the 
recognition of the oneness of humanity. It is now the end of an 
era in which you could ignore others, other groups of seekers, 
students, Theosophists. When you come together like this you see 
that there are others, much like you. Then you say, “The other is 
not the other. It is in fact you.” On the level of Purusha, there is 
really One and no other. On the level of Jivatman, or on the level 
of Soul-Ego, there is a pristine understanding of brotherhood, but 
no one is talking about brotherhood or sisterhood there because it 
is so clear on that plane that brotherhood is a fact.  On the level 
of the personality, the level where separateness and exclusivity is 
mostly prevalent, this is where we are in our present humanity.  It 
is here that we talk about brotherhood and sisterhood but find it 
so difficult to practice.

Staying on the level of where we can live brotherhood without 
even saying it—that is our goal. How can we really go to that 
feeling of one humanity? I used to think that when a man or a 
woman can have that feeling of being connected to everyone, that 
person can no longer do harm to humanity. During this time, I 
was always thinking that the problem is the armies, the corpo-
rations. But in the end, it is always people and the way people 
think and live that is the most important. What would happen if 
the people involved in wars, governments or corporations would 
suddenly realize that what they are doing is really being done to 
themselves? And that that other person has a mother just as he 
has? Then everything changes. It is only a slight change that is 
needed. Then the possibilities open and everything changes. 

How do we go about helping grow this feeling, this realization, 
in the world? I wouldn’t say that I know the answer. It is probably 
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better with something like this that there are more questions than 
answers. Even if I did know the answer, it is always better that 
a person would come to their own answer. As Jonathan said, I 
am a Bishop in the Liberal Catholic Church. I am also involved 
in Esoteric Masonry. I have been involved now in Theosophy 
for eighteen years and have visited many of the Theosophical 
Societies. I didn’t even know that there are many traditions within 
Theosophy until I would come to one of them and they would 
start asking me where I am from and from which tradition. First I 
found out that there are two, and then I found out that there are 
three and so on, but for me there was really no difference. Even on 
the church side there was only a slight difference, but it made such 
a big problem in the end. 

All of those movements have the same clear idea of working 
towards brotherhood and unity, but this is where we fail, in these 
slight differences. How can we be so sweet and nice to people 
who are safely different enough, and fail to be nice to someone that 
is so near? Why is it so hard for family members or neighbors or 
neighboring countries to be brothers? How can I feel frightened of 
someone who is so similar to me? And then keep him away so that 
I can keep my comfort of my own personality limitations? When 
I started to work on my Ph.D. I was asking exactly that question. 
How is it that people of the same goal become separate? How can 
a sincere feeling and practice of brotherhood be so difficult when 
the differences are so slight? 

It was a challenge of Annie Besant’s, that regularly you should 
really test your beliefs. Is that really your belief? Or is it just safety? 
Does it make sense? Of course reincarnation makes sense. Of 
course karma makes sense. Of course brotherhood makes sense. 
But is it really something that is made internal? Sometimes we 
need to put aside our intellectual idea of a thing to see if it really 
comes from within. Sometimes our intellectual beliefs, no matter 
how subtle or high-sounding, can be mere crutches, leaving a gap 
between you and the reality. Something that H.P.B. wrote in her 
article, “Is Theosophy a Religion?” illustrates this: 
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It may sound odd and paradoxical, but it is true to say that, 
hitherto, the most apt workers in practical theosophy, its 
most devoted members were those recruited from the ranks 
of agnostics and even of materialists. No genuine, no sincere 
searcher after truth can ever be found among the blind believers 
in the ‘Divine Word’…

This question of how to bridge the gap between one’s perception 
and the reality is closely connected to the question of how to build 
the antaskarana. How does one build the antaskarana, the bridge 
between one’s lower kama-manasic consciousness and one’s higher 
buddhi-manasic consciousness? How to make the flow between 
the higher and the lower stronger? One of the things that I have 
heard from my older brother in Theosophy so many times is, 
“Being in service for the other is food for the soul.” If you are 
really, sincerely wanting to help others, you usually come to have 
more energy, not less. It is like when you really love someone with 
unconditional love, it does not tire you. It gives you energy. 

Occultists should stand firm when it is really important, and 
that is usually about five percent of the time, and they should be 
flexible when something is not so important, and that is usually 
about the ninety-five percent of the time. It is a definite challenge 
to ask ourselves, when thinking about the ideals of brotherhood: 
what is important, what is essential? We need to go higher than 
the normal categories of victim and oppressor and even of giving 
and receiving. Really, we are all one. 

There is also the question of who should do what for whom 
and where. It is a question of action and inaction. There is the story 
of the disciple and the teacher who were walking on the beach and 
suddenly they saw out on the water a burning boat. People were 
jumping in the water. The ship was far from the shore and people 
were drowning. The teacher and the disciple were just looking 
and were silent until the sad spectacle finished. The disciple asked 
the teacher, “But there were people suffering, why didn’t you help 
them?” The teacher replied, “I had insight. I saw their karma. It 
was as it should be.” 
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The disciple said, “I didn’t know that.” 
“But, that is your karma,” the teacher answered.
There is a quote from The Voice of the Silence, which has 

followed me through my path in life:

To perish doomed is he, who out of fear of Mara refrains from 
helping man, lest he should act for self. The pilgrim who would 
cool his weary limbs in running waters, yet dares not plunge 
for terror of the stream, risks to succumb the heat. Inaction 
based on selfish fear can bear but evil fruit. 

Selfishness such as this can be really cleverly hidden from 
ourselves. But a good test is: are our actions based on fear, or are 
they based on actual power coming from knowledge? Are they 
based on weaknesses, or on strengths, because sometimes we can 
help someone out of our weaknesses. But if we help them out of 
our power, while they are helped seemingly just the same, there 
is actually a great difference. Mysterious is the path of action 
because morality is not a simple thing that is one and the same 
for all. It varies with the dharma of the individual. What is right 
for one is wrong for another. What is wrong for one is right for 
another. Morality is an individual thing and it depends upon the 
dharma of the one who is acting. 

We know the auspicious life of Krishnamurti, who after he 
liberated himself from the story of what he was supposed to fulfill, 
said, “Give up everything.” “Give up ritual.” “Give up organi-
zation.” “Stand alone.” It was a great shock for sure for a lot of 
people around. One of the respected men who started a Lodge in 
Slovenia in 1928 was a man who really wanted to become a priest. 
At the same time he really didn’t know what he wanted to do. But 
then he went to The Netherlands to the Ommen Camp and he 
had the opportunity to ask Jiddu Krishnamurti what he thought. 
Krishnamurti said, “Of course you have to become a priest. Who 
else will do your job?”

How do we really become a channel of divine wisdom in 
everyday life? How do we do the right thing for the right people 
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at the right time? How do we become like a mirror lake, silent 
and peaceful and ready to listen, ready to catch the reflections 
from above in these busy times of ours? Or as Carolyn said, how 
do we make ‘fields’ where good things can happen? How do we 
become responsive to the needs of our society and do our part? 

In following what we feel that we have to do, we have to 
be brave. 
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Plenary Harvest: 
What Have We Learned and 

What Can We Do?

Facilitators: Marijn Gijsbers 
and April Hejka-Ekins

Marijn Gijsbers: Hi guys. My name is Marijn. This is April. We 
have clearly distributed the tasks. April will be asking all 
the hard questions and I’m here to look cute. We are going 
to the harvest slightly different from yesterday. Let’s try and 
have a conversation instead of just the mini-presentations. 
Let’s see if we can react to each other. Let’s see what we 
can bring back from the different study circles back to share 
together. Who wants to start?

Jos Peeters: I learned that Theosophy is fun. 

Marijn Gijsbers: That’s a good start Jos!

Joseph Miller: I was part of the Ethics of Scientific Research study 
circle. We were faced with this issue of supposed scientific 
neutrality. Why is it we think that science is a valueless 
arena? I think it has to do with centuries of freedom of 
thought. We want to be able to investigate things freely. 
But that quickly becomes a slippery slope when we think 
we can apply things freely as well. We ended up talking 
about vivisection and medical ethics. We had a very lively 
discussion about whether or not another creature should be 
sacrificed in order that we can gain a supposed benefit? Is all 
of this driven by the desire to personally live? Shouldn’t we 
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be asking questions about quality of life, not mere quantity 
of life? We never really got out of the operating room. I’m 
afraid we left the room with the ‘wound’ un-sutured. But 
perhaps an open wound goes with an open mind. 

Marijn Gijsbers: More ethical issues?

James Tepfer: We were in the study circle for “Non-violence 
in Action”. Several wonderful, sparkling points came out 
of the circle, certainly one of which was that the idea of 
non-violence as an attitude, as an inner posture, is very 
compatible with the principle of karma as a harmonic, con-
ciliatory law. The circle also asked me to share with you a 
true life story from a man who worked with Martin Luther 
King Jr. Originally this man was in a gang in Philadelphia. 
He came into contact with King’s movement and in time he 
converted to non-violence. He became the logistical mind 
in the background arranging the marches and other events. 
But later on, after King passed away and as he formed 
different centers of activity in the non-violence movement, 
he went to Columbia. When he was in Columbia interesting 
things happened to him, but the one I will share was that 
while he was there (I’m not sure what city it was, maybe 
Bogota) a stranger approached him. He was part of a rebel 
group up in the mountains. The gentleman approached 
our friend, the non-violent American who had come to 
Columbia, and said, “Our ‘Jefe,’ (leader) would like to speak 
with you.” He thought and he said, “Fine. I would be happy 
to meet with him here.” The stranger said, “No, the Jefe 
doesn’t meet here. You have to meet with the Jefe up in the 
mountains.” So our friend took courage in both hands. The 
next day he went up in a Jeep with men with machine guns 
to the top of the mountain where they had their ‘hide-out.’ 
There were armed people all around, and the Jefe met him. 
They shook hands and exchanged greetings. Immediately 
after the Jefe told all of his people to leave. He wanted to 
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speak to our friend privately. He looked at him and said, “I 
have a problem. I believe you can help me. You are a man 
of God, and you also believe in non-violence?” Our friend 
replied, “Yes, I do. What is your problem?” “Two weeks ago, 
I went to the city. They don’t bother me there so I knew I 
was safe. I decided to go to a movie. The movie was Gandhi. 
It disturbed me, and is still disturbing me. I need your help. 
What do I do? How do I free myself from this situation and 
these men?” That’s quite a question. It is quite interesting 
that the Gandhi movie inspired this man to think about 
changing his whole way of life. The basic advice offered by 
the man of non-violence to the Jefe, as I recall was, “You 
have to work through the situation you are in. Work with 
your own men. See what you can do.” This is really pointing 
out that non-violence can be transformative, when it is 
genuine and courageous. Our friend was very courageous 
and so was the Jefe. 

Marijn Gijsbers: Great story. Thank you. Who is courageous 
enough to speak next? 

Martin Leiderman: Our study circle was Theosophical 
Approaches to Suffering and Poverty. Too bad that part 
of the topic was not about how to reduce wealth! They 
could donate all that to Theosophical organizations. In the 
study circle readings there was a quote from The Voice of 
the Silence, “Woe to those who do not suffer.” We had a 
wonderful discussion. Everybody had great ideas. It was so 
uplifting. We built on each other. What is suffering? We 
differentiate it from pain, right? Suffering is more mental, 
psychic. It is a human condition. It is an alarm. When 
something is wrong, then you suffer. Plato was asked, how 
do we change the social problems with all the vices? And 
he said, it is only through education of the youth that you 
can make a permanent change. I think that is our biggest 
responsibility. We can’t add relief to this wave of suffering 
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without changing the mindset, the understanding of the 
meaning of life of the new generation who will become 
parents of the next generation. There will be wave after wave 
of suffering and poverty, the pollution of the rivers and the 
environment, inequality. The waves of suffering will never 
end. It is through education that this can be healed. It is 
our duty, our dharma to educate; first, ourselves, and then 
the world. 

Christopher Alvarez: Our topic was Our Duty to Children. 
There were a lot of educators in our circle. We agreed that 
the school system is very outdated. We can’t say the word 
‘Theosophy’ right? So the best way we can teach them these 
new virtues and ethics, anything that promotes unity and 
universal brotherhood, would be to lead by example. We 
can set a good example. Sometimes a school becomes a 
freedom for a child when there is turmoil in their home. 
They don’t have enemies when they are that young. The 
second part would be to draw out their individuality. Draw 
out their soul, you know? If you can tap into that part of 
them through imagination or whatever, it is going to help 
them in the long run. For adults I think that when you are 
working with children at school or at home, this might be 
your opportunity to tune into your higher self and act as 
your higher self when you are around them. The higher self 
won’t judge anybody. It sees everything as unity. 

Marijn Gijsbers: Excellent. Thank you. You are reminding me 
of a video a couple of weeks ago that went ‘viral’ on the 
Internet with a young kid, two or three years old who had a 
piñata and a bat. He looks at the piñata. He looks at the bat. 
He throws the bat and he starts hugging the piñata! 

Renée Tillotson: Regarding the study group, What Is Our 
Responsibility to Children? the person who was the super-
intendent of Theosophy School at the time when I was 
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teaching there insisted that the best thing we could do for 
children is to give them stories of heroes. That excites the 
imagination and gives them such a powerful example of 
what it means to be a human being, and what we can do for 
each other and what we can do for the world. 

Marijn Gijsbers: Fantastic, and very practical. Thank you. 

Judy Saltzman: Our group was “Noetic Spirituality in Action”. 
Our first problem was almost a double entendre. If you are 
in a very spiritual state of consciousness, you have actually 
lost your personal ego and you desire to return to serve the 
community, although the community may not accept you. 
What we were concerned about was, what was this action or 
service towards the community. That is very difficult. It was 
pointed out that we are really only in the 4th Round and 
we are the 5th sub-race of the 5th root-race. We are looking 
toward the 6th sub-race where we will have greater psychic 
powers. We don’t want to make the mistakes that were 
made in Atlantis and develop psychic powers at the expense 
of spirituality and become essentially asuras, or beings that 
are not there to serve the community but to gain power for 
themselves. We decided that if we are going to have action 
in the light of noetic spirituality, reading H.P.B.’s very 
powerful article, “Psychic and Noetic Action,” as often as 
possible would be a very good idea. We can try to practice 
noetic action in our thought, speech and deeds in daily life. 
We have to realize that we need to ‘inch’ our way spiritually. 
We are not suddenly just going to jump into a buddhic state. 
We have to really work on it, check ourselves when we are 
going to have a negative or harmful thought, and try to keep 
ourselves on an even keel. We can be joyful that we can have 
golden moments, like here at this conference, even in a Kali 
Yuga cycle. 
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Brett Foray: Our group’s endeavor was to explore a little deeper 
in the Maha Chohan’s letter regarding Theosophy as a 
cornerstone of future religions. We emphasized that religion 
is plural there. The letter deals with a lot of challenges. It 
confronts challenges that need to be dealt with. A lot of 
them deal with contrasts, differences, dualities and the 
need for working out and working through those different 
challenges and contrasts that would ultimately give way 
to a greater unity. To follow up on what Judy said, even 
though we are in very dark times, this letter also offers a lot 
of opportunity for growth and change in humanity. That is 
the real hope that comes out of this letter. This can bring 
growth and unity with humanity and other hierarchies 
that we live with and are affected by. A lot of religions also 
talk about unity. I live in a very conservative Christian 
community. When they talk about unity, they mean unity 
of their own particular religion in terms of waiting for the 
second coming of Jesus. When He comes He will gather His 
flock together and they will go to heaven. And the rest of 
us poor saps are left to perdition. To them that is a type of 
unity. How do you get people who are in such extremes to 
broaden their circle? 

Marijn Gijsbers: What was the one thing that sticks with you 
the most? 

Brett Foray: The one thing that sticks with me the most is 
probably, hope. The writer of this letter, whoever this person 
is, places a lot of emphasis on Buddhism and Buddhist 
principles. Yet it is still talking about something that 
transcends Buddhism as well. It is talking about something 
that will be the cornerstone of future religions and therefore 
transcends them all. It is part of the figurative cornerstone 
of that edifice that will transform of humanity. 
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Miluka Rivera-Matlovsky: Hi. Good afternoon. In our group 
there was discussion about education and the youth. I really 
think we have to work harder to do this outreach, especially 
to young couples. That is the future of not only this nation 
but the future of Theosophy. We have to pass on the torch. 
It could be the enhancement of the arts and music. We have 
to become very creative. We are competing with technology, 
the computer, the Internet, the cellphone—because these 
kids don’t seem to have sufficient attention to read books. 
How are we going to reach out to that audience that is there 
waiting and hungry for more information? One more point. 
I teach etiquette and good manners to children. The kids 
that come to my class, I just can’t believe how much they 
know. They are more awake than us. At age three they know 
how to read and write. The parents tell me that nobody 
taught them. We have an inflow of souls that are quite 
advanced. They are falling through the cracks because they 
don’t have the right guidance. Their doctors are drugging 
them, because their parents don’t understand what is going 
on with them. They are a challenge to their teachers. 

Marijn Gijsbers: I’m kind of curious, what will you take away 
from this conference, since you are working with children, 
that you can apply, say, starting Monday? 

Miluka Rivera-Matlovsky: I will begin with a plan of outreach 
for couples. Even if we have to create an outside organi-
zation that doesn’t have the label of Theosophy, like the 
Institute of World Culture, for example, that could be a lot 
of help. A lot of people think Theosophy is a religion. We are 
actually philosophy. 

Marijn Gijsbers: I think Jan wants to react to that. Thank you 
very much. 

Jan Nicholas Kind: The statement that we have to reach out 
to couples struck me. I just want to share with you an 
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experiment that Tim Boyd and his wife Lily have done at 
Olcott in Wheaton. They started a series of storytelling 
sessions. They invited people in the neighborhood to come. 
They sent out a mailing. Their parents were also invited to 
come. These were not Theosophists. The children would all 
sit on the floor on a nice carpet and the parents would just 
walk around in the library and look at the books. It certainly 
was not meant to be a missionary action, that we want to 
convert people to Theosophy, but they have been doing this 
now for a couple of years. As far as I understand it, it has 
resulted in a lot of people getting interested in Theosophy 
just because of the stories that were told, which, initially had 
nothing to do with Theosophy. They were brought through 
that beautiful Olcott Memorial Library. That environment 
inspired people to look at the books, open them up and to 
ask questions. It could be a way. 

Maurice Bisheff: Our group explored The Deeper Dimensions to 
Justice. We had a lot of segments on karma. We had some 
discussion about what our duty is toward another. We also 
had a lot of discussion about justice, because everyone, in 
one way or another, as was said in the group, thinks they 
are right. If you get cut off on the freeway that person may 
have a reason for cutting you off. Maybe they had to get to 
the hospital or something. In fact, you could say that we 
share one thing with terrorists. We all want justice. Now the 
question comes as to how to work with the differences, and 
particularly the karmic differences, that manifest in these 
kinds of situations. We discussed love as an approach to 
point us to justice; love, not just in the abstract, but love of 
other persons, people as souls. We can be much more patient 
in trying to draw out mutual understanding with others. 
We talked about walking in a tough neighborhood in Los 
Angeles or Philadelphia. Would it be possible to see gang-
bangers as souls? At the same time, you should be prudent 
and thoughtful about what you are doing. Justice involves 
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mindfulness combined with love to try to create unity and, 
both a personal field with other people, which would allow 
the higher aspects of human nature to come out, and to 
create social circumstances that change the game, change 
the paradigm so we will have better circumstances for each 
and all. 

Marijn Gijsbers: Thanks very much. Lets go one step further 
because so far we have had a lot of small summaries of what 
happened in the groups. The risk is that we go back home 
and everything stays the same, right? Of course we enjoyed 
the weather and the food and the company was great, but it 
would be great if we start applying something. For example, 
in Carolyn’s talk there was something about community 
building from a Theosophical perspective. What can we 
take away and how can we apply that? Who wants to say 
something about that? You need to stand up Helena so we 
can see your shoes!

Helena Kerekhazi: One of the things that came out of our 
Responsibility to Children group was how storytelling is 
great for children. The Dutch theosophists in our group 
didn’t know that the story of the little boy putting his finger 
in the dyke is a story told a lot in the United States. They 
found that surprising. From that we thought we should 
make a list of books that we could use as educators. The 
technology people in the room said they would make a 
webpage with lists of books that would be useful in telling 
that bodhisattvic story that we could actually use and have 
access to. I thought that was a nice concrete example of 
working together.

Marijn Gijsbers: Super concrete. Great. 

Erwin Bomas: I found a nice example in the Non-violence 
group I attended. It is actually two things. Discussed, as 
an example, was the Dalai Lama. He gets asked for stories 
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of what the Chinese did to the Tibetans, etcetera. Then 
we discussed institutional violence. How can you change 
a whole Chinese government doing these things? The 
response of the Dalai Lama was to do it just one person at 
a time. That connects to something else we addressed. We 
need to start with ourself because that is the only thing we 
can really change, and then be an example. Probably you 
are all familiar with the Pythagorean review. Before you go 
to sleep just think your day over. Ask yourself, what have I 
done right? What can I improve? But not doing it one time, 
but doing it three times, taking multiple perspectives and 
really thinking it over. That was from The Golden Verses of 
Pythagoras. I thought that was a really practical thing. It is 
something all of us can apply before we go to sleep tonight. 

Marijn Gijsbers: I’m kind of curious. What was it like to study 
with all these kinds of people from all these different 
organizations? 

Keith Pritsker: I believe there has been a lot of misunderstand-
ing and hard feelings among the Theosophical groups in 
the past. It is easy to dislike people you don’t know. This is 
the third conference that I have come to of this organiza-
tion. Maybe I’m just like Will Rogers, but I like everybody. 
You see the common humanity, the common inspiration, 
the commonly shared goals. How can you not want to join 
with others in that inspiration in wanting to take this to an 
even wider audience? I want to give thanks to everyone who 
has played a role in putting this together. Being able to have 
these study groups and sit together and look at each other 
and speak with each other—it is transformative. 

Marijn Gijsbers: What was it like to study with people from 
other cities, other countries? I would like to hear from at 
least one of the millennials. It is not always easy to speak 
with a microphone and with cameras. The trick is to speak 
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really slowly, so you have the time to think about what you 
are going to say. Could you say something Xareni about 
what this was like?

Xareni Penichet: Sure. I have enjoyed studying with this bunch 
of different groups and people. It brought different perspec-
tives to talking about the same thing. Our group was What 
Our Society Needs Most. One thing that I said while we 
were there, was that for me there is always the word ‘truth’ 
within the word ‘altruism.’ It means always being in the 
present and observing the situation for the truth of it. In 
that sense you are taking away the personal and you can be 
selfless in every situation. 

Marijn Gijsbers: The lady who is sitting next to you looks like a 
millennial as well. Could you say something about what you 
are going to tell the folks back home? 

Sasha Colbert: I don’t have an answer for that question right 
now. Could I offer my own thoughts though?  

Marijn Gijsbers: Yes, of course. 

Sasha Colbert: I just wanted to say that I appreciate the format 
of this conference. The format really matches the theme in 
that the key to social responsibility is being social, having 
these horizontal and democratic dialogues. I have really 
appreciated how engaging it has been and how inclusive 
everybody has been. 

Marijn Gijsbers: So the innovation works for you, right? Even 
though it is close by, what are you going to tell the people 
who are not here? There is no right or wrong answer, just the 
first thing that comes to mind. 

Sasha Colbert: I heard a lot of things that I really needed to hear.
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Marijn Gijsbers: All right, excellent. That’s very good to hear. 
Thank you. So what else are we going to tell the people back 
home?

Leonie Van Gelder: I would say to people back home that it was 
really wonderful to listen to and discuss with people the 
Theosophical principles, and really place them in specific, 
pragmatic situations. Very often when I have gone to 
Theosophical conferences or programs, we talk about the 
philosophy, which is wonderful, but it was really nice and 
refreshing to discuss their relevance to our daily lives. We 
have been able to ask about what is Theosophy and education? 
These kinds of questions are discussed not with people that 
you know, but with people from various Theosophical per-
spectives. I loved it that that we were bringing it back to, 
“What do the Three Propositions say about this?” And, 
“What do I say about what the Fundamental Propositions 
say about this in my own life?” It has been very refreshing 
and inspiring. 

Marijn Gijsbers: That’s great to hear. Thank you. Now we go to 
Japan. 

Jeff Clark: In Japan I think there is a tendency to create 
everything into a salon. In our little salon we are reading 
Plato in Greek and Patanjali in Sanskrit. I am going to go 
back with the idea of coming down from our mountain. 
In two of the groups I was with—the one yesterday about 
The Fall, and also today with Reincarnation and Cycles and 
Karma—there was the idea of embracing Kali Yuga, instead 
of dreading that we have another 427,000 years to endure. 
Somebody said something really good, which is that this is 
our cycle. We need to embrace and accept the cycle we are 
in right now. That is a perspective I want to take back to 
Japan, a society where people are actually becoming poorer 
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now. I have to take back some sort of souvenir. You know, it 
is an Asian country.

Marijn Gijsbers: Wonderful. Thank you. What else are we going 
to take to the folks back home?

Helena Kerekhazi: California is wonderful. I belong here 
somehow. ITC is amazing. ITC could be anywhere 
and everywhere. This time I think it felt like family. We 
have the words “social responsibility.”  “Social” is friend. 
“Responsibility” is response. The circles felt like friends. I 
see many faces. They are familiar. I’m getting to know you 
better. It is more relaxed. 

Marijn Gijsbers: Your experience is that we are breaking down 
the barriers between the organizations now?

Helena Kerekhazi: Could be. 

Gene Jennings: What I would take back is that we have a 
bunch of Theosophists who realize the value of Theosophy 
without using the term “Theosophy,” who are eager to bring 
Theosophy into the world. You can’t beat that. 

Marijn Gijsbers: How about a comment from someone who 
has been at every conference so far. Mr. Kiplagat, what is 
different this year?

Danson Kiplagat: The brotherhood, sisterhood, working 
together focusing on one thing—universal brotherhood and 
harmony. What a synergy! That is uplifting. I think that 
shows what is possible. That is the key. Theosophy is who 
Theosophy does. I think it is good to live with that. 

Joseph Miller: Jesus said in the “Sermon on the Mount” in answer 
to all the ostentatious worship that was going around, that 
we should pray sincerely in our own closet. One of the 
questions that I have had for 30 years with Theosophy is—I 
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basically keep my Theosophy in the closet, I do—I find that 
it is too awkward to outsiders. I have often questioned this 
tendency in myself. I don’t know. Maybe one or two people  
here can relate to that. I appreciate what Gene just said, but 
even by name. After all, if there were not people who kept 
the books in print, and founded Lodges and all of that, I 
would have never found my way to Theosophy and found 
answers to deep questions that I have had. I am not standing 
up because I have a conclusion to this, but it does make 
me wonder how to talk to the folks at home. I’m probably 
afraid I’m going to be judged as belonging to some cult or 
something. I did tell the people at work that I’m going to a 
conference. I will be tested when I get back. They will ask, 
“How was the conference? What was the conference like? 
What was the conference about?” I’ll give you the answer 
next year. 

Marijn Gijsbers: We will remember that. That was great. That 
was straight from the heart. I really appreciate that. It is 
difficult. There was a couple from Honduras that we met 
two years ago at ITC in Naarden. They also had that same 
challenge. Together they worked at the same university. 
Where they set up a course in comparative religion. It was 
the only thing that was not about agriculture in the whole 
university. Youngsters flocked through their program and 
for them it was a way to talk about Theosophy without 
even using the word Theosophy. Most of us hide in the 
closet. I do. We don’t know how to talk about it. We have 
got to find out how to share it. If people don’t, people can’t 
find it, right? 

April Hejka-Ekins: I think that is an excellent question. We 
might think about it upon our third reflection before we go 
to sleep tonight. Everybody was shaking their head when we 
were talking. I think we can all identify. How do we actually 
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talk about this with people who are actually unfamiliar? I 
think we should spend some time on that question. 

Marijn Gijsbers: When we started this conference we heard 
there was a lot of innovations here, right Jonathan? We had 
a couple of discussions before the conference about what 
to innovate and how to do it. Now we innovate in talking 
about practicing Theosophy.
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Gandhi on Theosophy, Modern 
Civilization and Social Reform

James Tepfer

Let me begin this morning, by honoring the noble and ancient 
practice of saluting those who have made this talk possible. I have 
drawn inspiration for my talk principally from Gandhi’s own 
candid autobiography, his fiery tract, Hind Swaraj, and from his 
voluminous personal correspondence spanning decades. I have 
also benefitted from Louis Fischer’s sparkling and insightful 
biography, The Life of Mahatma Gandhi. Lastly, I have immensely 
benefitted from the brilliant, wise and seminal elucidation of 
Gandhian thought by Shri Raghavan Iyer in his book, The Moral 
and Political Thought of Mahatma Gandhi. 

Introduction
It is truly a privilege to share some reflections on M.K. 

Gandhi, the most eminent social revolutionary of the Twentieth 
Century and perhaps one of the paradigms of the Aquarian man 
and woman of the coming centuries. Gandhi, as we know, was an 
unusual individual. Like the American revolutionary Tom Paine, 
Gandhi was equally a lover of God and a lover of man. He was, 
as a consequence, both a deep thinker and a courageous man of 
action. 

As an earnest thinker, Gandhi’s thought was invariably rational, 
lucid, insightful and utterly without guile. As a karma yogin, his 
actions were purposeful, fearless, discerning, and fundamentally 
heart-based. As a person, Gandhi was a Theophilanthropist, a lover 
of God and man and, most especially, a lover of God-in-man. He 
was honest to a fault, full of love for friends and strangers alike 
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and was blessed with abundant good humor and a sparkling wit. 
The fount of his many resplendent virtues was perhaps the fact 
that his consciousness could readily renew itself by entering into 
the oceanic and regenerative waters of humanity as a whole.

No doubt, Albert Einstein spoke for peoples across the globe 
when he said: “Generations to come will scarce believe that such 
a one as this, ever, in flesh and blood, walked upon this earth.” 
(Albert Einstein)1 Gandhi’s beneficent influence has been global, 
spanning geography and generations alike. He was the forerunner 
and inspiration to a Nelson Mandela in South Africa, a Martin 
Luther and Coretta Scott King in America, a Vaclav Havel of 
Czechoslovakia and, of course, the intrepid Malala of Pakistan.  
Each of these exemplary individuals has, in turn, become an 
inspirational prototype in our own times and will undoubtedly 
continue to affect generations to come. 

As a thinker and a committed social reformer, Gandhi held that 
truth, non-violence and self-suffering are equally vital to universal 
human uplift. Truth, to Gandhi, is at the core of our being and 
of all existence. Truth is satya or that which is real, abiding and 
self-existent. Truth is all-comprehensive and, most importantly to 
Gandhi, an absolute value. It sustains us as well as illuminates us. 
Truth, then, involves the whole person and encompasses thought, 
word and deed. Truth, to be truth, is also relevant to every sphere 
of human life—public as well as personal. Finally, and most sig-
nificantly for man, Truth or God is embodied in the world as 
the Law of Interdependence. The latter is the scientific basis of 
morality and of all religious and secular ethics. 

As pointed out in The Moral and Political Thought of Mahatma 
Gandhi by Shri Raghavan Iyer, Gandhi made a critical distinction 
between Absolute and relative truth. Absolute truth is ever beyond 
us while relative truth functions as our immediate guide through 
the labyrinth of daily life. Absolute Truth is like the limitless light 
of the sun. Relative truth is like an effulgent ray. The ray par-
ticipates in the sun’s radiance and in its boundless potential for 
growth. Because of this, Gandhi believed that relative truth has 
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its own innate dignity and is to be respected in every man and 
woman of whatever persuasion, class or condition.

The philosophical distinction between Absolute and relative 
truth is, as Gandhi admitted, psychologically challenging to 
observe in social and political life. Nonetheless, it is crucial to 
all human growth—spiritual, intellectual and moral. It is in 
fact essential to the path of spiritual realization as well as to the 
harmonics of a thriving, democratic society. The spiritual seeker, 
for example, must always maintain a healthy agnosticism about 
any particular degree of God-realization he or she may have 
attained. Spiritual epiphanies and flashes of noetic insight can be 
intoxicating as well as illuminating, leading to a false sense of 
finality. There is always more beyond. 

Gandhi believed that the inability of even genuinely 
open-minded thinkers, religionists and committed revolutionar-
ies to clearly separate Absolute and relative truth in their own 
consciousness, creates historical tragedies. So many activists, he 
observed, fall prey to the tenacious tendency to “absolutize the 
relative,” to take an idea, an insight or a revered truth and to 
treat it as final, as ultimate, as the only possible interpretation, 
as the only viable practical application. This inveterate ignorance 
spawns the world’s political “isms”. It likewise reduces the noble, 
unifying spirit of religion into one of competing sects that not 
only divide devotees of a particular religion from each other—
and, from their illustrious founder—but, more significantly, 
separates them from the inclusive divine, itself. Paradoxically, 
when we acknowledge the truths imbedded in the perspectives, 
beliefs and practices of others, we relativize our own absolutizing 
tendencies and move closer to the Absolute Truth, to the synthe-
sizing and transcendent One. 

To Gandhi, non-violence is the self-transforming path to 
realizing Truth. It is the surest means of realizing the soul-satis-
fying goal of “living in the Divine.” For this reason, true worship 
is not simply the inner feeling of love for God or the ritualistic 
offering of prayer. True worship is action worthy of the divine 
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presence. Non-violent action becomes the mental and moral 
fulcrum to progressively awakening the divine within the human. 

Non-violence is action without the will to do harm.  It is rooted 
in the mind and heart of the actor. It is the conscious negation 
of self-assertion, of pushiness, of arrogance and of the desire to 
impose oneself on others. Non-violence is, as Gandhi perceptively 
pointed out, the conscious ability to reduce one’s ego to a zero.  
From a theosophical perspective, we might say that non-violence 
is the conscious negation of the asuric will, of atavistic Atlantean 
pride and of the willful misuse of higher creative powers. If this 
is so, then non-violent, egoless action is that moral conduct that 
honors perceived truths by negating the personalizing will and 
releasing the latent, Gangetic waters of pure love.

Intrinsic to Gandhi’s theory and practice of non-violence 
is that of “creative suffering.” Voluntary suffering is a necessary 
ingredient of all non-violent truth- acts and especially so when 
it comes to dealing with seemingly intractable social and institu-
tional injustices. Self-suffering is really the alchemical hyphen that 
connects truth and non-violence. It ignites the moral chemistry 
that releases the light within truth and the energy within uncon-
ditional love. This is intrinsic to the life of the undaunted and 
benevolent social reformer. 

Truth, non-violence and creative suffering are vitally important 
to the earnest student of the teachings of H.P. Blavatsky. However 
ardent our study of the Theosophical philosophy, and however 
sincere our attempts to weave their universal principles into the 
warp and woof of our daily lives, our understanding and practice 
are necessarily relative. There is always room for expanding 
and enriching our intellectual understanding, always room for 
purifying our aspirations and motives, always room for gaining 
skill in action and always room for progressing up the ladder of 
self-discovery.  
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Theosophy
Theosophy is the brotherhood of man. — Gandhi2

There was a golden current of Theosophical influence that 
continually sustained the spiritual arc of Gandhi’s life. That 
current entered his life, explicitly, in November of 1889 at the 
age of twenty in London, England and continued as a vibrant, 
tempering influence until January 30th, 1948—the day of his 
assassination. The “seminal moment” that occurred in November 
of 1889 was when Gandhi met two Theosophists who introduced 
him to the Bhagavad Gita and, more significantly, took him to a 
meeting of the Blavatsky Lodge. There he met H.P. Blavatsky and 
Annie Besant. As a result of his fortuitous encounter with H.P.B. 
and other Theosophists, Gandhi studied The Key to Theosophy, as 
well as intensified his study of the Bhagavad Gita. He later read 
The Light of Asia, the Old Testament and the Sermon on the Mount. 
The Key to Theosophy made Gandhi keenly aware of the philosoph-
ical richness and spiritual potency of Hinduism. The Bhagavad 
Gita’s sublime teaching eventually became his life guide and his 
book of daily counsel. And, The Light of Asia awoke in Gandhi 
the recognition that the Buddha made a profound contribution to 
Hinduism and to spiritual life in general. 

Shortly before his return to India in 1891, Pyarelal Nayyar, 
his personal secretary in his later years, tells us in his biography 
on Gandhi that, “He (Gandhi) read Mme. Blavatsky’s The Secret 
Doctrine, and on March 26, 1891, was enrolled as an associate 
member of the Blavatsky Lodge.”3 Apparently, the cumulative 
effect of Gandhi’s fortuitous encounter with H.P.B. and his 
subsequent study of Theosophical teachings is that it helped 
him to spiritually self-ignite; it kindled and fed what became 
an all-consuming fire of spiritual aspiration, an ardent search to 
experience God-consciousness.  

Later on, in South Africa, Gandhi continued his study of the 
Gita and took up the study of selected Theosophical writings with 
like-minded friends. In addition, he contributed substantially to 
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the activities of the Theosophical Society of Southern Africa—
Johannesburg Lodge.  While he apparently never became an 
official member of that Society, he did give several engaging talks 
there on the major religions of India. 

Gandhi’s association with Theosophists continued in India 
from 1915 until his death in 1948.  He interacted frequently 
with Theosophists in the pursuit of Indian Independence and 
often collaborated with Shri B.P. Wadia, an eminent Theosophist 
and Labor Union spokesman. Gandhi freely acknowledged the 
historical fact that one of the co-founders of the Indian National 
Congress, A.O. Hume, was a Theosophist. He later repeated his 
recognition of Theosophy’s seminal contribution to the Indian 
Independence Movement when he said: “In the beginning, the 
top Indian National Congress leaders were Theosophists.”4

In a wider sense, we might say that Gandhi implicitly 
embraced the “Three Objects” of the Theosophical Movement 
(but with specific reservations about the Third Object). As we 
know, the First Object of the Movement is to form the nucleus 
of a universal Brotherhood of Humanity, without distinction of 
race, creed, sex, caste or color. Gandhi’s whole adult life could 
be seen as an attempt to embody the living spirit of this aim. 
It was the root inspiration of his fertile spiritual life and his 
numerous “experiments with truth.” Brotherhood was also the 
universal constant in his solution to the complex algebra of the 
religious communal issues that plagued India—and which the 
British so cleverly exploited. As Indian independence neared and 
violent disagreements intensified between Muslim and Hindu 
Congressmen, Gandhi saw his hopes for a politically unified India 
wane. In an interview with Louis Fischer in June of 1946, Gandhi 
lamented the patent smugness of many Hindus toward Muslim 
members of the Indian National Congress. He equally lamented 
the devolution of the Muslim belief in the brotherhood of man 
into the brotherhood of Muslims only. In light of this sad, dual 
realization, Gandhi made the following unequivocal declaration to 
Louis Fischer: “Theosophy is the teaching of Madame Blavatsky… 
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Theosophy is the brotherhood of man.”5 Gandhi was, in effect, 
making it clear that H.P. Blavatsky was the only true voice of 
Theosophy and that its essential message of brotherhood was what 
both Hindu and Muslim proponents were sorely lacking. In the 
end, the lack of brotherly feeling in the Indian National Congress 
led to the devastating division of a unified Aryavartha into the 
separate nation states of Pakistan and India. What a tragedy—
especially to poor, hapless Pakistan!

The Second Object of the Theosophical Movement is to 
encourage the comparative study of religions, philosophies and 
sciences. Gandhi was a Hindu—by choice as well as by birth.  He 
was also an ardent student of the world’s major religions. Since 
he came to recognize that each religious tradition embodies a 
distinctive but profound set of spiritual truths, he declared that 
“Truth alone is God.” This statement parallels the Theosophical 
motto taken from the Maharaja of Benares: “There is no religion 
higher than Truth.” It is not surprising then that since Truth alone 
is God, Gandhi believed fundamentally in,

. . . the religion which transcends Hinduism, which changes 
one’s very nature, which binds one indissolubly to the truth 
within and which continually purifies. It is the permanent 
element in human nature which counts no cost too great in 
order to find full expression and which leaves  the soul utterly 
restless until it has found itself . . . 6 

This notion of a “para-religion” of sorts was compatible with, and 
supportive of, a diversity of religious teachings. Like the full moon 
simultaneously mirrored in many different lakes, each authentic 
religious teaching reflects some portion of Absolute Truth. This 
calls for not only tolerance of multiple religious traditions but 
a willingness to search for underlying truths beneath constrict-
ing dogmas and rituals. It is not surprising then, that Gandhi 
admired the universal and universalizing spirit of Theosophy. This 
appreciation was aptly and simply expressed in his Foreword to 
Sophia Wadia’s book, The Brotherhood of Religions: “And under-
standing of and respect for the great faiths of the world is the 
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foundation of true Theosophy.”  In this respect, Gandhi also noted 
that true religion, the Sanatana Dharma, not only transcends 
all formal religions, but also unifies them without destroying 
their fundamental, discrete integrity. This dialectical outlook is 
compatible with true Theosophia, is it not? 

The Third Object of the Theosophical Movement is to 
investigate the hidden mysteries of Nature and the psychic 
and spiritual powers latent in man.  In scanning the writings 
of Gandhi, it is evident that he believed in the “invisible” since 
he accepted the Vedanta belief that God is essentially formless 
(Nirguna Brahman) and yet present in every form (Saguna 
Brahman). Gandhi also deeply believed in karma and reincar-
nation. Furthermore, he recognized that the moral law was 
impersonal, subtle and many-layered. In the human kingdom, 
this means that karma works principally through the agency of 
the mind. This understanding of the karma-generating power of 
thought sometimes created peculiar problems for Gandhi. Take, 
for example, his reaction to the Bihar earthquake of 1934. After 
the earthquake, Gandhi publicly commented that, in his view, the 
earthquake was caused by the sin of untouchability practiced by 
most caste Hindus. Rationalists everywhere were thunder-struck 
and dismayed by this statement and so was Gandhi’s close friend, 
Rabindranath Tagore. The latter publically chastised Gandhi and 
stated, “… physical catastrophes have their inevitable and exclusive 
origin in certain combinations of physical facts.” 8 Gandhi’s retort 
to Tagore and his critics alike was: “To me, the earthquake was 
no caprice of God nor a result of the meeting of mere blind forces. 
We do not know all the laws of God (karma) nor their working.”9

It is interesting, is it not, that Gandhi’s view on the 
earthquake parallels Aphorism #30 in William Q. Judge’s 
“Aphorisms on Karma” (communicated to Judge by H.P.B.). 
Aphorism # 30 reads:

Karma operates to produce cataclysms of nature by concatena-
tion through the mental and astral planes of being. A cataclysm 
may be traced to an immediate physical cause such as internal 
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fire and atmospheric disturbance, but these have been brought 
on by the disturbance created through the dynamic power of 
human thought.10

While Gandhi recognized the reality of occult laws, he felt 
that it was often an unhealthy diversion for mystics, Hindus and 
Theosophists to focus on hidden and as yet undeveloped psychic 
powers. Gandhi’s concern, as we know, echoes a serious point 
made in The Great Master’s Letter in which the aim of universal 
brotherhood is fervently upheld and the fascination with occult 
powers strongly criticized. As the Great Master unequivocally 
states: 

… perish rather the Theosophical Society with both its hapless 
Founders, than that we should permit it to become no better 
than an academy of magic, and a hall of Occultism! 11

In the last issue of Gandhi’s journal, Harijan, ironically 
published on the day of his assassination (January 30th, 1948), 
Gandhi wrote the following:

There are many admirable works in Theosophical literature 
which one may read with the greatest profit; but it appears 
to me that too much stress has been laid upon …intellectual 
studies, upon the development of occult powers, and that the 
central idea of Theosophy, the brotherhood of man and the 
moral growth of man, has been lost sight of. 12

In the final analysis, Gandhi believed that the identity of 
all life with God and the derivative principle of brotherhood 
were the keys to the fullest possible life for all. This is certainly 
compatible with the presiding and moving spirit of Theosophia, 
Divine Wisdom. 

Modern Civilization
Piety will decrease until the world will be wholly 
depraved. Property alone will confer rank; wealth will 
be the only source of devotion; passion will be the sole 
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bond of union between the sexes; falsehood will be the 
only means of success in litigation; and women will be 
objects merely of sensual gratification.

 Vishnu Purana  
          (on the coming of Kali Yuga) 13

To Gandhi, the real enemy in our turbulent, violent age is not 
simply the evil actions of individuals, the inertia of social insti-
tutions or the corrupting tendency of power politics. At a more 
causal level, the subtler and more subversive enemy of man is 
“modern civilization.” ‘Modern civilization’ can be characterized 
as a pervasive state of mind in which we are hypnotized by the 
glamor and glitter of materiality—the point that is compellingly 
made by H.P.B. in her article, “Civilization: the Death of Art and 
Beauty.”  Gandhi believed that, at its root, modern civilization 
corrupts consciousness by denying the reality of the spiritual and 
the needs of the human soul. Our topsy-turvy age encourages the 
multiplication of bodily satisfactions over the deeper needs of soul 
expression. It inverts and subverts true morality and the dignity 
of the human quest. Most of all, modern civilization rationalizes 
evil actions in the name of the good— both worldly and other 
worldly. 

Gandhi believed that the solution to “modern civilization” is 
to deliberately deglamorize materialized notions of progress and 
restore the primacy of spiritual values in all domains of private 
and public life. This Herculean challenge to the descending 
tropism of the modern age calls for a kind of secular monasticism, 
a courageous commitment by the few to take unconditional vows 
to constructively serve society—especially the disenfranchised. 
Indifference to the suffering of others is not acceptable to men 
and women who seek God. As The Voice of the Silence tells us, the 
isolated splendor of forest-dwelling yogis and sheltered monastics 
is simply the “…sweet but selfish rest of quiet wilds.” Direct, intel-
ligently rendered service to the victims of greed and injustice is 
the clarion call of men and women of true religion and social 
conscience. In this regard, Gandhi’s ashrams were moral training 
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grounds for committed social reformers to enact religious values 
in living communal contexts. Ashram vows and activities were 
prologue to constructive village work and to inaugurating civil 
disobedience to the unjust laws of the British Raj.  

As can be seen, what we have called “secular monasticism” 
is really the marriage of religious vows with dedicated social 
service. To Gandhi, the motive power which makes any moral 
ideal vibrant in society is unconditional commitment. Intellectual 
conviction is often weak and impotent in the face of trying cir-
cumstances. Good intentions may likewise be blind or foolish. 
What binds reason and aspiration into a powerful vector for 
social uplift is a solemn resolve made before the court of one’s 
conscience. Vows provide not only moral direction but make self-
restraint more natural. This is put insightfully and succinctly by 
Shri Raghavan Iyer:  

The social and political reformer needs self-discipline if he is to 
be dependable and if he is to promote the habits of reliability 
and self-restraint in society, and he must take vows that commit 
him completely. Vows are thus a sign of fullness, intensity and 
authenticity of personal commitment to chosen ideals and 
social ends. 14

Social Reform
You change your life by changing your heart. —Gandhi 15

To Gandhi, our human interdependence makes society 
necessary. Society is a living set of structured, but not necessarily 
static, human relationships. The complex geometry of “social 
relating” in diverse societies across the globe can only be mastered 
through the skillful performance of dharma or duty. The truthful 
and non-violent performance of our responsibilities to our 
families, communities, countries and mankind as a whole is the 
only way to become truly worthy of the divine. Why? Because, 
man is God in miniature. To serve others intelligently and whole-
heartedly is to progressively realize the Divine Presence. In this 
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sense, we discover God when we look “outside” as well as when 
we turn “within.” 

Clearly, in Gandhi’s view, duties are primary and rights 
secondary. Our only real right is our right to freely and intelligently 
actualize our multiple responsibilities. Nowhere is the primacy of 
duty over rights more evident than in Gandhi’s response to the 
English novelist, H.G. Wells. In 1940, Wells drew up a concise 
document entitled, “The Rights of Man”—a precursor to the 
“Universal Declaration of Human Rights” adopted by the United 
Nations in 1948. He sent his carefully crafted statement on 
universal rights to Gandhi via cable and asked for his comments. 
Gandhi immediately responded—via cable—and stated:  

Received your cable. Have carefully read your five articles. You 
will permit me to say you are on the wrong track. I feel sure 
that I can draw up a better charter of rights than you have 
drawn up. But of what good would it be? Who would become 
its guardian? If you mean propaganda or popular education 
you have begun at the wrong end. I suggest the right way. 
Begin with a Charter of Duties of Man and I promise the rights 
will follow as spring follows winter. I write from experience. 
As a young man I began life by seeking to assert my rights 
and I soon discovered I had none…So I began by discovering 
and performing my duty to my wife, my children, friends, 
companions and society. I find today that I have greater rights, 
perhaps, than any living man I know. 16

To Gandhi, duty is more than the “coherence factor” that 
integrates and sustains a community of moral individuals. Dharma 
can be a revolutionary force as well. In an ever-changing universe, 
societies are always tilting, always in some form of dynamic 
disequilibrium. This is particularly true in our own times. As 
modern civilization becomes increasingly ubiquitous, poisoning 
as it does almost every culture East and West and disconnect-
ing them from their traditional values, only a strong sense of felt 
responsibility to the “God-in-man” can non-violently right social 
injustices, heal historical grievances, span racial divides, purify 
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religious excrescences and deglamorize every form of government. 
Truthful and benevolent action is the vital, ever-revolutionary 
corrective to the moral inversions of Kali Yuga—even if such a 
corrective comes at a high cost to the intrepid few who dare to set 
the example.

Gandhi was inspired throughout his life by the personal 
sacrifices of many men and women for the cause of human justice. 
He also held up before his mind’s eye, ideal models of historical 
and legendary heroes. Interestingly enough to us in the West, one 
of his historical heroes was Socrates. Gandhi apparently read some 
of Plato’s early dialogues. For a certainty, he read Plato’s Apology.  
Gandhi was deeply impressed by the character of Socrates. The 
latter was a sterling example of one who non-violently suffered 
for the sake of truth and right.  Socrates was, to Gandhi, a true 
satyagrahi, a solitary Prometheus who held on to truth for the sake 
of lifting up his fellow man. Gandhi’s admiration for Socrates 
was so great that he published his own translation-summary of 
Plato’s Apology in Gujarati as a means of galvanizing the Indian 
community in South Africa to engage in civil disobedience. 
His rendition of the Apology (which means “defense” in Greek) 
appeared in his periodical, “Indian Opinion” in 1908. It was later 
distributed in pamphlet form in Bombay, India and was promptly 
banned by the British Viceroy. 

Gandhi, himself, initiated many religious and social reforms 
over his lifetime due to his unconditional commitment to truth 
and non-violence. For example, he sought to purify Hinduism 
by removing the stains of untouchability, child marriage and 
animal sacrifice. He sought to restore the dignity of womanhood 
by insisting on a widow’s right to remarry and by making women 
the equal partners of men in all of life’s endeavors. He sought to 
reform education by integrating the head, heart and hand in all 
the progressive stages of learning. He initiated the radical notion 
of non-violent civil disobedience to unjust laws and likewise set 
forth the revolutionary ideal of non-violent socialism, with the 
village as the primary socio-political unit. 
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Theosophically speaking, what is most important is that 
Gandhi believed that self-reform and social reform are interlaced 
and that the key to both is experiencing a radical “change of heart.” 
(In this connection, the Buddha said that the greatest magic is that 
which affects a permanent change in the heart of another human 
being for the good.) To the extent that a committed social reformer 
is non-violent, he minimizes potential harm to others and thereby 
generates less undesirable karma. Non-violent action also makes 
the truth of a particular injustice potentially more transparent to 
its perpetrators. Furthermore, the reformer’s own suffering can 
awaken the hearts of his opponents and make atonement and self-
correction on their part more likely. But, quite tellingly, Gandhi 
also believed that non-violent suffering for a worthy cause makes 
the social activist more likely to see his own possible errors and 
mistakes, and, like his opponents, engage in acts of self-correction 
and contrition when called for.

As we can see, both the reformer and the need-to-be-reformed 
usually experience suffering. The social reformer experiences 
creative tapas by attempting to bring about constructive social 
change through constructive, non-violent action.  The need-to-be-
reformed experiences the fire of tapas through the eventual pain 
brought about by his unjust acts and by the sobering recognition 
that conscientiously “righting wrongs” is a painful and arduous 
process, e.g., the Buddhist story of the bandit, Angulimala, who 
suffered greatly in his attempts to serve villagers that he had 
previously terrorized.

To Gandhi, the pivotal lever for long-term social and economic 
reform is the principle of trusteeship. Each person is the custodian 
of his talents, knowledge and skills. He must voluntarily use them 
for the betterment of society in whatever way his natural dharma 
suggests. The entrepreneur, for example, who skillfully amasses 
wealth is morally obligated to find creative ways to re-distribute 
his income for needed social services. However, he should not 
be coerced to do so by the state. To forcibly deprive a successful 
businessman of his wealth is unjust. Without his own will, without 
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a gradual change of heart, all coercive change for a worthy social 
goal turns to dust and creates an eventual reaction that cannot be 
easily avoided.

Final Thoughts
My life is my message.—Gandhi 17

What might we learn from Gandhi that could enhance our ability 
to walk the Bodhisattvic Path? What we might extract from 
Gandhi’s life and teachings is that the most virulent problem 
facing humanity at this critical hour is not so much ignorance 
or physical violence as it is “perversity of will.” This deeply 
entrenched mental perversity is really the refusal to learn and this 
kind of refusal warps and disfigures our personality. In a sense, 
the “perverted will” is really the long shadow of Atlantean pride 
that obscures our recognition of and obeisance to the God-in-man 
and the God-in-Nature. 

What then is the cure for this long abiding Atlantean malady, 
this disease of the will? Gandhi’s medicine is very hard for people 
to swallow in our troubled, irreverent times. His spiritual remedy 
for human perversity is to consciously cultivate an all-pervasive 
sense of reverence for the omnipresent divine, for what is deeply 
sacred. The mental posture of reverence for God, man and Nature 
can alone humble pride and leaven the bitter lump of perversity. 
There is, as Gandhi exemplified, a transfiguring power in true 
reverence. Its radiant presence is healing not only to the humble 
possessor of its purifying power but to all who come within the 
perimeter of its divine efflux.

But, to be absolutely clear, real reverence is not for the meek, 
the passive, the conventionally religious or for the obsequious. 
Reverence is vibrantly spiritual and calls for a standup attitude 
of the heart, a daring affirmation of the inherent wisdom and 
immortality of the human soul. To inwardly bow before each and 
all—even down to the dog-eater as Krishna says—is to initiate a 
war within the breast. But it is a holy war and every victory is a 
blessing and every failure a “learning moment.” Ultimately, inner 
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reverence invokes the god above and ostracizes the demon within. 
It progressively renders truth transparent and makes non-violent 
action as natural as breathing. 

Theosophically speaking, Gandhi’s curative for the soul 
(reverence) makes perfect sense. Are we not taught by H.P. 
Blavatsky that when humanity was lit up over eighteen million 
years ago that human beings felt a natural reverence for the 
divine within their progenitors, for the divine within their fellow 
human beings and for the divine within themselves? Did not the 
luminous, spiritual teacher Pythagoras declare to all wisdom-
seekers in his mini-community in Crotona that mental obeisance 
to what is holy and sacred is fundamental to the spiritual life, to 
wholesome living? Did not Pythagoras state in his Golden Verses 
that one should revere the immortal gods, reverence the oath and 
likewise revere the heroes who are “…full of goodness and light”?18

In fact, we might well ask, are truthful and loving actions 
even possible without reverence for our parents, our teachers, our 
friends, our benefactors, and even our enemies? Isn’t everyone our 
teacher? In an age of rapid disillusionment with every form of 
authority, we should not let ourselves slip into the sleep of spiritual 
forgetfulness. We should remind ourselves daily that reverence for 
the soul as well as respect for the virtues and limitations of each 
and all is the key to learning, is the key to happiness and is the key 
to moral and spiritual growth. Reverence for the sacred can alone 
restore a lost but recoverable spiritual innocence and make us all 
once again “children of light who go forth into the world to render 
gentle service to all that lives.” 19

If all this is true, then we might venture to say that true 
reverence is the Lemurian cure for Atlantean illnesses still 
mutating in our Fifth Root Race as we rapidly approach many 
crucial “moments of choice” in the 21st Century and beyond.

I will end my comments on Gandhi by reading a stanza from 
a poem by the 19th Century Poet laureate of Great Britain, Alfred, 
Lord Tennyson:
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Let knowledge grow from more to more, 
But more of reverence in us dwell; 
That mind and soul, according well, 
May make one music as before, but vaster. 20

This is Gandhian, through and through. 
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The Four Golden Links and 
Theosophical Duty

All That Lives
So shalt thou be in full accord with all that lives; bear love to men 
as though they were thy brother-pupils, disciples of one Teacher, 
the sons of one sweet mother.
The Voice of the Silence, p. 54 H.P. Blavatsky

The Four Golden Links in 
The Key to Theosophy

ENQUIRER. How, then, should Theosophical principles be 
applied so that social co-operation may be promoted and 
true efforts for social amelioration be carried on?

THEOSOPHIST. Let me briefly remind you what these principles 
are—universal Unity and Causation; Human Solidarity; 
the Law of Karma; Re-incarnation. These are the four links 
of the golden chain which should bind humanity into one 
family, one universal Brotherhood.

ENQUIRER. How?

THEOSOPHIST. In the present state of society, especially in 
so-called civilized countries, we are continually brought face 
to face with the fact that large numbers of people are suffering 
from misery, poverty and disease. Their physical condition 
is wretched, and their mental and spiritual faculties are 
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often almost dormant. On the other hand, many persons 
at the opposite end of the social scale are leading lives of 
careless indifference, material luxury, and selfish indulgence. 
Neither of these forms of existence is mere chance. Both 
are the effects of the conditions which surround those who 
are subject to them, and the neglect of social duty on the 
one side is most closely connected with the stunted and 
arrested development on the other. In sociology, as in all 
branches of true science, the law of universal causation holds 
good. But this causation necessarily implies, as its logical 
outcome, that human solidarity on which Theosophy so 
strongly insists. If the action of one reacts on the lives of 
all, and this is the true scientific idea, then it is only by 
all men becoming brothers and all women sisters, and by 
all practising in their daily lives true brotherhood and true 
sisterhood, that the real human solidarity, which lies at the 
root of the elevation of the race, can ever be attained. It 
is this action and interaction, this true brotherhood and 
sisterhood, in which each shall live for all and all for each, 
which is one of the fundamental Theosophical principles 
that every Theosophist should be bound, not only to teach, 
but to carry out in his or her individual life.

ENQUIRER. All this is very well as a general principle, but how 
would you apply it in a concrete way?

THEOSOPHIST. Look for a moment at what you would call 
the concrete facts of human society. Contrast the lives not 
only of the masses of the people, but of many of those who 
are called the middle and upper classes, with what they 
might be under healthier and nobler conditions, where 
justice, kindness, and love were paramount, instead of the 
selfishness, indifference, and brutality which now too often 
seem to reign supreme. All good and evil things in humanity 
have their roots in human character, and this character is, 
and has been, conditioned by the endless chain of cause 
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and effect. But this conditioning applies to the future as 
well as to the present and the past. Selfishness, indifference, 
and brutality can never be the normal state of the race —
to believe so would be to despair of humanity—and that 
no Theosophist can do. Progress can be attained, and only 
attained, by the development of the nobler qualities. Now, 
true evolution teaches us that by altering the surroundings 
of the organism we can alter and improve the organism; and 
in the strictest sense this is true with regard to man. Every 
Theosophist, therefore, is bound to do his utmost to help 
on, by all the means in his power, every wise and well-con-
sidered social effort which has for its object the amelioration 
of the condition of the poor. Such efforts should be made 
with a view to their ultimate social emancipation, or the 
development of the sense of duty in those who now so often 
neglect it in nearly every relation of life.

ENQUIRER. Agreed. But who is to decide whether social efforts 
are wise or unwise?

THEOSOPHIST. No one person and no society can lay down a 
hard-and-fast rule in this respect. Much must necessarily 
be left to the individual judgment. One general test may, 
however, be given. Will the proposed action tend to promote 
that true brotherhood which it is the aim of Theosophy to 
bring about? No real Theosophist will have much difficulty 
in applying such a test; once he is satisfied of this, his duty 
will lie in the direction of forming public opinion. And 
this can be attained only by inculcating those higher and 
nobler conceptions of public and private duties which lie at 
the root of all spiritual and material improvement. In every 
conceivable case he himself must be a centre of spiritual 
action, and from him and his own daily individual life 
must radiate those higher spiritual forces which alone can 
regenerate his fellow-men.
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ENQUIRER. But why should he do this? Are not he and all, 
as you teach, conditioned by their Karma, and must not 
Karma necessarily work itself out on certain lines?

THEOSOPHIST. It is this very law of Karma which gives strength 
to all that I have said. The individual cannot separate 
himself from the race, nor the race from the individual. 
The law of Karma applies equally to all, although all are 
not equally developed. In helping on the development of 
others, the Theosophist believes that he is not only helping 
them to fulfil their Karma, but that he is also, in the strictest 
sense, fulfilling his own. It is the development of humanity, 
of which both he and they are integral parts, that he has 
always in view, and he knows that any failure on his part to 
respond to the highest within him retards not only himself 
but all, in their progressive march. By his actions, he can 
make it either more difficult or more easy for humanity to 
attain the next higher plane of being.

ENQUIRER. How does this bear on the fourth of the principles 
you mentioned, viz., Re-incarnation? 

THEOSOPHIST. The connection is most intimate. If our present 
lives depend upon the development of certain principles 
which are a growth from the germs left by a previous 
existence, the law holds good as regards the future. Once 
grasp the idea that universal causation is not merely present, 
but past, present and future, and every action on our present 
plane falls naturally and easily into its true place, and is 
seen in its true relation to ourselves and to others. Every 
mean and selfish action sends us backward and not forward, 
while every noble thought and every unselfish deed are step-
pingstones to the higher and more glorious planes of being. 
If this life were all, then in many respects it would indeed 
be poor and mean; but regarded as a preparation for the 
next sphere of existence, it may be used as the golden gate 
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through which we may pass, not selfishly and alone, but in 
company with our fellows, to the palaces which lie beyond.

The Key to Theosophy, p. 233–237 H.P. Blavatsky

Interdependence
As mankind is essentially of one and the same essence, and that 
essence is one—infinite, uncreate, and eternal, whether we call it 
God or Nature—nothing, therefore, can affect one nation or one 
man without affecting all other nations and all other men.
The Key to Theosophy, p. 41 H.P. Blavatsky

It is an occult law, moreover, that no man can rise superior to his 
individual failings, without lifting, be it ever so little, the whole 
body of which he is an integral part. In the same way, no one can 
sin, nor suffer the effects of sin, alone. In reality, there is no such 
thing as “Separateness”.
The Key to Theosophy, p. 203 H.P. Blavatsky

The Theosophical “missionaries” aim also at a social revolution. 
But it is a wholly ethical revolution. It will come about when the 
disinherited masses understand that happiness is in their own 
hands, that wealth brings nothing but worries, that he is happy 
who works for others, for those others work for him, and when the 
rich realize that their felicity depends upon that of their brothers—
whatever their race or religion—then only will the world see the 
dawn of happiness.
Misconceptions  
(Reply to the Article “Révolution”) H.P. Blavatsky
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Our Appointed Work
The selfish devotee lives to no purpose. The man who does not go 
through his appointed work in life—has lived in vain. Follow the 
wheel of life; follow the wheel of duty to race and kin, to friend 
and foe, and close thy mind to pleasures as to pain. Exhaust the 
law of Karmic retribution. Gain Siddhis for thy future birth.
The Voice of the Silence, p. 38–39  H.P. Blavatsky

More Room for Others
Step out from sunlight into shade, to make more room for others. 
The tears that water the parched soil of pain and sorrow, bring 
forth the blossoms and the fruits of Karmic retribution. Out of 
the furnace of man’s life and its black smoke, winged flames arise, 
flames purified, that soaring onward, ’neath the Karmic eye, weave 
in the end the fabric glorified of the three vestures of the Path.
The Voice of the Silence, p. 34–35 H.P. Blavatsky

The Quintessence of Duty
Duty is that which is due to Humanity, to our fellow-men, 
neighbours, family, and especially that which we owe to all those 
who are poorer and more helpless than we are ourselves. This is a 
debt which, if left unpaid during life, leaves us spiritually insolvent 
and moral bankrupts in our next incarnation. Theosophy is the 
quintessence of duty.
The Key To Theosophy, p. 229  H.P. Blavatsky
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Duty and Self-Sacrifice
ENQUIRER. Then you regard self-sacrifice as a duty?

THEOSOPHIST. We do; and explain it by showing that altruism 
is an integral part of self-development. But we have to dis-
criminate. A man has no right to starve himself to death 
that another man may have food, unless the life of that man 
is obviously more useful to the many than is his own life. 
But it is his duty to sacrifice his own comfort, and to work 
for others if they are unable to work for themselves. It is his 
duty to give all that which is wholly his own and can benefit 
no one but himself if he selfishly keeps it from others. 
Theosophy teaches self-abnegation, but does not teach rash 
and useless self-sacrifice, nor does it justify fanaticism.

ENQUIRER. But how are we to reach such an elevated status?

THEOSOPHIST. By the enlightened application of our precepts 
to practice. By the use of our higher reason, spiritual 
intuition and moral sense, and by following the dictates of 
what we call “the still small voice” of our conscience, which 
is that of our EGO, and which speaks louder in us than 
the earthquakes and the thunders of Jehovah, wherein “the 
Lord is not.”

ENQUIRER. If such are our duties to humanity at large, 
what do you understand by our duties to our immediate 
surroundings?

THEOSOPHIST. Just the same, plus those that arise from special 
obligations with regard to family ties.

ENQUIRER. Then it is not true, as it is said, that no sooner does 
a man enter into the Theosophical Society than he begins 
to be gradually severed from his wife, children, and family 
duties?
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THEOSOPHIST. It is a groundless calumny, like so many others. 
The first of the Theosophical duties is to do one’s duty 
by all men, and especially by those to whom one’s specific 
responsibilities are due, because one has either voluntarily 
undertaken them, such as marriage ties, or because one’s 
destiny has allied one to them; I mean those we owe to 
parents or next of kin.

ENQUIRER. And what may be the duty of a Theosophist to 
himself?

THEOSOPHIST. To control and conquer, through the Higher, 
the lower self. To purify himself inwardly and morally; 
to fear no one, and nought, save the tribunal of his own 
conscience. Never to do a thing by halves; i.e., if he thinks 
it the right thing to do, let him do it openly and boldly, and 
if wrong, never touch it at all. It is the duty of a Theosophist 
to lighten his burden by thinking of the wise aphorism of 
Epictetus, who says: “Be not diverted from your duty by any 
idle reflection the silly world may make upon you, for their 
censures are not in your power, and consequently should 
not be any part of your concern.”

ENQUIRER. But suppose a member of your Society should plead 
inability to practise altruism by other people, on the ground 
that “charity begins at home”; urging that he is too busy, or 
too poor, to benefit mankind or even any of its units—what 
are your rules in such a case?

THEOSOPHIST. No man has a right to say that he can do nothing 
for others, on any pretext whatever. “By doing the proper 
duty in the proper place, a man may make the world his 
debtor,” says an English writer. A cup of cold water given in 
time to a thirsty wayfarer is a nobler duty and more worth, 
than a dozen of dinners given away, out of season, to men 
who can afford to pay for them. No man who has not got 
it in him will ever become a Theosophist; but he may remain 
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a member of our Society all the same. We have no rules 
by which we could force any man to become a practical 
Theosophist, if he does not desire to be one.

The Key to Theosophy, p. 239–241 H.P. Blavatsky

Duty and Wisdom
He who seeks “the small old path” has many duties to perform. 
His duty to mankind, his family—nature—himself and his 
creator, but duty here means something very different from that 
which is conveyed by the time and lip-worn word, Duty. Our 
comprehension of the term is generally based upon society’s or 
man’s selfish interpretation. It is quite generally thought that duty 
means the performance of a series of acts which others think I 
ought to perform, whereas, it more truly means the performance 
of actions by me which I know are good for others, or the wisest at 
the moment.

It would be quite dangerous for me to take upon myself the 
duty of another, either because he told me it was good, or that it 
was duty. It would be dangerous for him and me if I assumed that 
which he felt it was good to do, for that is his duty, and cannot be 
mine. That which is given him to do I cannot do for him. That 
which is given me to do no living thing can do for me. If I attempt 
to do another’s duty then I assume that which belongs not to me, 
was not given me. I am a thief, taking that which does not belong 
to me. My brother consenting thereto becomes an idler, fails to 
comprehend the lesson, shifts the responsibility, and between us 
we accomplish nothing.
Passage from “Am I My Brother’s Keeper” 
Path, August, 1887  William Q. Judge
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Wisdom and Good Works
The Theosophist who desires to enter upon occultism takes some 
of Nature’s privileges into his own hands, by that very wish, and 
soon discovers that experiences come to him with double-quick 
rapidity. His business is then to recognise that he is under a—to 
him—new and swifter law of development, and to snatch at the 
lessons that come to him.

But, in recognising this, he also makes another discovery. He 
sees that it takes a very wise man to do good works without danger 
of doing incalculable harm. A highly developed adept in life may 
grasp the nettle, and by his great intuitive powers, know whom to 
relieve from pain and whom to leave in the mire that is their best 
teacher. The poor and wretched themselves will tell anyone who is 
able to win their confidence what disastrous mistakes are made by 
those who come from a different class and endeavor to help them. 
Kindness and gentle treatment will sometimes bring out the worst 
qualities of a man or woman who has led a fairly presentable life 
when kept down by pain and despair. May the Master of Mercy 
forgive us for saying such words of any human creatures, all of 
whom are a part of ourselves, according to the law of human 
brotherhood which no disowning of it can destroy. But the words 
are true. None of us know the darkness which lurks in the depths 
of our own natures until some strange and unfamiliar experience 
rouses the whole being into action. So with these others who seem 
more miserable than ourselves.

As soon as he begins to understand what a friend and teacher 
pain can be, the Theosophist stands appalled before the mysterious 
problem of human life, and though he may long to do good works, 
equally dreads to do them wrongly until he has himself acquired 
greater power and knowledge. The ignorant doing of good works 
may be vitally injurious, as all but those who are blind in their love 
of benevolence are compelled to acknowledge. In this sense the 
answer made as to lack of Christ-like lives among Theosophists, 
that there are probably none strong enough to live such, is perfectly 
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correct and covers the whole question. For it is not the spirit of 
self-sacrifice, or of devotion, or of desire to help that is lacking, 
but the strength to acquire knowledge and power and intuition, 
so that the deeds done shall really be worthy of the “Buddha-
Christ” spirit. Therefore it is that Theosophists cannot pose as a 
body of philanthropists, though secretly they may adventure on 
the path of good works. They profess to be a body of learners 
merely, pledged to help each other and all the rest of humanity, 
so far as in them lies, to a better understanding of the mystery of 
life, and to a better knowledge of the peace which lies beyond it.

But as it is an inexorable law, that the ground must be tilled if 
the harvest is to be reaped, so Theosophists are obliged to work in 
the world unceasingly, and very often in doing this to make serious 
mistakes, as do all workers who are not embodied Redeemers. 
Their efforts may not come under the title of good works, and 
they may be condemned as a school of idle talkers, yet they are 
an outcome and fruition of this particular moment of time, when 
the ideas which they hold are greeted by the crowd with interest; 
and therefore their work is good, as the lotus-flower is good when 
it opens in the midday sun.

None know more keenly and definitely than they that good 
works are necessary; only these cannot be rightly accomplished 
without knowledge. Schemes for Universal Brotherhood, and 
the redemption of mankind, might be given out plentifully by 
the great adepts of life, and would be mere dead-letter utterances 
while individuals remain ignorant, and unable to grasp the great 
meaning of their teachers. To Theosophists we say, let us carry 
out the rules given us for our society before we ask for any further 
schemes or laws. To the public and our critics we say, try to 
understand the value of good works before you demand them of 
others, or enter upon them rashly yourselves. Yet it is an absolute 
fact that without good works the spirit of brotherhood would die 
in the world; and this can never be. Therefore is the double activity 
of learning and doing most necessary; we have to do good, and we 
have to do it rightly, with knowledge.
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It is well known that the first rule of the society is to carry out 
the object of forming the nucleus of a universal brotherhood. The 
practical working of this rule was explained by those who laid it 
down, to the following effect: —

HE WHO DOES NOT PRACTISE ALTRUISM; HE 
WHO IS NOT PREPARED TO SHARE HIS LAST 
MORSEL WITH A WEAKER OR POORER THAN 
HIMSELF; HE WHO NEGLECTS TO HELP HIS 
BROTHER MAN, OF WHATEVER RACE, NATION, 
OR CREED, WHENEVER AND WHEREVER HE 
MEETS SUFFERING, AND WHO TURNS A DEAF EAR 
TO THE CRY OF HUMAN MISERY; HE WHO HEARS 
AN INNOCENT PERSON SLANDERED, WHETHER 
A BROTHER THEOSOPHIST OR NOT, AND DOES 
NOT UNDERTAKE HIS DEFENCE AS HE WOULD 
UNDERTAKE HIS OWN—IS NO THEOSOPHIST.

Passage from “Let Every Man Prove His Own Work”, 
Lucifer, November, 1887 H.P. Blavatsky

Practical Exposition of Ethics
High scholarship and a knowledge of metaphysics are good things 
to have, but the mass of the people are neither scholars nor meta-
physicians. If our doctrines are of any such use as to command 
the efforts of sages in helping on to their promulgation, then it 
must be that those sages—our Masters—desire the doctrines 
to be placed before as many of the mass as we can reach. This 
our Theosophical scholars and metaphysicians can do by a little 
effort. It is indeed a little difficult, because slightly disagreeable, 
for a member who is naturally metaphysical to come down to the 
ordinary level of human minds in general, but it can be done. And 
when one does do this, the reward is great from the evident relief 
and satisfaction of the enquirer.
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It is pre-eminently our duty to be thus practical in exposition 
as often as possible. Intellectual study only of our Theosophy 
will not speedily better the world. It must, of course, have effect 
through immortal ideas once more set in motion, but while we are 
waiting for those ideas to bear fruit among men a revolution may 
break out and sweep us away. We should do as Buddha taught 
his disciples, preach, practise, promulgate, and illustrate our 
doctrines. He spoke to the meanest of men with effect, although 
having a deeper doctrine for greater and more learned minds. Let 
us, then, acquire the art of practical exposition of ethics based on 
our theories and enforced by the fact of Universal Brotherhood.
Selections from “What Our Society Needs Most” 
Path, September, 1892 William Q. Judge

Seeking, Learning, Teaching
Our duty is to keep alive in man his spiritual intuitions. To 
oppose and counteract—after due investigation and proof of its 
irrational nature—bigotry in every form, religious, scientific, or 
social, and cant above all, whether as religious sectarianism or as 
belief in miracles or anything supernatural. What we have to do 
is to seek to obtain knowledge of all the laws of nature, and to 
diffuse it. To encourage the study of those laws least understood 
by modern people, the so-called Occult Sciences, based on the 
true knowledge of nature, instead of, as at present, on superstitious 
beliefs based on blind faith and authority.
The Key To Theosophy, p. 48 H.P. Blavatsky
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Golden Words
And now a last and parting word. My words may and will pass 
and be forgotten, but certain sentences from letters written by the 
Masters will never pass, because they are the embodiment of the 
highest practical Theosophy. I must translate them for you:

“ * * * Let not the fruit of good Karma be your motive; for 
your Karma, good or bad, being one and the common property 
of all mankind, nothing good or bad can happen to you that is 
not shared by many others. Hence your motive, being selfish, can 
only generate a double effect, good and bad, and will either nullify 
your good action, or turn it to another man’s profit.” * * “There 
is no happiness for one who is ever thinking of Self and forgetting 
all other Selves.” 

“The Universe groans under the weight of such action (Karma), 
and none other than self-sacrificial Karma relieves it. * How  
many of you have helped humanity to carry its smallest burden, 
that you should all regard yourselves as Theosophists. Oh, men of 
the West, who would play at being the Saviours of mankind before 
they even spare the life of a mosquito whose sting threatens them!, 
would you be partakers of Divine Wisdom or true Theosophists? 
Then do as the gods when incarnated do. Feel yourselves the 
vehicles of the whole humanity, mankind as part of yourselves, 
and act accordingly. * * * * * ”

These are golden words; may you assimilate them! This is the 
hope of one who signs herself most sincerely the devoted sister and 
servant of every true follower of the Masters of Theosophy.
Five Messages to the American Theosophists  
(Second Message)  H.P. Blavatsky
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Point Out the Way
Point out the “Way”—however dimly, and lost among the host—
as does the evening star to those who tread their path in darkness.
The Voice of the Silence, p. 39 H.P. Blavatsky

Give Light and Comfort
Be, O Lanoo, like them. Give light and comfort to the toiling 
pilgrim, and seek out him who knows still less than thou; who 
in his wretched desolation sits starving for the bread of Wisdom 
and the bread which feeds the shadow, without a Teacher, hope or 
consolation, and—let him hear the Law.
The Voice of the Silence, p. 40  H.P. Blavatsky
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The	Influence	of	Wise	Beings

The Great Sacrifice
He is the “Initiator,” called the “GREAT SACRIFICE.” For, sitting 
at the threshold of LIGHT, he looks into it from within the circle 
of Darkness, which he will not cross; nor will he quit his post 
till the last day of this life-cycle. Why does the solitary Watcher 
remain at his self-chosen post? Why does he sit by the fountain 
of primeval Wisdom, of which he drinks no longer, as he has 
naught to learn which he does not know—aye, neither on this 
Earth, nor in its heaven? Because the lonely, sore-footed pilgrims 
on their way back to their home are never sure to the last moment 
of not losing their way in this limitless desert of illusion and 
matter called Earth-Life. Because he would fain show the way to 
that region of freedom and light, from which he is a voluntary 
exile himself, to every prisoner who has succeeded in liberating 
himself from the bonds of flesh and illusion. Because, in short, 
he has sacrificed himself for the sake of mankind, though but a 
few Elect may profit by the GREAT SACRIFICE.

It is under the direct, silent guidance of this MAHA—
(great)—GURU that all the other less divine Teachers and 
instructors of mankind became, from the first awakening of 
human consciousness, the guides of early Humanity. It is through 
these “Sons of God” that infant humanity got its first notions 
of all the arts and sciences, as well as of spiritual knowledge; 
and it is they who have laid the first foundation-stone of those 
ancient civilizations that puzzle so sorely our modern generation 
of students and scholars.
The Secret Doctrine i, p. 208 H.P. Blavatsky
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Man, Never Without a Friend
The most intelligent being in the universe, man, has never, 
then, been without a friend, but has a line of elder brothers who 
continually watch over the progress of the less progressed, preserve 
the knowledge gained through aeons of trial and experience, and 
continually seek for opportunities of drawing the developing 
intelligence of the race on this or other globes to consider the great 
truths concerning the destiny of the soul. These elder brothers 
also keep the knowledge they have gained of the laws of nature 
in all departments, and are ready when cyclic law permits to use 
it for the benefit of mankind. They have always existed as a body, 
all knowing each other, no matter in what part of the world they 
may be, and all working for the race in many different ways. In 
some periods they are well known to the people and move among 
ordinary men whenever the social organization, the virtue, and 
the development of the nations permit it.
The Ocean of Theosophy p. 3 William Q. Judge

The Guardian Wall
Guardian Wall. A suggestive name given to the host of  
translated adepts (Narjols) or the Saints collectively, who are 
supposed to watch over, help and protect Humanity. This is the 
so-called “Nirmanakaya” doctrine in Northern mystic Buddhism. 
(See Voice of the Silence, Part III.)
Theosophical Glossary, p. 129  H.P. Blavatsky
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The Nirmanakaya
Thus, instead of going into selfish bliss, he chooses a life of self- 
sacrifice, and existence which ends only with the life-cycle, in 
order to be enabled to help mankind in an invisible yet most 
effective manner. (See The Voice of the Silence, third treatise, “The 
Seven Portals”.) Thus a Nirmânakâya is not, as popularly believed, 
the body “in which a Buddha or a Bodhisattva appears on earth,” 
but verily one, who whether a Chutuktu or a Khubilkhan, an 
adept or a yogi during life, has since become a member of that 
invisible Host which ever protects and watches over Humanity 
within Karmic limits. Mistaken often for a “Spirit,” a Deva, 
God himself, &c., a Nirmânakâya a protecting, compassion-
ate, verily a guardian angel, to him who becomes worthy of his 
help. Whatever objection may be brought forward against this 
doctrine; however much it is denied, because, forsooth, it has 
never been hitherto made public in Europe and therefore since it 
is unknown to Orientalists, it must needs be “a myth of modern 
invention”—no one will be bold enough to say that this idea 
of helping suffering mankind at the price of one’s own almost 
interminable self-sacrifice, is not one of the grandest and noblest 
that was ever evolved from human brain. 
Theosophical Glossary, p. 231 H.P. Blavatsky

Unthanked and Unperceived
Self-doomed to live through future Kalpas, unthanked and 
unperceived by men; wedged as a stone with countless other 
stones which form the “Guardian Wall,” such is thy future if the 
seventh Gate thou passest. Built by the hands of many Masters 
of Compassion, raised by their tortures, by their blood cemented, 
it shields mankind, since man is man, protecting it from further 
and far greater misery and sorrow.
The Voice of the Silence, p. 74 H.P. Blavatsky
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As Much as Karma Permits
Nirmânakâyas means, for instance, you become a great adept. 
You don’t want to live any more, but you are not selfish enough to 
go into Nirvâna (Because it is selfish: you will benefit no one by 
it but yourselves, and this selfishness is to be avoided); therefore, 
instead of going into Devachan (You cannot go into Devachan, 
because it is yet an illusion for an adept; for mortals as we are, but 
not for a high adept.), therefore he leaves his body, and lives in all 
his six principles. Wherever he lives, of course, it is subjectively 
and in space; but he lives and helps humanity, and sometimes he 
will inspire people, or communicate with them, and so on. I know 
several cases like that. Very rarely of course, but it is because they 
do not generally go for individuals; but they will protect a nation, 
or protect a community, or something like that, and help as much 
as Karma permits them.
The Secret Doctrine Dialogues: H.P. Blavatsky  
Talks With Students, p. 445–446 H.P. Blavatsky

Scientific Discoveries
Thus Newton, whose profound mind read easily between the lines, 
and fathomed the spiritual thought of the great Seer in its mystic 
rendering, owes his great discovery to Jacob Boehme, the nursling 
of the genii (Nirmânakâyas) who watched over and guided him, 
of whom the author of the article in question so truly remarks, 
that “every new scientific discovery goes to prove his profound and 
intuitive insight into the most secret workings of nature.”
The Secret Doctrine i, p. 494 H.P. Blavatsky
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Attunement
To communicate with another mind at any distance the Adept 
attunes all the molecules of the brain and all the thoughts of the 
mind so as to vibrate in unison with the mind to be affected, 
and that other mind and brain have also to be either voluntarily 
thrown into the same unison or fall into it voluntarily. So though 
the Adept be at Bombay and his friend in New York, the distance 
is no obstacle, as the inner senses are not dependent on an ear, 
but may feel and see the thoughts and images in the mind of the 
other person.
The Ocean of Theosophy, p. 139–140 William Q. Judge

The Mark of The Fraternity
We will first discuss, if you please, the one relating to the presumed 
failure of the ‘Fraternity’ to ‘leave any mark upon the history of 
the world.’ They ought, you think, to have been able, with their 
extraordinary advantages, to have ‘gathered into their schools 
a considerable portion of the more enlightened minds of every 
race.’ How do you know they have made no such mark? Are you 
acquainted with their efforts, successes, and failures? Have you 
any dock upon which to arraign them? How could your world 
collect proofs of the doings of men who have sedulously kept 
closed every possible door of approach by which the inquisitive 
could spy upon them? The precise condition of their success was 
that they should never be supervised or obstructed. What they 
have done they know; all that those outside their circle could 
perceive was the results, the causes of which were masked from 
view. To account for these results, men have, in different ages, 
invented theories of the interposition of gods, special providences, 
fates, the benign or hostile influences of the stars. There never 
was a time within or before the so-called historical period when 
our predecessors were not moulding events and ‘making history,’ 
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the facts of which were subsequently and invariably distorted by 
historians to suit contemporary prejudices. Are you quite sure 
that the visible heroic figures in the successive dramas were not 
often but their puppets? We never pretended to be able to draw 
nations in the mass to this or that crisis in spite of the general 
drift of the world’s cosmic relations. The cycles must run their 
rounds. Periods of mental and moral light and darkness succeed 
each other as day does night. The major and minor yugas must 
be accomplished according to the established order of things. And 
we, borne along on the mighty tide, can only modify and direct 
some of its minor currents.
Passage from The Occult World by A.P. Sinnett  
as cited by William Q. Judge in The Ocean of Theosophy, p. 5

Adepts in America in 1776
The great Theosophical Adepts in looking around the world 
for a mind through which they could produce in America the 
reaction which was then needed, found in England, Thomas 
Paine. In 1774 they influenced him, through the help of that 
worthy Brother Benjamin Franklin, to come to America. 
He came here and was the main instigator of the separation 
of the Colonies from the British Crown. At the suggestion of 
Washington, Franklin, Jefferson and other Freemasons, whose 
minds through the teachings of the symbolic degrees of masonry 
were fitted to reason correctly, and to reject theological conser-
vation, he wrote “Common Sense,” which was the torch to the 
pile whose blaze burned away the bonds between England and 
America. For “Common Sense” he was often publicly thanked. 
George Washington wrote September 10th, 1783, to Paine: “I 
shall be exceedingly happy to see you. Your presence may remind 
Congress of your past services to this country, and if it is in 
my power to impress them, command my best exertions with 
freedom, as they will be rendered cheerfully by one who entertains 
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a lively sense of the importance of your works.” And again in June 
1784, in a letter to Madison, Washington says: “Can nothing be 
done in our assembly for poor Paine? Must the merits and services 
of “Common Sense” continue to glide down the stream of time 
unrewarded by this country? His writings certainly have had a 
powerful effect upon the public mind. Ought they not then to 
meet an adequate return?” 

In the “Age of Reason” which he wrote in Paris several years 
after, Paine says: “I saw, or at least I thought I saw, a vast scene 
opening itself to the world in the affairs of America; and it appeared 
to me that unless the Americans changed the plan they were 
then pursuing and declared themselves independent, they would 
not only involve themselves in a multiplicity of new difficulties, 
but shut out the prospect that was then offering itself to mankind 
through their means.” Further on he says: “There are two distinct 
classes of thoughts; those produced by reflection, and those that 
bolt into the mind of their own accord. I have always made it a rule 
to treat these voluntary visitors with civility, and it is from them I 
have acquired all the knowledge that I have.”

These “voluntary visitors” were injected into his brain by 
the Adepts, Theosophists. Seeing that a new order of ages was 
about to commence and that there was a new chance for freedom 
and the brotherhood of man, they laid before the eye of Thomas 
Paine—who they knew could be trusted to stand almost alone 
with the lamp of truth in his hand amidst others who in “times 
that tried men’s souls” quaked with fear,—a “vast scene opening 
itself to Mankind in the affairs of America.” The result was the 
Declaration, the Constitution for America. And as if to give point 
to these words and to his declaration that he saw this vast scene 
opening itself, this new order of ages, the design of the reverse side 
of the U.S. great seal is a pyramid whose capstone is removed with 
the blazing eye in a triangle over it dazzling the sight, above it are 
the words “the heavens approve,” while underneath appears the 
startling sentence “a new order of ages.”
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That he had in his mind’s eye a new order of ages we cannot 
doubt upon reading in his “Rights of Man,” Part 2, Chap. 2, “no 
beginning could be made in Asia, Africa or Europe, to reform 
the political condition of man. She (America) made a stand 
not for herself alone, but for the world, and looked beyond the 
advantage she could receive.” In Chap. 4, “The case and circum-
stances of America present themselves as in the beginning of a 
world . . . there is a morning of reason rising upon man, on the 
subject of Government, that has not appeared before.”

The design “of the seal” was not an accident, but was actually 
intended to symbolize the building and firm founding of a new 
order of ages. It was putting into form the idea which by means of 
a “voluntary visitor” was presented to the mind of Thomas Paine, 
of a vast scene opening itself, the beginning in America of “a new 
order of ages.” That side of the seal has never been cut or used, and 
at this day the side in use has not the sanction of law. In the spring 
of 1841, when Daniel Webster was Secretary of State, a new seal 
was cut, and instead of the eagle holding in his sinister claw 13 
arrows as intended, he holds only six. Not only was this change 
unauthorized, but the cause for it is unknown. When the other 
side is cut and used, will not the new order of ages have actually 
been established?

More then is claimed for the Theosophical Adepts than the 
changing of baser metal into gold, or the possession of such a 
merely material thing as the elixir of life. They watch the progress 
of man and help him on in his halting flight up the steep plane 
of progress. They hovered over Washington, Jefferson, and all the 
other brave freemasons who dared to found a free Government in 
the West, which could be pure from the dross of dogmatism, they 
cleared their minds, inspired their pens and left upon the great 
seal of this mighty nation the memorial of their presence.
Selection from “The Adepts in America in 1776” 
Theosophist, October, 1883 William Q. Judge
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The Allegorical Umbrella
But there is the true centre of which the sun in heaven is a symbol 
and partial reflection. This centre let us place for the time with 
the Dhyan Chohans or planetary spirits. It is all knowing, and so 
intensely powerful that, were a struggling disciple to be suddenly 
introduced to its presence unprepared, he would be consumed, 
both body and soul. And this is the goal we are all striving after, 
and many of us asking to see even at the opening of the race. But 
for our protection a cover, or umbrella, has been placed beneath 
IT. The ribs are the Rishees, or Adepts, or Mahatmas; the Elder 
Brothers of the race. The handle is in every man’s hand. And 
although each man is, or is to be, connected with some particular 
one of those Adepts, he can also receive the influence from the 
true centre coming down through the handle.

The light, life, knowledge, and power falling upon this cover 
permeate in innumerable streams the whole mass of men beneath, 
whether they be students or not. As the disciple strives upward, he 
begins to separate himself from the great mass of human beings, 
and becomes in a more or less definite manner connected with 
the ribs. Just as the streams of water flow down from the points of 
the ribs of our umbrellas, so the spiritual influences pour out from 
the adepts who form the frame of the protecting cover, without 
which poor humanity would be destroyed by the blaze from the 
spiritual world.
Selection from “The Allegorical Umbrella,”  
Path, February, 1890 William Q. Judge
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Angels Unawares
This power of glamour is used more often than people think, 
and not excluding members of the T.S., by the Adepts. They are 
often among us from day to day appearing in a guise we do not 
recognize, and are dropping ideas into men’s minds about the 
spiritual world and the true life of the soul, as well as also inciting 
men and women to good acts. By this means they pass unrec-
ognized and are able to accomplish more in this doubting and 
transition age than they could in any other way. Sometimes as 
they pass they are recognized by those who have the right faculty, 
but a subtle and powerful bond and agreement prevents their 
secret from being divulged. This is something for members of the 
Society to think of, for they may be entertaining now and then 
angels unawares. They may now and then be tried by their leaders 
when they least expect it, and the verdict is not given out but has 
its effect all the same.
Selection from “Glamour Its Purpose and Place in Magic”  
Path, May, 1893 William Q. Judge

Saviours of Humanity
Every country has had its saviours. He who dissipates the darkness 
of ignorance by the help of the torch of science, thus discovering to 
us the truth, deserves that title as a mark of our gratitude quite as 
much as he who saves us from death by healing our bodies. Such 
an one awakens in our benumbed souls the faculty of distinguish-
ing the true from the false, by kindling a divine flame, hitherto 
absent, and he has the right to our grateful worship, for he has 
become our creator. What matters the name or the symbol that 
personifies the abstract idea, if that idea is always the same and 
is true! Whether the concrete symbol bears one title or another, 
whether the saviour in whom we believe has for an earthly name 
Krishna, Buddha, Jesus or Æsculapius,—also called “the saviour 
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god,”—we have but to remember one thing: symbols of divine 
truths were not invented for the amusement of the ignorant; they 
are the alpha and omega of philosophic thought.
Passage from “The Beacon-Light of the Unknown.” 
Theosophist, July, August, September, 1889 H.P. Blavatsky
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Sound, Speech and Creativity

The Voice of the Silence
He who would hear the voice of Nada, the “Soundless Sound,” 
and comprehend it, he has to learn the nature of Dhâranâ. (p. 1)

When he has ceased to hear the many, he may discern the 
ONE—the inner sound which kills the outer. (p. 2)

The pupil must regain the child-state he has lost ere the first 
sound can fall upon his ear. (p. 19)

Hast thou attuned thy heart and mind to the great mind 
and heart of all mankind? For as the sacred River’s roaring voice 
whereby all Nature-sounds are echoed back, so must the heart of 
him ‘who in the stream would enter,’ thrill in response to every 
sigh and thought of all that lives and breathes. (p. 55–56)

The Northern Buddhists, and all Chinamen, in fact, find in 
the deep roar of some of the great and sacred rivers the key-note 
of Nature. Hence the simile. It is a well-known fact in Physical 
Science, as well as in Occultism, that the aggregate sound of 
Nature—such as heard in the roar of great rivers, the noise 
produced by the waving tops of trees in large forests, or that of 
a city heard at a distance—is a definite single tone of quite an 
appreciable pitch. This is shown by physicists and musicians. Thus 
Prof. Rice (Chinese Music) shows that the Chinese recognized 
the fact thousands of years ago by saying that “the waters of the 
Hoang-ho rushing by, intoned the kung,” called “the great tone” 
in Chinese music; and he shows this tone corresponding with 
the F, “considered by modern physicists to be the actual tonic of 
Nature.” Professor B. Silliman mentions it, too, in his Principles 
of Physics, saying that “this tone is held to be the middle F of 
the piano; which may, therefore, be considered the key-note of 
Nature.” (fn, p. 55–56)
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The Verbum Manifested
Our old writers said that Vâch is of four kinds (see Rig Veda 
and the Upanishads). Vaikhari-Vâch is what we utter. Every 
kind of Vaikhari-Vâch exists in its Madhyama, further in its 
Pasyanti, and ultimately in its Para form. The reason why this 
Pranava is called Vâch is this, that the four principles of the 
great Kosmos correspond to these four forms of Vâch. Now the 
whole manifested solar System exists in its Sukshma form in 
the light or energy of the Logos, because its energy is caught 
up and transferred to Cosmic matter. . . . The whole Kosmos in 
its objective form is Vaikhari-Vâch, the light of the Logos is the 
Madhyama form, and the Logos itself the Pasyanti form, and 
Parabrahm the Para form or aspect of that Vâch. It is by the 
light of this explanation that we must try to understand certain 
statements made by various philosophers to the effect that the 
manifested Kosmos is the Verbum manifested as Kosmos.
The Secret Doctrine i, p. 138 H.P. Blavatsky

The “army of the Voice” is a term closely connected with the 
mystery of Sound and Speech, as an effect and corollary of the 
cause—Divine Thought.
The Secret Doctrine i, p. 93 H.P. Blavatsky

A Blessing or a Curse
As beautifully expressed by P. Christian, the learned author of 
“The History of Magic” and of “L’Homme Rouge des Tuileries,” 
the word spoken by, as well as the name of, every individual 
largely determine his future fate. Why? Because:

‘When our Soul (mind) creates or evokes a thought, the rep-
resentative sign of that thought is self-engraved upon the astral 
fluid, which is the receptacle and, so to say, the mirror of all the 
manifestations of being.
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The sign expresses the thing: the thing is the (hidden or 
occult) virtue of the sign.

To pronounce a word is to evoke a thought, and make it 
present: the magnetic potency of the human speech is the com-
mencement of every manifestation in the Occult World. To 
utter a Name is not only to define a Being (an Entity), but to 
place it under and condemn it through the emission of the Word 
(Verbum), to the influence of one or more Occult potencies. 
Things are, for every one of us, that which it (the Word) makes 
them while naming them. The Word (Verbum) or the speech of 
every man is, quite unconsciously to himself, a BLESSING or a 
CURSE; this is why our present ignorance about the properties 
or attributes of the IDEA as well as about the attributes and 
properties of MATTER, is often fatal to us.’
The Secret Doctrine i, p. 93  H.P. Blavatsky

The Spoken Word
The spoken word has a potency unknown to, unsuspected and 
disbelieved in, by the modern “sages.” Because sound and rhythm 
are closely related to the four Elements of the Ancients; and 
because such or another vibration in the air is sure to awaken 
corresponding powers, union with which produces good or bad 
results, as the case may be.
The Secret Doctrine i, p. 307 H.P. Blavatsky

Living Messengers
Words are things with me and in fact. Upon the lower plane of 
social intercourse they are things, but soulless and dead because 
that convention in which they have their birth has made abortions 
of them. But when we step away from that conventionality, words 
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become alive in proportion to the reality and purity of the thought 
that is behind them. So in communication between two students 
they are things, and students must be careful that the ground of 
intercourse is fully understood. Let us use with care those living 
messengers called words.
Letters That Have Helped Me, p. 10 William Q. Judge

E’en Wasted Smoke
Learn that no efforts, not the smallest—whether in right or wrong 
direction—can vanish from the world of causes. E’en wasted 
smoke remains not traceless. “A harsh word uttered in past lives, is 
not destroyed but ever comes again.”
The Voice of the Silence, p. 37 H.P. Blavatsky

Shila
SHILA, the key of Harmony in word and act, the key that coun-
terbalances the cause and the effect, and leaves no further room 
for Karmic action.
The Voice of the Silence, p. 52 H.P. Blavatsky

The Mango Principle
Ere thou canst settle in Dhyana-Marga and call it thine, thy Soul 
has to become as the ripe mango fruit: as soft and sweet as its 
bright golden pulp for others’ woes, as hard as that fruit’s stone for 
thine own throes and sorrows, O Conqueror of Weal and Woe.
The Voice of the Silence, p. 65  H.P. Blavatsky
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Helping Nature with Reverence

Radical Unity
In the Catechism, the Master is made to ask the pupil: —

“Lift thy head, oh Lanoo; dost thou see one, or countless 
lights above thee, burning in the dark midnight sky?”
“I sense one Flame, oh Gurudeva, I see countless 
undetached sparks shining in it.”
“Thou sayest well. And now look around and into 
thyself. That light which burns inside thee, dost thou feel 
it different in anywise from the light that shines in thy 
Brother-men?”
“It is in no way different, though the prisoner is held in 
bondage by Karma, and though its outer garments delude 
the ignorant into saying, ‘Thy Soul and My Soul.’”

The radical unity of the ultimate essence of each constituent 
part of compounds in Nature—from Star to mineral Atom, from 
the highest Dhyan Chohan to the smallest infusoria, in the fullest 
acceptation of the term, and whether applied to the spiritual, 
intellectual, or physical worlds—this is the one fundamental law 
in Occult Science.
The Secret Doctrine i, p. 120 H.P. Blavatsky

Noumenal Nature
The silent worship of abstract or noumenal Nature, the only divine 
manifestation, is the one ennobling religion of Humanity.
The Secret Doctrine i, p. 381, footnote H.P. Blavatsky
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The Occult Side of Nature
The aim of this work may be thus stated: to show that Nature 
is not “a fortuitous concurrence of atoms,” and to assign to man 
his rightful place in the scheme of the Universe; to rescue from 
degradation the archaic truths which are the basis of all religions; 
and to uncover, to some extent, the fundamental unity from which 
they all spring; finally, to show that the occult side of Nature has 
never been approached by the Science of modern civilization.
The Secret Doctrine i, p. viii  H.P. Blavatsky

The Verbum Manifested
Our old writers said that Vâch is of four kinds (see Rig Veda 
and the Upanishads). Vaikhari-Vâch is what we utter. Every 
kind of Vaikhari-Vâch exists in its Madhyama, further in its 
Pasyanti, and ultimately in its Para form. The reason why this 
Pranava is called Vâch is this, that the four principles of the 
great Kosmos correspond to these four forms of Vâch. Now the 
whole manifested solar System exists in its Sukshma form in 
the light or energy of the Logos, because its energy is caught 
up and transferred to Cosmic matter. . . . The whole Kosmos in 
its objective form is Vaikhari-Vâch, the light of the Logos is the 
Madhyama form, and the Logos itself the Pasyanti form, and 
Parabrahm the Para form or aspect of that Vâch. It is by the 
light of this explanation that we must try to understand certain 
statements made by various philosophers to the effect that the 
manifested Kosmos is the Verbum manifested as Kosmos.
The Secret Doctrine i, p. 138 H.P. Blavatsky
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The Key-Note of Nature
The Northern Buddhists, and all Chinamen, in fact, find in 

the deep roar of some of the great and sacred rivers the key-note 
of Nature. Hence the simile. It is a well-known fact in Physical 
Science, as well as in Occultism, that the aggregate sound of 
Nature—such as heard in the roar of great rivers, the noise 
produced by the waving tops of trees in large forests, or that of 
a city heard at a distance—is a definite single tone of quite an 
appreciable pitch. This is shown by physicists and musicians. 
Thus Prof. Rice (Chinese Music) shows that the Chinese 
recognized the fact thousands of years ago by saying that “the 
waters of the Hoang-ho rushing by, intoned the kung,” called 
“the great tone” in Chinese music; and he shows this tone corre-
sponding with the F, “considered by modern physicists to be the 
actual tonic of Nature.” Professor B. Silliman mentions it, too, 
in his Principles of Physics, saying that “this tone is held to be 
the middle F of the piano; which may, therefore, be considered 
the key-note of Nature.”
Footnote in The Voice of the Silence, p. 55 H.P. Blavatsky

In Every Atom
Our DEITY is neither in a paradise, nor in a particular tree, 
building, or mountain: it is everywhere, in every atom of the visible 
as of the invisible Cosmos, in, over, and around every invisible 
atom and divisible molecule; for IT is the mysterious power of 
evolution and involution, the omnipresent, omnipotent, and even 
omniscient creative potentiality.
The Key to Theosophy, p. 64 H.P. Blavatsky
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Everything Is Life
Everything in the Universe, throughout all its kingdoms, is 
CONSCIOUS: i.e., endowed with a consciousness of its own kind 
and on its own plane of perception. We men must remember that 
because we do not perceive any signs—which we can recognise—
of consciousness, say, in stones, we have no right to say that no 
consciousness exists there. There is no such thing as either “dead” or 
“blind” matter, as there is no “Blind” or “Unconscious” Law. These 
find no place among the conceptions of Occult philosophy. The 
latter never stops at surface appearances, and for it the noumenal 
essences have more reality than their objective counterparts; it 
resembles therein the mediæval Nominalists, for whom it was the 
Universals that were the realities and the particulars which existed 
only in name and human fancy.
The Secret Doctrine i, p. 274 H.P. Blavatsky

The Order of Nature
The whole order of nature evinces a progressive march towards a 
higher life. There is design in the action of the seemingly blindest 
forces. The whole process of evolution with its endless adaptations 
is a proof of this. The immutable laws that weed out the weak and 
feeble species, to make room for the strong, and which ensure 
the “survival of the fittest,” though so cruel in their immediate 
action—all are working toward the grand end. The very fact that 
adaptations do occur, that the fittest do survive in the struggle 
for existence, shows that what is called “unconscious Nature” is 
in reality an aggregate of forces manipulated by semi-intelligent 
beings (Elementals) guided by High Planetary Spirits, (Dhyan 
Chohans), whose collective aggregate forms the manifested 
verbum of the unmanifested LOGOS, and constitutes at one and 
the same time the MIND of the Universe and its immutable LAW. 
The Secret Doctrine i, p. 277–278 H.P. Blavatsky
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Life Visible and Invisible
Every organized thing in this world, visible as well as invisible, 
has an element appropriate to itself. The fish lives and breathes in 
the water; the plant consumes carbonic acid, which for animals 
and men produces death; some beings are fitted for rarefied strata 
of air, others exist only in the densest. Life to some is dependent 
on sunlight, to others, upon darkness; and so the wise economy 
of nature adapts to each existing condition some living form. 
These analogies warrant the conclusion that, not only is there no 
unoccupied portion of universal nature, but also that for each 
thing that has life, special conditions are furnished, and, being 
furnished, they are necessary. Now, assuming that there is an 
invisible side to the universe, the fixed habit of nature warrants 
the conclusion that this half is occupied, like the other half; and 
that each group of its occupants is supplied with the indispensable 
conditions of existence. It is as illogical to imagine that identical 
conditions are furnished to all, as it would be to maintain such a 
theory respecting the inhabitants of the domain of visible nature.
Lucifer, August, 1893 H.P. Blavatsky

Civilization’s Invasion of Nature
Owing to the triumphant march and the invasion of civiliza-
tion, Nature, as well as man and ethics, is sacrificed, and is fast 
becoming artificial. Climates are changing, and the face of the 
whole world will soon be altered. Under the murderous hand of the 
pioneers of civilization, the destruction of whole primeval forests 
is leading to the drying up of rivers, and the opening of the Canal 
of Suez has changed the climate of Egypt as that of Panama will 
divert the course of the Gulf Stream. Almost tropical countries 
are now becoming cold and rainy, and fertile lands threaten to 
be soon transformed into sandy deserts. A few years more and 
there will not remain within a radius of fifty miles around our 
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large cities one single rural spot inviolate-from vulgar speculation. 
In scenery, the picturesque and the natural is daily replaced by 
the grotesque and the artificial. Scarce a landscape in England 
but the fair body of nature is desecrated by the advertisements of 
“Pears’ Soap” and “Beecham’s Pills.” The pure air of the country is 
polluted with smoke, the smells of greasy railway-engines, and the 
sickening odours of gin, whiskey, and beer. And once that every 
natural spot in the surrounding scenery is gone, and the eye of the 
painter finds but the artificial and hideous products of modern 
speculation to rest upon, artistic taste will have to follow suit and 
disappear along with them.
“The Death of Art and Civilization” 
Lucifer, May 1891 H.P. Blavatsky

Help Nature and Work on With Her
Help Nature and work on with her; and Nature will regard thee 
as one of her creators and make obeisance.

And she will open wide before thee the portals of her secret 
chambers, lay bare before thy gaze the treasures hidden in the very 
depths of her pure virgin bosom. Unsullied by the hand of matter 
she shows her treasures only to the eye of Spirit—the eye which 
never closes, the eye for which there is no veil in all her kingdoms. 
The Voice of the Silence, p. 15–16 H.P. Blavatsky

Reward or Punishment
It is not, therefore, Karma that rewards or punishes, but it is we, 
who reward or punish ourselves according to whether we work 
with, through and along with nature, abiding by the laws on 
which that Harmony depends, or—break them.
The Secret Doctrine i, p. 643 H.P. Blavatsky
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Transforming Alienation into 
Brotherhood

Drawing The Larger Circle
He drew a circle that shut me out— 
Heretic, rebel, a thing to flout. 
But love and I had a wit to win. 
We drew a circle that took him in.

 —Edwin Markham

Empathy and Understanding
It is encouraging that we have seen many ordinary people across 
the world displaying great compassion toward the plight of 
refugees, from those who have rescued them from the sea, to those 
who have taken them in and provided friendship and support. 
As a refugee myself, I feel a strong empathy for their situation, 
and when we see their anguish, we should do all we can to help 
them. I can also understand the fears of people in host countries, 
who may feel overwhelmed. The combination of circumstances 
draws attention to the vital importance of collective action toward 
restoring genuine peace to the lands these refugees are fleeing. 
Tibetan refugees have firsthand experience of living through such 
circumstances and, although we have not yet been able to return 
to our homeland, we are grateful for the humanitarian support 
we have received through the decades from friends, including the 
people of the United States.
 Tenzin Gyatso, The 14th Dalai Lama 

Excerpt from “Why I’m Hopeful About The World’s Future” 
The Washington Post, Opinions, 13 June 2016
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Interdependence
As mankind is essentially of one and the same essence, and that 
essence is one—infinite, uncreate, and eternal, whether we call it 
God or Nature—nothing, therefore, can affect one nation or one 
man without affecting all other nations and all other men.
The Key to Theosophy, p. 41 H.P. Blavatsky

Therefore, we say, that unless every man is brought to understand 
and accept as an axiomatic truth that by wronging one man we 
wrong not only ourselves but the whole of humanity in the long run, 
no brotherly feelings such as preached by all the great Reformers, 
pre-eminently by Buddha and Jesus, are possible on earth.
The Key to Theosophy, p. 47 H.P. Blavatsky

We believe in a Universal Divine Principle, the root of ALL, from 
which all proceeds, and within which all shall be absorbed at the 
end of the great cycle of Being.
The Key to Theosophy, p. 63 H.P. Blavatsky

It is an occult law, moreover, that no man can rise superior to his 
individual failings, without lifting, be it ever so little, the whole 
body of which he is an integral part. In the same way, no one can 
sin, nor suffer the effects of sin, alone. In reality, there is no such 
thing as “Separateness”.
The Key to Theosophy, p. 203 H.P. Blavatsky

By demonstrating on logical, philosophical, metaphysical, and 
even scientific grounds that: —(a) All men have spiritually and 
physically the same origin, which is the fundamental teaching of 
Theosophy. (b) As mankind is essentially of one and the same 
essence, and that essence is one—infinite, uncreate, and eternal, 
whether we call it God or Nature—nothing, therefore, can affect 
one nation or one man without affecting all other nations and all 
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other men. This is as certain and as obvious as that a stone thrown 
into a pond will, sooner or later, set in motion every single drop 
of water therein.
The Key to Theosophy, p. 41 H.P. Blavatsky

A Golden Age
ENQUIRER. We have heard of a Golden Age that was, and 

what you describe would be a Golden Age to be realised at 
some future day. When shall it be?

THEOSOPHIST. Not before humanity, as a whole, feels the 
need of it.

The Key to Theosophy, p. 59 H.P. Blavatsky

The Dawn of Happiness
The Theosophical “missionaries” aim also at a social revolution. 
But it is a wholly ethical revolution. It will come about when the 
disinherited masses understand that happiness is in their own 
hands, that wealth brings nothing but worries, that he is happy 
who works for others, for those others work for him, and when the 
rich realize that their felicity depends upon that of their brothers—
whatever their race or religion—then only will the world see the 
dawn of happiness.
“Misconceptions”  
(Reply to the Article “Révolution”) H.P. Blavatsky
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Golden Words
And now a last and parting word. My words may and will pass 
and be forgotten, but certain sentences from letters written by the 
Masters will never pass, because they are the embodiment of the 
highest practical Theosophy. I must translate them for you:

“ * * * Let not the fruit of good Karma be your motive; for 
your Karma, good or bad, being one and the common property 
of all mankind, nothing good or bad can happen to you that is 
not shared by many others. Hence your motive, being selfish, can 
only generate a double effect, good and bad, and will either nullify 
your good action, or turn it to another man’s profit.” * * “There 
is no happiness for one who is ever thinking of Self and forgetting 
all other Selves.” 

“The Universe groans under the weight of such action (Karma), 
and none other than self-sacrificial Karma relieves it. * How  
many of you have helped humanity to carry its smallest burden, 
that you should all regard yourselves as Theosophists. Oh, men of 
the West, who would play at being the Saviours of mankind before 
they even spare the life of a mosquito whose sting threatens them!, 
would you be partakers of Divine Wisdom or true Theosophists? 
Then do as the gods when incarnated do. Feel yourselves the 
vehicles of the whole humanity, mankind as part of yourselves, 
and act accordingly. * * * * * ”

These are golden words; may you assimilate them! This is the 
hope of one who signs herself most sincerely the devoted sister and 
servant of every true follower of the Masters of Theosophy.
Five Messages to the American Theosophists  
(Second Message)  H.P. Blavatsky
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The Objects of the Society
ENQUIRER. What are the objects of the “Theosophical Society”?

THEOSOPHIST. They are three, and have been so from 
the beginning. (1.) To form the nucleus of a Universal 
Brotherhood of Humanity without distinction of race, 
colour, or creed. (2.) To promote the study of Aryan and 
other Scriptures, of the World’s religion and sciences, and to 
vindicate the importance of old Asiatic literature, namely, of 
the Brahmanical, Buddhist, and Zoroastrian philosophies. 
(3.) To investigate the hidden mysteries of Nature under 
every aspect possible, and the psychic and spiritual powers 
latent in man especially. These are, broadly stated, the three 
chief objects of the Theosophical Society.

ENQUIRER. Can you give me some more detailed information 
upon these?

THEOSOPHIST. We may divide each of the three objects into as 
many explanatory clauses as may be found necessary.

ENQUIRER. Then let us begin with the first. What means 
would you resort to, in order to promote such a feeling of 
brotherhood among races that are known to be of the most 
diversified religions, customs, beliefs, and modes of thought?

THEOSOPHIST. Allow me to add that which you seem unwilling 
to express. Of course we know that with the exception of two 
remnants of races—the Parsees and the Jews—every nation 
is divided, not merely against all other nations, but even 
against itself. This is found most prominently among the 
so-called civilized Christian nations. Hence your wonder, 
and the reason why our first object appears to you a Utopia. 
Is it not so?

ENQUIRER. Well, yes; but what have you to say against it?
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THEOSOPHIST. Nothing against the fact; but much about the 
necessity of removing the causes which make Universal 
Brotherhood a Utopia at present.

ENQUIRER. What are, in your view, these causes?

THEOSOPHIST. First and foremost, the natural selfishness of 
human nature. This selfishness, instead of being eradicated, 
is daily strengthened and stimulated into a ferocious and 
irresistible feeling by the present religious education, which 
tends not only to encourage, but positively to justify it. 
People’s ideas about right and wrong have been entirely 
perverted by the literal acceptance of the Jewish Bible. All 
the unselfishness of the altruistic teachings of Jesus has 
become merely a theoretical subject for pulpit oratory; while 
the precepts of practical selfishness taught in the Mosaic 
Bible, against which Christ so vainly preached, have become 
ingrained into the innermost life of the Western nations. 
“An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth” has come to 
be the first maxim of your law. Now, I state openly and 
fearlessly, that the perversity of this doctrine and of so many 
others Theosophy alone can eradicate.

The Key to Theosophy, p. 39–41 H.P. Blavatsky
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Devotion and Solidarity
When, moved by the law of Evolution, the Lords of Wisdom 
infused into him the spark of consciousness, the first feeling it 
awoke to life and activity was a sense of solidarity, of one-ness 
with his spiritual creators. As the child’s first feeling is for its 
mother and nurse, so the first aspirations of the awakening con-
sciousness in primitive man were for those whose element he felt 
within himself, and who yet were outside, and independent of 
him. DEVOTION arose out of that feeling, and became the first 
and foremost motor in his nature; for it is the only one which 
is natural in our heart, which is innate in us, and which we 
find alike in human babe and the young of the animal. This 
feeling of irrepressible, instinctive aspiration in primitive man is 
beautifully, and one may say intuitionally, described by Carlyle. 
“The great antique heart,” he exclaims, “how like a child’s in its 
simplicity, like a man’s in its earnest solemnity and depth! heaven 
lies over him wheresoever he goes or stands on the earth; making 
all the earth a mystic temple to him, the earth’s business all a 
kind of worship.
The Secret Doctrine i, p. 210 H.P. Blavatsky

The Mystery of the Ego
Our incarnating Ego was a God in its origin, as were all the 
primeval emanations of the One Unknown Principle. But since 
its “fall into Matter,” having to incarnate throughout the cycle, 
in succession, from first to last, it is no longer a free and happy 
god, but a poor pilgrim on his way to regain that which he has 
lost. I can answer you more fully by repeating what is said of the 
INNER MAN in ISIS UNVEILED (Vol. II. 593): —

“From the remotest antiquity mankind as a whole have always 
been convinced of the existence of a personal spiritual entity within 
the personal physical man. This inner entity was more or less divine, 
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according to its proximity to the crown. The closer the union 
the more serene man’s destiny, the less dangerous the external 
conditions. This belief is neither bigotry nor superstition, only 
an ever-present, instinctive feeling of the proximity of another 
spiritual and invisible world, which, though it be subjective 
to the senses of the outward man, is perfectly objective to the 
inner ego. Furthermore, they believed that there are external and 
internal conditions which affect the determination of our will upon 
our actions. They rejected fatalism, for fatalism implies a blind 
course of some still blinder power. But they believed in destiny or 
Karma, which from birth to death every man is weaving thread 
by thread around himself, as a spider does his cobweb; and this 
destiny is guided by that presence termed by some the guardian 
angel, or our more intimate astral inner man, who is but too 
often the evil genius of the man of flesh or the personality. Both 
these lead on MAN, but one of them must prevail; and from the 
very beginning of the invisible affray the stern and implacable 
law of compensation and retribution steps in and takes its course, 
following faithfully the fluctuating of the conflict. When the last 
strand is woven, and man is seemingly enwrapped in the net-work 
of his own doing, then he finds himself completely under the 
empire of this self-made destiny. It then either fixes him like the 
inert shell against the immovable rock, or like a feather carries 
him away in a whirlwind raised by his own actions.”

Such is the destiny of the MAN—the true Ego, not the 
Automaton, the shell that goes by that name. It is for him to 
become the conqueror over matter.
The Key To Theosophy, p. 181–182 H.P. Blavatsky
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The Priceless Boon
Alas, alas, that all men should possess Alaya, be one with the great 
Soul, and that possessing it, Alaya should so little avail them!

Behold how like the moon, reflected in the tranquil waves, 
Alaya is reflected by the small and by the great, is mirrored in 
the tiniest atoms, yet fails to reach the heart of all. Alas, that so 
few men should profit by the gift, the priceless boon of learning 
truth, the right perception of existing things, the knowledge of 
the non-existent!
The Voice of the Silence, p. 26 H.P. Blavatsky

Re-Becoming
The modern Prometheus has now become Epi-metheus, “he who 
sees only after the event;” because the universal philanthropy of 
the former has long ago degenerated into selfishness and self- 
adoration. Man will rebecome the free Titan of old, but not before 
cyclic evolution has re-established the broken harmony between 
the two natures—the terrestrial and the divine; after which he 
becomes impermeable to the lower titanic forces, invulnerable in 
his personality, and immortal in his individuality, which cannot 
happen before every animal element is eliminated from his nature.
The Secret Doctrine ii, p. 422 H.P. Blavatsky

Thou Art Buddha
Shun ignorance, and likewise shun illusion. Avert thy face from 
world deceptions; mistrust thy senses, they are false. But within 
thy body—the shrine of thy sensations—seek in the Impersonal 
for the “Eternal Man”; and having sought him out, look inward: 
thou art Buddha.
The Voice of the Silence, p. 28–29 H.P. Blavatsky
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Deeper Dimensions to Justice

Sow Kindly Acts
Sow kindly acts and thou shalt reap their fruition. Inaction in a 
deed of mercy becomes an action in a deadly sin.

Thus saith the Sage.
Shalt thou abstain from action? Not so shall gain thy soul her 

freedom. To reach Nirvana one must reach Self-Knowledge, and 
Self-Knowledge is of loving deeds the child.

Have patience, Candidate, as one who fears no failure, courts 
no success. Fix thy Soul’s gaze upon the star whose ray thou 
art, 1 the flaming star that shines within the lightless depths of 
ever-being, the boundless fields of the Unknown.

Have perseverance as one who doth for evermore endure. Thy 
shadows live and vanish; 2 that which in thee shall live for ever, 
that which in thee knows, for it is knowledge, 3 is not of fleeing 
life: it is the man that was, that is, and will be, for whom the hour 
shall never strike.

If thou would’st reap sweet peace and rest, Disciple, sow 
with the seeds of merit the fields of future harvests. Accept the 
woes of birth.

Step out from sunlight into shade, to make more room for 
others. The tears that water the parched soil of pain and sorrow, 
bring forth the blossoms and the fruits of karmic retribution. 
Out of the furnace of man’s life and its black smoke, winged 

1  Every spiritual EGO is a ray of a “Planetary Spirit” according to 
esoteric teaching 

2 “Personalities” or physical bodies called “shadows” are evanescent 
3  Mind (Manas) the thinking Principle or EGO in man, is referred to 

“Knowledge” itself, because the human Egos are called Manasa-putras, 
the sons of (universal) Mind 
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flames arise, flames purified, that soaring onward, ’neath the 
Karmic eye, weave in the end the fabric glorified of the three 
vestures of the Path.

These vestures are: Nirmanakaya, Sambhogakaya, and 
Dharmakaya, robe Sublime.

The Shangna robe, 4 ’tis true, can purchase light eternal. The 
Shangna robe alone gives the Nirvana of destruction; it stops 
rebirth, but, O Lanoo, it also kills—compassion. No longer can 
the perfect Buddhas, who don the Dharmakaya glory, help man’s 
salvation. Alas! shall SELVES be sacrificed to Self; mankind, 
unto the weal of Units?

Know, O beginner, this is the Open PATH, the way to selfish 
bliss, shunned by the Bodhisattvas of the “Secret Heart,” the 
Buddhas of Compassion.

To live to benefit mankind is the first step. To practise the six 
glorious virtues 5 is the second.

To don Nirmanakaya’s humble robe is to forego eternal bliss 
for Self, to help on man’s salvation. To reach Nirvana’s bliss, but 
to renounce it, is the supreme, the final step—the highest on 
Renunciation’s Path.

Know, O Disciple, this is the Secret PATH, selected by the 
Buddhas of Perfection, who sacrificed The SELF to weaker Selves. 

Yet, if the “Doctrine of the Heart” is too high-winged for 
thee. If thou need’st help thyself and fearest to offer help to 
others—then, thou of timid heart, be warned in time: remain 
content with the “Eye Doctrine” of the Law. Hope still. For if 

4  The Shangna robe, from Shangnavesu of Rajagriha the third great 
Arhat or “Patriarch” as the Orientalists call the hierarchy of the 33 
Arhats	who	spread	Buddhism.	“Shangna	robe”	means	metaphorically,	
the acquirement of Wisdom with which the Nirvana of destruction (of 
personality) is entered  Literally, the “initiation robe” of the Neophytes  
Edkins states that this “grass cloth” was brought to China from Tibet 
in the Tong Dynasty  “When an Arhan is born this plant is found 
growing in a clean spot” says the Chinese as also the Tibetan legend 

5  To “practise the Paramita Path” means to become a Yogi with a view 
of becoming an ascetic 
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the “Secret Path” is unattainable this “day,” it is within thy reach 
“to-morrow.” 6 Learn that no efforts, not the smallest—whether in 
right or wrong direction—can vanish from the world of causes. 
E’en wasted smoke remains not traceless. “A harsh word uttered 
in past lives, is not destroyed but ever comes again.” 7 The pepper 
plant will not give birth to roses, nor the sweet jessamine’s silver 
star to thorn or thistle turn.

Thou canst create this “day” thy chances for thy “morrow.” In 
the “Great Journey,” 8 causes sown each hour bear each its harvest 
of effects, for rigid Justice rules the World. With mighty sweep of 
never erring action, it brings to mortals lives of weal or woe, the 
karmic progeny of all our former thoughts and deeds.

Take then as much as merit hath in store for thee, O thou of 
patient heart. Be of good cheer and rest content with fate. Such 
is thy Karma, the Karma of the cycle of thy births, the destiny 
of those who, in their pain and sorrow, are born along with thee, 
rejoice and weep from life to life, chained to thy previous actions.
The Voice of the Silence, p. 33–38 H.P. Blavatsky

No Man Is Separate
It is an occult law, moreover, that no man can rise superior to his 
individual failings, without lifting, be it ever so little, the whole 
body of which he is an integral part. In the same way, no one can 
sin, nor suffer the effects of sin, alone. In reality, there is no such 
thing as “Separateness”.
The Key to Theosophy, p. 203 H.P. Blavatsky

6 “To-morrow” means the following rebirth or reincarnation 
7 Precepts of the Prasanga School 
8  “Great journey” or the whole complete cycle of existences, in one 

“Round ”
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Resist Not Evil
Justice, like charity, ought to begin at home. Will you revile and 
scoff at the “Sermon on the Mount” because your social, political 
and even religious laws have, so far, not only failed to carry out 
its precepts in their spirit, but even in their dead letter? Abolish 
the oath in Courts, Parliament, Army and everywhere, and do as 
the Quakers do, if you will call yourselves Christians. Abolish the 
Courts themselves, for if you would follow the Commandments of 
Christ, you have to give away your coat to him who deprives you 
of your cloak, and turn your left cheek to the bully who smites you 
on the right. “Resist not evil, love your enemies, bless them that 
curse you, do good to them that hate you,” for “whosoever shall 
break one of the least of these Commandments and shall teach 
men so, he shall be called the least in the Kingdom of Heaven,” 
and “whosoever shall say ‘Thou fool’ shall be in danger of hell 
fire.” And why should you judge, if you would not be judged in 
your turn?
The Key to Theosophy, p. 54–55 H.P. Blavatsky

The Stern Law
Our philosophy has a doctrine of punishment as stern as that of the 
most rigid Calvinist, only far more philosophical and consistent 
with absolute justice. No deed, not even a sinful thought, will 
go unpunished; the latter more severely even than the former, 
as a thought is far more potential in creating evil results than 
even a deed. We believe in an unerring law of Retribution, called 
KARMA, which asserts itself in a natural concatenation of causes 
and their unavoidable results.
The Key to Theosophy, p. 140 H.P. Blavatsky
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The Scales of Justice
Every labourer is worthy of his hire, saith Wisdom in the Gospel; 
every action, good or bad, is a prolific parent, saith the Wisdom 
of the Ages. Put the two together, and you will find the “why.” 
After allowing the Soul, escaped from the pangs of personal life, a 
sufficient, aye, a hundredfold compensation, Karma, with its army 
of Skandhas, waits at the threshold of Devachan, whence the Ego 
re-emerges to assume a new incarnation. It is at this moment that 
the future destiny of the now-rested Ego trembles in the scales 
of just Retribution, as it now falls once again under the sway of 
active Karmic law. It is in this rebirth which is ready for it, a 
rebirth selected and prepared by this mysterious, inexorable, but 
in the equity and wisdom of its decrees infallible LAW, that the 
sins of the previous life of the Ego are punished. Only it is into 
no imaginary Hell, with theatrical flames and ridiculous tailed 
and horned devils, that the Ego is cast, but verily on to this earth, 
the plane and region of his sins, where he will have to atone for 
every bad thought and deed. As he has sown, so will he reap. 
Reincarnation will gather around him all those other Egos who 
have suffered, whether directly or indirectly, at the hands, or even 
through the unconscious instrumentality, of the past personality.
The Key to Theosophy, p. 140–141 H.P. Blavatsky

The Moment of Death
At the solemn moment of death every man, even when death is 
sudden, sees the whole of his past life marshalled before him, in 
its minutest details. For one short instant the personal becomes 
one with the individual and all-knowing Ego. But this instant is 
enough to show to him the whole chain of causes which have 
been at work during his life. He sees and now understands himself 
as he is, unadorned by flattery or self-deception. He reads his 
life, remaining as a spectator looking down into the arena he is 
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quitting; he feels and knows the justice of all the suffering that 
has overtaken him.
The Key to Theosophy, p. 162 H.P. Blavatsky

Recognition of Causes
Very good and holy men see, we are taught, not only the life 
they are leaving, but even several preceding lives in which were 
produced the causes that made them what they were in the life 
just closing. They recognise the law of Karma in all its majesty 
and justice.
The Key to Theosophy, p. 162 H.P. Blavatsky

A Prospective Vision
As the man at the moment of death has a retrospective insight 
into the life he has led, so, at the moment he is reborn on to 
earth, the Ego, awaking from the state of Devachan, has a 
prospective vision of the life which awaits him, and realizes 
all the causes that have led to it. He realizes them and sees 
futurity, because it is between Devachan and re-birth that the 
Ego regains his full manasic consciousness, and rebecomes for a 
short time the god he was, before, in compliance with Karmic 
law, he first descended into matter and incarnated in the first 
man of flesh. The “golden thread” sees all its “pearls” and misses 
not one of them.
The Key to Theosophy, p. 162–163 H.P. Blavatsky
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Honour and Mercy
As we find the world now, whether Christian, Mussulman, or 
Pagan, justice is disregarded, and honour and mercy are both 
flung to the winds. In a word, how—since the main objects of the 
Theosophical Society are misinterpreted by those who are most 
willing to serve us personally—are we to deal with the rest of 
mankind? with that curse known as the struggle for life, which is 
the real and most prolific parent of most woes and sorrows, and 
all crimes? Why has that struggle become almost the universal 
scheme of the universe? We answer, —because no religion, with 
the exception of Buddhism, has taught a practical contempt for 
this earthly life; while each of them, always with that one solitary 
exception, has through its hells and damnations inculcated the 
greatest dread of death. Therefore do we find that struggle for 
life raging most fiercely in Christian countries, most prevalent 
in Europe and America. It weakens in the Pagan lands, and is 
nearly unknown among Buddhist populations. In China during 
famine, and where the masses are most ignorant of their own or 
of any religion, it was remarked that those mothers who devoured 
their children belonged to localities where there was none; and 
where the Bonzes alone had the field, the population died with 
the utmost indifference. Teach the people to see that life on this 
earth, even the happiest, is but a burden and an illusion; that it is 
our own Karma [the cause producing the effect] that is our own 
judge—our Saviour in future lives—and the great struggle for life 
will soon lose its intensity. There are no penitentiaries in Buddhist 
lands, and crime is nearly unknown among the Buddhist Tibetans. 
The world in general, and Christendom especially, left for 2,000 
years to the regime of a personal God, as well as to its political and 
social systems based on that idea, has now proved a failure.
Passage from “The Great Master’s Letter”  
Lucifer, August 1896 The Maha Chohan 
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The Ascending Cycle

Mind in Nature
As the Theosophist has no desire to play at being a squirrel upon 
its revolving wheel, he must refuse to follow the lead of the mate-
rialists. He, at any rate, knows that the revolutions of the physical 
world are, according to the ancient doctrine, attended by like 
revolutions in the world of intellect, for the spiritual evolution in 
the universe proceeds in cycles, like the physical one. Do we not 
see in history a regular alternation of ebb and flow in the tide of 
human progress?

An age of great inspiration and unconscious productiveness is 
invariably followed by an age of criticism and consciousness. The 
one affords material for the analyzing and critical intellect of the 
other. “The moment is more opportune than ever for the review 
of old philosophies. Archæologists, philologists, astronomers, 
chemists and physicists are getting nearer and nearer to the point 
where they will be forced to consider them. Physical science has 
already reached its limits of exploration; dogmatic theology sees 
the springs of its inspiration dry. The day is approaching when 
the world will receive the proofs that only ancient religions were 
in harmony with nature, and ancient science embraced all that 
can be known.” Once more the prophecy already made in Isis 
Unveiled twenty-two years ago is reiterated. “Secrets long kept may 
be revealed; books long forgotten and arts long time lost may be 
brought out to light again; papyri and parchments of inestimable 
importance will turn up in the hands of men who pretend to 
have unrolled them from mummies, or stumbled upon them in 
buried crypts; tablets and pillars, whose sculptured revelations will 
stagger theologians and confound scientists, may yet be excavated 
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and interpreted. Who knows the possibilities of the future? An 
era of disenchantment and rebuilding will soon begin—nay, has 
already begun. The cycle has almost run its course; a new one is 
about to begin, and the future pages of history may contain full 
evidence, and convey full proof of the above.”
“The Mind in Nature” Lucifer, September, 1896 H.P. Blavatsky

The Meridian Point of Races
Calculating as advised, we find that during that transitional 
period—namely, in the second half of the First Spiritual ethero-
astral race—nascent mankind was devoid of the intellectual brain 
element. As it was on its descending line, and as we are parallel 
to it, on the ascending, we are, therefore devoid of the Spiritual 
element, which is now replaced by the intellectual. For, remember 
well, as we are in the manasa period of our cycle of races, or in the 
Fifth, we have, therefore, crossed the meridian point of the perfect 
adjustment of Spirit and Matter—or that equilibrium between 
brain intellect and Spiritual perception. One important point has, 
however, to be borne in mind. 

We are only in the Fourth Round, and it is in the Fifth that 
the full development of Manas, as a direct ray from the Universal 
MAHAT—a ray unimpeded by matter—will be finally reached. 
Nevertheless, as every sub-race and nation have their cycles and 
stages of developmental evolution repeated on a smaller scale, it 
must be the more so in the case of a Root-Race. Our race then has, 
as a Root-race, crossed the equatorial line and is cycling onward on 
the Spiritual side; but some of our sub-races still find themselves 
on the shadowy descending arc of their respective national cycles; 
while others again—the oldest—having crossed their crucial 
point, which alone decides whether a race, a nation, or a tribe will 
live or perish, are at the apex of spiritual development as sub-races.
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It becomes comprehensible now why the “odd eye” has been 
gradually transformed into a simple gland, after the physical Fall 
of those we have agreed to call the “Lemurians.” . . .

The “eye of Siva” did not become entirely atrophied before 
the close of the Fourth Race. When spirituality and all the divine 
powers and attributes of the deva-man of the Third had been 
made the hand-maidens of the newly-awakened physiological 
and psychic passions of the physical man, instead of the reverse, 
the eye lost its powers. But such was the law of Evolution, and it 
was, in strict accuracy, no FALL. The sin was not in using those 
newly-developed powers, but in misusing them; in making of the 
tabernacle, designed to contain a god, the fane of every spiritual 
iniquity. And if we say “sin” it is merely that everyone should 
understand our meaning; as the term Karma would be the right 
one to use in this case; while the reader who would feel perplexed 
at the use of the term “spiritual” instead of “physical” iniquity, is 
reminded of the fact that there can be no physical iniquity. The 
body is simply the irresponsible organ, the tool of the psychic, if 
not of the “Spiritual man.” While in the case of the Atlanteans, it 
was precisely the Spiritual being which sinned, the Spirit element 
being still the “Master” principle in man, in those days. Thus it 
is in those days that the heaviest Karma of the Fifth Race was 
generated by our Monads.
The Secret Doctrine ii, p. 300–302 H.P. Blavatsky

The Coming New Race
The human Races are born one from the other, grow, develop, 
become old, and die. Their sub-races and nations follow the same 
rule. If your all-denying modern science and so-called philosophy 
do not contest that the human family is composed of a variety of 
well-defined types and races, it is only because the fact is undeniable, 
no one would say that there was no external difference between an 
Englishman, an African negro, and a Japanese or Chinaman. On 
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the other hand it is formally denied by most naturalists that mixed 
human races, i.e., the seeds for entirely new races, are any longer 
formed in our days. But this last is maintained on good grounds 
by de Quatrefages and some others.

Nevertheless our general proposition will not be accepted. It 
will be said that whatever forms man has passed through in the 
long pre-historic Past there are no more changes for him (save 
certain variations, as at present) in the future. Hence that our 
Sixth and Seventh Root Races are fictions.

To this it is again answered: How do you know? Your 
experience is limited to a few thousand years, to less than a day 
in the whole age of Humanity and to the present types of the 
actual continents and isles of our Fifth Race. How can you tell 
what will or will not be? Meanwhile, such is the prophecy of the 
Secret Books and their no uncertain statements.

Since the beginning of the Atlantean Race many million years 
have passed, yet we find the last of the Atlanteans, still mixed 
up with the Aryan element, 11,000 years ago. This shows the 
enormous overlapping of one race over the race which succeeds 
it, though in character and external type the elder loses its char-
acteristics, and assumes the new features of the younger race. 
This is proved in all the formations of mixed human races. Now, 
Occult philosophy teaches that even now, under our very eyes, the 
new Race and Races are preparing to be formed, and that it is in 
America that the transformation will take place, and has already 
silently commenced.

Pure Anglo-Saxons hardly three hundred years ago, the 
Americans of the United States have already become a nation 
apart, and, owing to a strong admixture of various nationalities 
and inter-marriage, almost a race sui generis, not only mentally, 
but also physically. “Every mixed race, when uniform and settled, 
has been able to play the part of a primary race in fresh crossings,” 
says de Quatrefages. “Mankind, in its present state, has thus been 
formed, certainly, for the greatest part, by the successive crossing 
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of a number of races at present undetermined” (“The Human 
Species,” p. 274.)

Thus the Americans have become in only three centuries a 
“primary race,” pro tem., before becoming a race apart, and strongly 
separated from all other now existing races. They are, in short, the 
germs of the Sixth sub-race, and in some few hundred years more, 
will become most decidedly the pioneers of that race which must 
succeed to the present European or fifth sub-race, in all its new 
characteristics. After this, in about 25,000 years, they will launch 
into preparations for the seventh sub-race; until, in consequence 
of cataclysms—the first series of those which must one day destroy 
Europe, and still later the whole Aryan race (and thus affect both 
Americas), as also most of the lands directly connected with the 
confines of our continent and isles—the Sixth Root-Race will 
have appeared on the stage of our Round. When shall this be? 
Who knows save the great Masters of Wisdom, perchance, and 
they are as silent upon the subject as the snow-capped peaks that 
tower above them. All we know is, that it will silently come into 
existence; so silently, indeed, that for long millenniums shall its 
pioneers—the peculiar children who will grow into peculiar men 
and women—be regarded as anomalous lusus naturæ, abnormal 
oddities physically and mentally. Then, as they increase, and their 
numbers become with every age greater, one day they will awake 
to find themselves in a majority. It is the present men who will 
then begin to be regarded as exceptional mongrels, until these 
die out in their turn in civilised lands; surviving only in small 
groups on islands—the mountain peaks of to-day—where they 
will vegetate, degenerate, and finally die out, perhaps millions 
of years hence, as the Aztecs have, as the Nyam-Nyam and the 
dwarfish Moola Koorumba of the Nilghiri Hills are dying. All 
these are the remnants of once mighty races, the recollection of 
whose existence has entirely died out of the remembrance of the 
modern generations, just as we shall vanish from the memory of 
the Sixth Race Humanity. The Fifth will overlap the Sixth Race 
for many hundreds of millenniums, changing with it slower than 
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its new successor, still changing in stature, general physique, and 
mentality, just as the Fourth overlapped our Aryan race, and the 
Third had overlapped the Atlanteans.

This process of preparation for the Sixth great Race must last 
throughout the whole sixth and seventh sub-races (vide supra, the 
diagram of the Genealogical Tree of the Fifth Race). But the last 
remnants of the Fifth Continent will not disappear until some time 
after the birth of the new Race; when another and new dwelling, 
the sixth continent, will have appeared above the new waters on 
the face of the globe, so as to receive the new stranger. To it also 
will emigrate and settle all those who shall be fortunate enough to 
escape the general disaster. When this shall be—as just said—it is 
not for the writer to know. Only, as nature no more proceeds by 
sudden jumps and starts, than man changes suddenly from a child 
into a mature man, the final cataclysm will be preceded by many 
smaller submersions and destructions both by wave and volcanic 
fires. The exultant pulse will beat high in the heart of the race now 
in the heart of the race now in the American zone, but there will be 
no more Americans when the Sixth Race commences; no more, in 
fact, than Europeans; for they will have now become a new race, 
and many new nations. Yet the Fifth will not die, but survive for a 
while: overlapping the new Race for many hundred thousands of 
years to come, it will become transformed with it—slower than its 
new successor—still getting entirely altered in mentality, general 
physique, and stature. Mankind will not grow again into giant 
bodies as in the case of the Lemurians and the Atlanteans; because 
while the evolution of the Fourth race led the latter down to the 
very bottom of materiality in its physical development, the present 
Race is on its ascending arc; and the Sixth will be rapidly growing 
out of its bonds of matter, and even of flesh.

Thus it is the mankind of the New world—one by far the 
senior of our Old one, a fact men had also forgotten—of Pâtâla 
(the Antipodes, or the Nether World, as America is called in 
India), whose mission and Karma it is, to sow the seeds for a 
forthcoming, grander, and far more glorious Race than any 
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of those we know of at present. The Cycles of Matter will be 
succeeded by Cycles of Spirituality and a fully developed mind. 
On the law of parallel history and races, the majority of the future 
mankind will be composed of glorious Adepts. Humanity is the 
child of cyclic Destiny, and not one of its Units can escape its 
unconscious mission, or get rid of the burden of its co-operative 
work with nature. Thus will mankind, race after race, perform 
its appointed cycle-pilgrimage. Climates will, and have already 
begun, to change, each tropical year after the other dropping one 
sub-race, but only to beget another higher race on the ascending 
cycle; while a series of other less favoured groups—the failures of 
nature—will, like some individual men, vanish from the human 
family without even leaving a trace behind.
The Secret Doctrine ii, p. 443–446 H.P. Blavatsky

Re-Becoming
The modern Prometheus has now become Epi-metheus, “he who 
sees only after the event;” because the universal philanthropy of 
the former has long ago degenerated into selfishness and self- 
adoration. Man will rebecome the free Titan of old, but not before 
cyclic evolution has re-established the broken harmony between 
the two natures—the terrestrial and the divine; after which he 
becomes impermeable to the lower titanic forces, invulnerable in 
his personality, and immortal in his individuality, which cannot 
happen before every animal element is eliminated from his nature.
The Secret Doctrine ii, p. 422 H.P. Blavatsky

Fore-Runners
Your position as the fore-runners of the sixth sub-race of the fifth 
root-race has its own special perils as well as its special advantages. 
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Psychism, with all its allurements and all its dangers, is 
necessarily developing among you, and you must beware lest the 
Psychic outruns the Manasic and Spiritual development. Psychic 
capacities held perfectly under control, checked and directed by 
the Manasic principle, are valuable aids in development. But these 
capacities running riot, controlling instead of controlled, using 
instead of being used, lead the Student into the most dangerous 
delusions and the certainty of moral destruction. Watch therefore 
carefully this development, inevitable in your race and evolution-
period so that it may finally work for good and not for evil; and 
receive, in advance, the sincere and potent blessings of Those 
whose good-will will never fail you, if you do not fail yourselves.
Five Messages to the American Theosophists  
(Fourth Message)  H.P. Blavatsky

Each Sincere Attempt
Remember, thou that fightest for man’s liberation, each failure 
is success, and each sincere attempt wins its reward in time. The 
holy germs that sprout and grow unseen in the disciple’s soul, 
their stalks wax strong at each new trial, they bend like reeds 
but never break, nor can they e’er be lost. But when the hour has 
struck they blossom forth.
The Voice of the Silence, p. 68–69 H.P. Blavatsky
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Socratic Dialogue Meets 
World Peace

From Theosophy Forward 
‘Good News from ITC’

By Kate Blalack

I participated in the International Theosophical Conference held 
from August 11–14th, 2016 in Santa Barbara, California. The 
venue was the home of the Virgin Saint Mary (La Casa de Maria), 
some ancient and very wise-trees, and a very handsome slick-black 
cat. Our lodging was the very essence of picturesque architecture 
tucked away in the foliage, flowers and rolling mounds of the 
California vibe: a place for reflection, germination and cross-polli-
nation of ideas, and an incubator for the soul. While I regrettably 
do not have space to comment on all the speakers here, I will 
point out some highlights of my experience.

Congress Postulate
I felt I had entered the spirit-world of a Japanese pagoda or 

some other ancient remnant just at the peripheral of sight. A 
once quiet compound of peaceful silence lit-up and danced with 
activity. Orators, scholars, scientists, and historians from all over 
the world came to impart their wisdom with conversations and 
lectures. The nighttime was for music, deep debate and deep 
sleep—everything was a flutter with the underlying message: how 
can we communicate to others and bring everyone together to go 
forward? Our minds focused and became present. 
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Echo seemed to surround us as the Self in me became of you, 
and in that becoming our hierarchies presented themselves from 
the boundless responsibility we have to each other, the lifetimes 
of shared existence, the half remembered recognitions. The bottle 
now corked…incubation taking place. 

Through a glass darkly . . . Fohat my Fiery Steed
For several years I have been studying Theosophy and finally I 

felt myself grasping concepts that have been on the edge of my mind 
all this time, the puzzle pieces finally fitting together to create the 
bigger picture. Martin Leiderman showed us how this works. He 
broke the “chains” around our ankles, setting the stage. We gazed 
in wonderment at the realization of the “cave wall.” Narrative and 
visualization are the only way that we begin to photograph in our 
mind’s eye concepts that are invisible, beyond our mental grasp, 
and eternal. Together we watched the wall as Fohat became both a 
bridge and the key to an ancient secret language…Hermes sprang 
forth, and swiftly the messenger traveled, running on air. Our 
mind so desiring of his message, the mind pulling like a magnet, 
calling, wanting to know…we dared! We want to be human we 
want to return, and so we incarnated to finite life, to our story and 
the malleability we possess. Thank you, Martin.

How the Words Come . . . Enter the Alchemist
Magnetism. Franz Mesmer had ideas, magicians have ideas, 

but ideas are not all that’s bound in words. As Theosophists we 
are fond of paradox. Pierre Wouters pointed out another one: 
the boundless in the bound volume. Boiling it down to its essence 
Wouters pointed out the importance of re-reading the SD again 
and again as our consciousness evolves, because we will begin to 
see MORE . . . and thus . . . understand more. 

Eternity in an Hour
My favorite part of the entire conference was an evening 

astronomy presentation by Russ Lewin and Herman C. 
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Vermeulen. I was reminded how much I take for granted. When 
I look up and into the stars I feel my relationship with the divine 
most of all. Once again I look through the eyes of my childhood-
self. Looking up from my repose in the soft green grass. I see 
Venus and the Moon, and here I know. There are no other words 
than this, a knowing. I remember the safety I felt, and I always 
still feel, when I remember where I am from. We all feel this. 
The human species has come a long way, designing complex 
mechanics, intricate, eloquent and with exact precision. We can 
now see light from events that happened millions of years ago. 
How is it possible that I am seeing the past? I am seeing it because 
it is eternal and moving outward and doesn’t end. 

The nebulas bury themselves in our hearts like deep sea 
creatures, communicating and reflecting that famous axiom “as 
above, we are below” . . . “as above, so below. . .” It cycles outward, 
eternally. Carl Sagan famously stated, “We are made of star stuff.” 
How amazing, how encouraging, and how safe I feel from all 
of this.

I feel tranquil as I watch silently and listen to my teachers. 
“There are more stars in the sky than grains of sand…” states 
Lewin…and I am reminded that, “To see a World in a Grain 
of Sand, And a Heaven in a Wild Flower, Hold Infinity in the 
palm of your hand, And Eternity in an hour….” (William Blake, 
Auguries of Innocence).

There are more stars in the sky than grains of sand on the 
earth. I am grateful.

In summary I am left with wonder, with hope, and with 
presence. No longer confined, I am filled with gratitude and 
courage. I am less afraid to reach out to my fellow human beings 
when I see struggle. In helping my fellow human beings I free not 
only myself, but we are all free. 

We have a lot of work to do my Byzantine brothers and sisters, 
no longer a picture . . . we have been brought off the wall and into 
the action. We will do it as we begin, again. The path is through 
service, and we will not miss our mark. 
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A Krotonian’s Look at ITC 2016

From Theosophy Forward 
‘Good News from ITC’

By Olga Omlin

This year ITC was in a beautiful place surrounded by the giant oak 
trees and majestic mountains creating a contemplative atmosphere 
for all the participants. It was also my second conference. I had no 
expectations keeping my mind open, yet anticipating reconnect-
ing with old friends, fellow Theosophists. Casa de Maria is one of 
the most beautiful places in the suburbs of Santa Barbara that is 
known for its silent retreats, and which I believe was a good choice 
for the international theosophical gathering.  

The conference theme: “Theosophy and Social Responsibility. 
Applying the Head and Heart Teachings of H.P. Blavatsky” was 
quite interesting and challenging. At first glance it might seem to 
be mostly exoteric which might be misleading if one only concen-
trates on the acts of charity in the outer world, providing shelter 
and food for those in need, improving the system of education, 
supporting animal welfare, to name a few.  All of these acts of 
compassion and kindness are valuable and helpful, yet the true 
impulse from which all our good deeds can spring comes from 
within, from the depth of our heart, our Higher Self. Hence, 
to me the esoteric, deeper meaning of the connection between 
Theosophy and social responsibility lies in the question, how can 
we become awakened to the Light that shines within us which 
is the same Light in every being?  The study of the teachings 
of Theosophy or Divine Wisdom which are the essence of the 
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Universal Law, and, thus, have no author but were revealed to 
mankind by the Adepts through H.P. Blavatsky, can help lift up 
Humanity into a higher state of Consciousness. Keeping in mind 
that Theosophy is a living wisdom, and by becoming such within 
us It will find reflection in our thoughts and acts. As H.P.B. so 
well put it in The Key to Theosophy, “The Theosophical ideas of 
charity mean personal exertion for others; personal mercy and 
kindness; personal interest in the welfare of those who suffer; 
personal sympathy, forethought and assistance in their troubles or 
needs.” 1 

This year ITC was like an expansion of consciousness and 
a deeper vision of the theosophical work we all are called to do. 
There was an evident atmosphere of cooperation and genuine 
interest in one another. It was delightful to be able to participate 
in a variety of study circles, exchanging different views and ideas 
with fellow-Theosophists in the spirit of Brotherhood. It was 
exciting to see participants in their twenties and thirties—even 
though, I believe there is no need to be obsessed with the idea how 
to make Theosophy more appealing to the younger generations. 
As an example of a person who discovered Theosophy in my early 
teens, I am convinced that one continues spiritual work in this 
life where he/she left off in the past incarnation. Theosophy is 
an inner realization that is ever real and throws light on every 
problem. Wisdom does not change or conform to the mentality 
or circumstances of today. Only when a glimpse of the Wisdom of 
Theosophy becomes an essential part of us we will be able to share 
Its Light with others.

ITC provides a unique opportunity for the seekers of Truth 
belonging to the different theosophical groups (or none) to study 
together and to have an open dialogue, a journey along the path 
of tolerance above our conditioning and prejudices. But true 
that it is always with spiritual work there are different currents 
of which we might be aware of or not. Nevertheless, this is a 
perfect environment for inner growth that requires integrity and 
self-reliance. 
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I would like to conclude with gratitude to all the participants 
of the ITC 2016, and with a quote from A Message to the Members 
of the Theosophical Society from an Elder Brother, “Within the 
Society itself let the Brotherhood for which it stands be real. We 
have had enough of divisions which separate. Let there remain 
only distinctions which enrich. Respect all who differ from you. 
Let your Brotherhood be without, that is above, distinctions of 
opinion, as it is already so finely above distinctions of race, creed, 
caste, sex and color.” 2
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ITC 2016 
Impressions of a Moderator

From Theosophy Forward 
‘Good News from ITC’

By Jonathan Colbert

As the moderator of the 2016 ITC Conference in Santa Barbara, 
I found that it was a living example of the very theme itself, 
Theosophy and Social Responsibility. If twenty years ago someone 
had said that in my present lifetime there would be a theosoph-
ical conference where there would be 108 people from various 
theosophical traditions, genuinely studying Theosophy together, 
actually trying to discover the heart of Theosophy—trying to 
learn about brotherhood by doing it—after thinking about such a 
prospect, I probably would have said that I agree that there could 
one day be such a thing, but perhaps only in a whole other age. 
However, we just did that right here and now in 2016.

Like a dream of higher reminiscence, pages from a Golden 
Age tale, or visions foretelling a far-flung future, impressions and 
reflections of the conference well up in my mind’s eye. I passed by 
a woman intensely studying an important document in her hands 
that would offer instructions on how a wise combination of good 
deeds and deep knowledge would be needed in the true service 
of humanity. It was H.P.B.’s article, “Let Every Man Prove His 
Own Work.” Even though the hall was clamorous with conversa-
tions and abuzz with anticipation, the woman poured through 
the article’s pages as though she was the only person in the room. 
“Yes,” I think now as I reflect, “this is how it will be in the future 
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if we all keep working together! There will be thousands if not 
millions, just like her, who will be intensely focused on the 
wisdom of H.P.B.”

As the proceedings were just getting started that Thursday 
afternoon, Joseph Miller sounded the gong. It reverberated 
through the happy hall, as people from three great Theosophical 
streams and many other non-affiliated Theosophists, found their 
chairs. A remarkable harmony settled in, as if the Conference 
attendees were only re-convening and re-discovering a previous 
bond. After a moment of silence dedicated to the memory of 
the life, work and passing of Dara Eklund, the three presidents 
of ITC (from three continents), Jan Nicolaas Kind, Herman 
C. Vermeulen and Gene Jennings, inaugurated the conference, 
offering their thoughts and blessings. Carolyn Dorrance from 
Santa Barbara ULT then offered her cheery comments on the 
proceedings that would unfold. Gene Jennings would then lead 
the whole gathering on a journey of vision and imagination in a 
dialogue on, “The Great Master’s Letter.” What an outstanding 
way to begin a Theosophical conference on social responsibility: a 
dialogue, not a lecture; and by collectively studying a seminal text 
from one of the Masters of Wisdom about the sacred importance 
of the ‘brotherhood plank’ of the Theosophical Society. Later 
that evening, Martin Leiderman, the keynote speaker, delivered 
a beautiful presentation on The Secret Doctrine. He empowered 
all of us as students to approach the book with the artistic side of 
our nature, whether we are artists or not. He showed us how the 
higher imagination has much potential to unlock the mysteries 
within and without, and how this follows the way of nature: the 
universal. expressing itself in the form of the particular. 

Friday morning we heard three lectures from three Theosophical 
streams, on the theme of H.P.B. and Social Responsibility. It was 
clear from these that the philosophy of H.P.B. and her Teachers is 
one of action. We are not to sit in a cave, contemplating our navel, 
nor nirvana, but instead to enter the arena of practical brotherhood 
and social action. From Herman C. Vermeulen we learned that the 
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Three Fundamental Propositions of The Secret Doctrine, which he 
said could be elaborated into the Seven Jewels of Wisdom, are the 
initial starting point of all thought on Social Responsibility. They 
are the foundation upon which we can become truly independent 
searchers for truth, affirm that there is such a thing as truth, and 
have confidence that all of us have the resources within ourselves 
to find that truth. These fundamental truths are the philosophical 
tests which we can apply to any considered course of action. 

Wes Amerman emphasised that we must, in putting these 
ideas into action, practice the equivalent of the Hippocratic Oath: 
Do No Harm. It is paramount that we know what we are doing in 
trying to help others. This requires wisdom. How do we get from 
ignorance to wisdom? Philosophy, he said, is the link. Leonie Van 
Gelder spoke of the uniqueness, strength, and compassion H.P. 
Blavatsky herself, followed by husband Minor Lile who brought 
out critical points in H.P.B.’s article, “Let Every Man Prove His 
Own Work” such as the idea that it is the combination of doing 
good and of doing it rightly, with knowledge—that is of key 
importance in practicing social responsibility.

This year, with the ITC Board’s initial trepidation, followed 
by a reserved blessing and finally, with great enthusiasm, we 
tried the innovation of featuring study circles in which all would 
participate. As moderator, I had the privilege of being involved 
along with the entire Santa Barbara ULT Team led by Carolyn 
Dorrance, with coming up with the study circle themes. The 
process went through an evolution. First we started coming up 
with long readings. Gradually, we figured out that an inviting way 
to create the readings would be to collate by themes, many diverse 
sentences, paragraphs and passages, which would encourage 
reflection, conversation and the cross-pollination of ideas. The 
themes themselves, as they unfolded in our minds, started with 
some of the classic texts instructive of Theosophy and social 
responsibility such as H.P.B.’s The Four Golden Links in The Key 
To Theosophy. Gradually, our search for themes moved to trying to 
answer contemporary, urgent and difficult questions such as, How 
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do we help nature while keeping in mind a sense of reverence? Or, 
What about the deeper dimensions to justice? Or, How might 
Theosophy help with transforming a sense of alienation into 
brotherhood? Of critical importance, inspiring themes were also 
suggested such as one from our Dutch friends on the influence of 
wise beings and how advanced souls represent the ultimate exem-
plification of social responsibility.

There were four sessions of study circles that took place Friday 
and Saturday, with one session before lunch and one after lunch. 
In each study circle, there were around ten of us as participants, 
one of whom was pre-assigned as moderator; while another was 
asked to give a short summary of the reading material. The hope 
was that partipants would have read the readings well in advance, 
which were posted to a special website dedicated to the 2016 ITC 
Conference in Santa Barbara. To be honest, neither the ULT Santa 
Barbara team, nor the ITC Board knew how the study circles 
would work out. We just hoped people would enjoy them and 
would appreciate the intimacy of studying in a close circle, the 
sacred philosophy so dear to people’s hearts: Theosophy as taught 
by H.P. Blavatsky. The first round of study circles was like the first 
day of school with all the kids returning in the Fall. Fortunately, 
the first round was all on the same subject, with all participants in 
all study circles reviewing the Three Fundamentals of Theosophy, 
so it wasn’t that crucial if one ended up in the wrong group. I 
learned quickly that people from all of the Theosophical traditions 
were deeply grounded in the Three Fundamental Propositions, 
and had been thinking about them for most of their lives. It was 
truly refreshing to have been blessed with the young people who 
came to the conference and participated with their penetrating 
questions. The beautiful thing about millennials is that, just as 
they see the world and humanity in an effortlessly race-neutral 
way, and just as they care more about what kind of a person you 
are than what religion you profess—just so do they seem to have 
absolutely no problem with there being different traditions in 
Theosophy. They just go for the essence of Theosophy, pure and 
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simple, and have little patience with anything short of universal 
brotherhood.

After lunch on Friday, all participants engaged in another 
round of study circles, this time in seven circles on separate topics, 
all pertaining to Theosophy and social responsibility. This is when 
many of us began to detect a great deal of pure joy. People were 
relaxed, and let their hair down. The natural setting surely had 
to do with this: the Santa Barbara air, the warm sunshine, the 
majestic mountains to the North (a micro version of India?). 
But, more than anything, people were sharing what was closest 
to their hearts, the teachings of H.P.B. In the best sense, we 
became like children. The teachings themselves were thought to 
be important beyond anything else. Earnestness, honesty, sincere 
and humorous self-deprecation, admiration of the profundity of 
the Wisdom Religion—and above all, compassion, was in the air. 
One was reminded—one felt it—of the devotion and solidarity 
spoken of in The Secret Doctrine, when in the Golden Age of 
infant humanity, the wise beings lit up the fires of mind. 

What an excellent preparation to hear about the various 
approaches by Theosophical groups to the study of The Secret 
Doctrine that afternoon! Martin Leiderman emphasized the 
importance of studying the book with others, not only in study 
groups, but also with the “second opinion” of the many learned 
commentators who have spent their lives with and have written 
excellent articles and books on the concepts taught in The Secret 
Doctrine. Johanna Vermeulen-Piket clarified that we should not 
study only for the sake of “study” but also should keep in mind that 
the only reason to study is to learn how to ameliorate the conditions 
of mankind, both inner and outer. She also recommended that it 
is better to deeply consider themes (such as Reincarnation) in the 
light of Theosophy, rather than to pour over any single book, page 
by page from the beginning to the end. Pierre Wouters articulated 
that the reading of The Secret Doctrine brings us into contact with 
the magnetism of the author, H.P. Blavatsky. While the book is 
complex, it is not complicated. We bring to the study much of 
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ourselves, our limitations as well as our abilities to learn. This is 
why each student has to develop his or her own individual “best 
methodology.” Pierre brought out how the Stanzas of Dzyan, as 
H.P.B. made clear in the Proem, are an abstract formula, which 
can be applied mutatis mutandi to all levels of evolution, from the 
greatest conceivable down to our Earth. Other points were the 
importance of seeing the unity of everything, of looking behind 
and within words in their context, and that we should not get 
stuck in names, but rather to discern processes. All these points, 
by all three speakers, I found to be most instructive.

As a summary and harvest of this mind-expanding day, Gerry 
Kiffe led the entire plenary assembly through a series of short 
statements offered by participants. This was after a day consisting of 
no less than H.P.B.’s ideas on social responsibility, study circles on 
the Three Fundamentals of The Secret Doctrine, more study circles 
on philosophical concepts of brotherhood, and a plenary dialogue 
on Approaches to The Secret Doctrine! Gerry’s challenge was to see 
if eighteen short, disciplined—yet pithy—seed thoughts could be 
shared by conference participants after such a remarkable day of 
mind expansion. As if this cosmic journey through inner-space 
wasn’t enough, later on Friday evening, we were treated to an 
audio-visual, multi-media journey, through outer space with 
the presentation on Astronomy and Meta-Astronomy by Russ 
Lewin. Herman C. Vermeulen, who as scientist and a member 
of the European Space Administration team who actually landed 
a spacecraft on a speeding comet, was also a big contributor. We 
learned about Albert Einstein, the Hubble telescope, Jupiter, the 
Sun, the Heliosphere—and about the depths of space, time and 
motion. What an absolute treat that evening was!

Saturday morning, we all gathered to hear three talks on the 
question of why are we our brother’s keeper. Carolyn Dorrance 
pointed out that helping our fellow human beings all too often 
turns into a merely material effort. While not discounting the 
importance of helping on the physical plane, the question 
becomes, how can we assist with a deeper kind of change? A more 
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transformative approach is needed, she said, which can invoke 
creative thinking and compassion. In this approach, the barriers 
of who is the helper and who is the helped can be dissolved. A kind 
of mutuality of purpose can be developed. The influence of the 
higher principles within human beings can be released creating a 
field, a “third force” that can then attract others. Domen Kocevar 
explored the question of how can we really achieve the feeling of 
one humanity. This is the only way that humans can truly bring 
an end to harming one another. Yes, there are governments and 
corporations, but it really comes down to the individual level. It 
is human beings who hurt others and who also help one another. 
Why do we fail to find unity with those who are the most near 
to us, especially when our differences are so slight? We need to 
make stronger our connection of the antaskarana, the bridge to 
the higher nature within. By helping others, it is food for the soul. 
Sieglinde Plocki spoke of the misunderstandings of, as well as 
the true meanings of, freedom, justice and responsibility. In all 
of life, smaller circles are within larger ones. Everything lives for 
everything else. Why do we want to grow spiritually? Is it for our 
own selves? Or is it for the sake of others? The desire to help others 
is a faculty of the higher nature of every living being. To be our 
brother’s keeper is the most natural wish in the world. 

Saturday afternoon, we met for a plenary session where we 
learned about three websites, Jan Nicholas Kind’s Theosophy 
Forward, Jacques Mahnich’s Theoscience and Gerry Kiffe’s (with 
another co-creator) Universal Theosophy, along with its twin site, 
Theosophy Nexus. All of these were shown to be brilliant and 
innovative ways of introducing Theosophy to those who might 
not be exposed to it if they were not able or inclined to come to 
a meeting. The afternoon’s plenary harvest conducted by April 
Hejka-Ekins and Marijn Gijsbers was rich with insights, gratitude 
and good humor. They were especially adept at the Socratic art 
of bringing out the thoughts and insights of the young people 
in attendance. Saturday night we were treated to the sounds of 
Indian slide guitar and tabla, played by the best two “white guys” 
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you will probably ever hear play that kind of music, Dave Cipriani 
and Gregg Johnson. In the spirit of discipleship and East West 
transcendence, they played the works of the Indian masters as well 
as modern compositions. 

Many of the most important efforts that have been advanced 
in the Theosophical Movement have been conducted by the 
mystery of a man and a woman working together in the service of 
humanity. The ITC as we know it, as a platform organization to 
facilitate the interaction and cross-pollination of Theosophists of 
all the traditions as well as independent students, was largely the 
brainchild, labor of love and continuing gift of Sally and James 
Colbert. They had a dream that such an intercontinental, inter-
national, interdenominational and just plain interesting people as 
Theosophists could come together, see each other, hear each other 
and partake of each other’s inspiration. Their vision, I felt, is what 
was largely behind the success of this and other ITC gatherings. 
We were fortunate Sunday morning, through a series of short pre-
sentations moderated by my father, James Colbert, to see and hear 
“phase two” of this dream: examples of how many theosophists 
have been able to actually put into practice inspiring acts of theo-
sophical service. 

Sunday morning’s presentations were inaugurated by a 
penetrating presentation given by Jim Tepfer disclosing the 
pivotal influence of Theosophy in the life, practice and message 
of M.K. Gandhi. This talk was clearly the fruit of a lifetime of 
deep reflection and will resonate in the hearts and minds of many 
of the attendees as we collectively move forward into a dicey 
and challenging future. Carol Nicholson presented a beautiful 
Power Point on the inspiration of the Theosophical Order of 
Service. Helena Kerekhazi showed us what the noetic stand up 
comediennes of the future will be like, delivering a heart warming 
and inspiring account of an effort to let people know about 
Theosophy at The World Parliament of Religions in Utah, 2015. 
Johanna Vermeulen-piket told us about the remarkable work 
of Katherine Tingley, who provided a significant Theosophical 
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influence on some of the historical events of her time. I learned, 
I think, of the Dutch recognition of the critical importance of 
vision in world affairs, and their belief that Theosophy can be a key 
supplier of that vision now and in the future. Carolyn Dorrance 
spoke on the similar influence of Russian artist and theosophist 
Nicholas Roerich on the stage of world history. Erwin Bomas and 
Jan Kind told of some influences of Theosophy with respect to 
human rights. In this presentation, I think I learned some of the 
magic of Jan Nicolaas Kind, in the way he introduces Theosophy 
to so many people. Herman C. Vermeulen and Robert Moore 
spoke informatively and movingly on the present state of our 
civilization’s approach to the transition that we call ‘death.’ They 
spoke with prescience of a better future when family members 
and health professionals will begin to understand the process and 
dignity of death and dying. 

The solemn joy conveyed in the applause after each presenta-
tion signified to me a deep and heartfelt appreciation of all of 
these efforts to put Theosophy into practice. After a brief and final 
harvest session and some final blessings from the three presidents 
of the ITC, the conference was adjourned with a reading from the 
Rig Veda, intoning the commonality of purpose that we have as 
students of Theosophy.



As mankind is essentially of one and the same essence, 
and that essence is one—infinite, uncreate, and eternal, 
whether we call it God or Nature—nothing, therefore, 
can affect one nation or one man without affecting all 
other nations and all other men.
 —H.P. Blavatsky
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